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The main objective of this project is to find the original symmetric presen-
tations of some very important finite groups and to give our constructions of some of
these groups. We have found the Mathieu sporadic group M11, HS × D5, where HS
is the sporadic group Higman-Sim group, the projective special unitary group U(3, 5)
and the projective special linear group L2(149) as homomorphic images of the mono-
mial progenitors 11∗4 :m (5 : 4), 5∗6 :m S5 and 149∗2 :m D37. We have also discovered
24 : S3 × C2, 24 : A5, (25 : S4), 25 : S3 × S3, 33 : S4 × C2, S6, 29 : PGL(2, 7),
22 • (S6 : S6), PGL(2, 19), ((A5 : A5 × A5) : D6), 6 • (U4(3) : 2), 2 • PGL(2, 13), S7,
PGL(2, 8), PSL(2, 19), 2 × PGL(2, 81), 25 : (S6 × A5), 26 : S4 × D3, U(4, 3), 34 : S4,
32 : D6, 2 • (PGL(2, 7) : PSL(2, 7)), 22 : (S5 : S5) and 23 : (PSL3(4) : 2) as homomor-
phic images of the permutation progenitors 2∗8 : (2 × 4 : 2), 2∗16 : (2 × 4 : C2 × C2),
2∗9 : (S3 × S3), 2∗9 : (S3 × A3), 2∗9 : (32 : 23) and 2∗9 : (33 : A3). We have also con-
structed 24 : S3×C2, 24 : A5, (25 : S4), 25 : S3×S3, 33 : S4×C2, S6, M11 and U(3, 5) by
using the technique of double coset enumeration. We have determined the isomorphism
types of the most of the images mentioned in this thesis. We demonstrate our work for
the following examples: 34 : (32 ∗ 23) × 2, 29 : PGL(2, 7), 2•S6, (54 : (D4 × S3)), and
3 :• PSL(2, 19)× 2.
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1Introduction
Group theory is the significant topic in mathematics and abstract algebra.
Group theory allows to study the algebraic structures known as group. In this thesis,
we show symmetric presentations of finite groups. Also, we are interested to show
some of groups which we could get them from our progenitors through our research
for example Mathieu groups, alternating groups, linear groups, symmetric groups and
Unitary groups. We show shortly in the following some of the concepts which we will
discuss them in this thesis. In chapter 1, we give some important definitions and
theorem which are used in this thesis. In chapter 2, we provide some of relations
lemma which help us to find relations to factor our progenitors mn : N by them. Thus,
we apply the factoring lemma, the famous lemma, or the first order relation lemma to
factor our progenitors. In chapter 3, we describe character table construction. So,
we build table of D4, and we will induce a linear character of a proper subgroups. In
chapter 4, we will see how we can compute an extension problem to find isomorphic
type of our group by looking to the composition factor of group. In chapter 5, we
will show progenitors and their homomorphic images. In chapter 6, we give transitive
group on 9 letters with some of their homomorphic images. In chapter 7, we clarify
how we can induce and verify a linear character of the monomial progenitors. Also,
we verify the monomial representation and construct a permutation representation by
hand. Moreover, we find a representation of the monomial progenitor. In chapter 8,
we will demonstrate the technique of double coset enumeration and we will construct
Caylay diagram of double coset enumeration. In chapter 9, we apply the technique
of double coset enumeration over maximal subgroup. So, we will show double coset
enumeration of M11 over maximal subgroup S5 and double coset enumeration of U(3, 5)




Definition 1.1. A group G (G, ∗) is a nonempty collection of elements with an asso-
ciative operation ∗, such that:
• there exists an identity element, e ∈ G such that e ∗ a = a ∗ e for all a ∈ G;
• for every a ∈ G, there exists an element b ∈ G such that a ∗ b = e = b ∗ a. [Rot95]
Definition 1.2. For group G, a subgroup S of G is a nonempty subset where s ∈ G
implies s−1 ∈ G and s, t ∈ G imply st ∈ G. We denote subgroup S of G as S ≤ G.
[Rot95]
Definition 1.3. Let H be a subgroup of group G. H is a proper subgroup of G if
H 6= G. We denote this as H < G. [Rot95]
Definition 1.4. Let G be a group and H ≤ G. H is a maximal subgroup of G if
there is no normal subgroup N ≤ G such that H < N < G. [Rot95]
Definition 1.5. A symmetric group, SX , is the group of all permutations of X,
where X ∈ N. SX is a group under compositions. [Rot95]
Definition 1.6. If X is a nonempty set, a permutation of X is a bijection φ : X −→
X. [Rot95]
3Definition 1.7. If x ∈ X and φ ∈ SX , then φ fixes x if φ(x) = x and φ moves x if
φ(x) 6= x. [Rot95]
Definition 1.8. For permutations α, β ∈ SX , α and β are disjoint if every element
moved by one permutation is fixed by the other. Precisely,
if α(x) 6= x, then β(a) = a and if α(y) = y, then β(y) 6= y. [Rot95]
Definition 1.9. A permutation which interchanges a pair of elements is a transposi-
tion. [Rot95]
Definition 1.10. In group G, if a,b ∈ G, a and b commute if a ∗ b = b ∗ a. [Rot95]
Definition 1.11. A group G is abelian if every pair of elements in G commutes with
one another. [Rot95]
Definition 1.12. Let G be a group. The order of G is the number of elements contained
in G. We denote the order of G by |G|. [Rot95]
Definition 1.13. Let G be a group. G is simple if the only normal subgroups of G are
1 and G. [Rot95]
Definition 1.14. Let p be prime. If G ∼= Zp×Zp×· · ·×Zp, then we say G is elementary
abelian. [Rot95]
Definition 1.15. Let (G, ∗) and (H, ◦) be groups. The function φ : G → H is a
homomorphism if φ(a ∗ b) = φ(a) ◦ φ(b), for all a,b ∈ G. An isomorphism is a
bijective homomorphism. We say G is isomorphic to H, G ∼= H, if there is exists an
isomorphism f : G→ H. [Rot95]
Definition 1.16. Let f : G → H be a homomorphism. The kernel of a homomor-
phism is the set {x ∈ G|f(x) = 1}, where 1 is the identity in H. We denote the kernel
of f as ker f . [Rot95]
Definition 1.17. Let X be a nonempty subset of a group G. Let w ∈ G where w =
xe11 x
e2
2 . . . x
en
n , with xi ∈ X and ei = ±1. We say that w is a word on X. [Rot95]
Definition 1.18. Let G be a group such that K ≤ G. K is normal in G if gKg−1 = K,
for every g ∈ G. We will use K CG to denote K as being normal in G. [Rot95]
4Definition 1.19. Let a, b ∈ G. We denote the commutator of a and b by [a, b], where
[a, b] = aba−1b−1. [Rot95]
Definition 1.20. Let G be a group. The Derived Group of G, denoted G′, is the
subgroup of G formed by all the commutators of G. [Rot95]
Definition 1.21. Let G be a group. The index of H ≤ G, denoted [G : H], is the
number of right cosets of H in G. [Rot95]
Definition 1.22. Let X be a set and G be a group. We say X is a G-set if there exists
a function φ : G×X → X (which we call an action) and the following hold for φ:
• 1x = x, for all x ∈ X.
• g(hx) = (gh)x, for g,h ∈ G and x ∈ X. [Rot95]
Definition 1.23. Let G be a group. The center of G, Z(G), is the set of all elements
in G that commute with all elements of G. [Rot95]
Definition 1.24. Let G be a group. If H ≤ G, the normalizer of H in G is defined
by NG(H) = {a ∈ G|aHa−1 = H}. [Rot95]
Definition 1.25. Let G be a group. If H ≤ G, the centralizer of H in G is:
CG(H) = {x ∈ G : [x, h] = 1 for all h ∈ H}. [Rot95]
Definition 1.26. Let G be a group and X be a G-set. For x ∈ X, the set xG = {xg|g ∈
G} is a G-Orbit. [Rot95]
Definition 1.27. Let X be a G-set. Let α be an action of G on X. If α˜ : G → SX is
injective, we say X is faithful. [Rot95]
Definition 1.28. Let G be a group and X be a G-set. X is transitive if for all x,y ∈ X
there exists a g ∈ G such that y = gx. [Rot95]
Definition 1.29. Let G be a group. A normal series G is a sequence of subgroups
G = G0 ≥ G1 ≥ · · · ≥ Gn = 1
with Gi+1 C Gi. Furthermore, the factor groups of G are given by Gi/Gi+1 for i =
0, 1, . . . , n− 1. [Rot95]
5Definition 1.30. Let X be a set and ∆ by a family of words on X. A group G has
generators X and relations ∆ if G ∼= F/R, where F is a free group with basis X and
R is the normal subgroup of F generated by ∆. We say < X|∆ > is a presentation
of G. [Rot95]
Definition 1.31. Let X be a G-set. Then for B ⊆ X, B is a block if for every g ∈ G,
either gB = B or gB ∩B = ∅. [Rot95]
Definition 1.32. Let X and Y be G-sets. The function f : X → Y is a G-map if
f(gx) = gf(x), for all x ∈ X and g ∈ G. [Rot95]
Definition 1.33. Let X be a G-set. X is primitive if X has no nontrivial blocks. If
X is primitive, the only blocks of X are B = X and B = ∅. [Rot95]
1.2 Theorems
Theorem 1.34. Every permutation α ∈ Sn is either a cycle or a product of disjoint
cycles. [Rot95]
Theorem 1.35. Let f : (G, ∗)→ (G′, ◦) be a homomorphism. The following hold true:
• f(e) = e′, where e′ is the identity in G′,
• If a ∈ G, then f(a−1) = f(a)−1,
• If a ∈ G and n ∈ Z, then f(an) = f(a)n. [Rot95]
Theorem 1.36. The intersection of any family of subgroups of a group G is again a
subgroup of G. [Rot95]
Theorem 1.37. If S ≤ G, then any two right (or left) cosets of S in G are either
identical or disjoint. [Rot95]
Theorem 1.38. If G is a finite group and H ≤ G, then |H| divides |G| and [G : H] =
|G|/|H|. [Rot95]
Theorem 1.39. If S and T are subgroups of a finite group G, then
|ST ||S ∩ T | = |S||T |. [Rot95]
6Theorem 1.40. If N CG, then the cosets of N in G form a group, denoted by G/N ,
of order [G : N ]. [Rot95]
Theorem 1.41. The commutator subgroup G′ is a normal subgroup of G. Moreover,
if H CG, then G/H is abelian if and only if G′ ≤ H. [Rot95]
Theorem 1.42. Let φ : G → H be a homomorphism with kernel K. Then K is a
normal subgroup of G and G/K ∼= imφ. [Rot95]
Theorem 1.43. Let N and T be subgroups of G with N normal. Then N ∩T is normal
in T and T/(N ∩ T ) ∼= NT/N . [Rot95]
Theorem 1.44. Let G be a group with normal subgroups H and K. If HK = G and
H ∩K = 1, then G ∼= H ×K. [Rot95]
Theorem 1.45. If a ∈ G, the number of conjugates of a is equal to the index of its
centralizer:
|aG| = [G : CG(a)],
and this number is a divisor of |G| when G is finite. [Rot95]
Theorem 1.46. If H ≤ G, then the number c of conjugates of H in G is equal to the
index of its normalizer: c = [G : NG(H)], and c divides |G| when G is finite. Moreover,
aHa−1 = bHb−1 if and only if b−1a ∈ NG(H). [Rot95]
Theorem 1.47. If H ≤ G and [G : H] = n, then there is a homomorphism ρ : G→ Sn
with kerρ ≤ H. The homomorphism ρ is called the representation of G on the cosets of
H. [Rot95]
Theorem 1.48. If X is a G-set with action α, then there is a homomorphism α˜ : SX
given by α˜ : x 7→ gx = α(g, x). Conversely, every homomorphism ϕ : G → SX defines
an action, namely, gx = ϕ(g)x, which makes X into a G-set. [Rot95]
Theorem 1.49. Every two composition series of a group G are equivalent. We will
refer to this Theorem as the Jordan-Ho¨lder Theorem. [Rot95]
Theorem 1.50. Let X be a faithful primitive G-set of degree n ≥ 2. If H C G and if
H 6= 1, then X is a transitive H-set. Also, n divides |H|. [Rot95]
7Chapter 2
Writing Relations
Now we give important lemmas which assist us to find appropriate relations
to factor our progenitors.
2.1 The Factoring Lemma
Factoring the progenitor m∗n : N by (ti, tj) for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n gives the group
mn : N . [Gri15]
This factoring lemma is used to check if the progenitor was written correctly or not.
2.1.1 Factoring Lemma Preformed on the Progenitor 11∗2 : D5
Consider the progenitor 11∗2 : D5. Now, if we factor the progenitor 11∗2 : D5
by the relation t1t2 = t2t1, we must get | 11∗2:D5(t1,t2)=1 |=112 × 10 = 1210. Where t1 ∼ t and










8Finitely presented group on 2 generators
Relations
$.2ˆ2 = Id($)






Permutation group acting on a set of cardinality 20
Order = 5
(1, 9, 5, 7, 17)(2, 18, 8, 6, 10)(3, 19, 11, 15, 13)





















Therefore, our progenitor is written correctly.
92.2 The Famous Lemma
Theorem 2.1. (Famous Lemma). N∩ < ti, tj >≤ CN (Nij), where Nij denotes the
stabilizer in N of the two points i and j. [Cur07]
2.2.1 The Famous Lemma Performed on the Progenitor 2∗8 : (2× 4 : 2)
We have given another way to produce important relations by a lemma is
called the famous lemma. Through the following example, we will describe steps to
apply the famous lemma. First, we need to store these generators of the permutation
group N =< ww, xx, yy, zz > in Magma. We will look for the highest digit in the
permutations. Since 8 is the highest number, we will use sym(8).
S:=Sym(8);
ww:=S!(2, 5)(3, 7);
xx:=S!(1,2)(3, 6)(4, 5)(7, 8);
yy:=S!(1, 3, 4, 7)(2, 6, 5, 8);
zz:=S!(1, 4)(2, 5)(3, 7)(6, 8);
N:=sub<S|ww,xx,yy,zz>
We check the order of N, so it is equal 16. Next, we want to ask Magma for a presentation
for N.
FPGroup(N);






($.1 * $.3ˆ-1)ˆ2 = Id($)
$.2 * $.3ˆ-1 * $.2 * $.3 = Id($)
$.3ˆ-2 * $.4 = Id($)
$.1 * $.2 * $.1 * $.2 * $.4 = Id($)
This will be our presentation for N, where .1 = w, .2 = x, .3 = y, and .4 = z type in
NN=Group < w, x, y, z|w2, x2, y4, z2, (w ∗y−1)2, x∗y−1∗x∗y, y−2∗z, w ∗x∗w ∗x∗z >.





We have 16, then we can move on to the next step. We now have a presentation for
NN, now we will add a t
′




So, we will need to add (t, (25)(37)) to our presentation which means that t commutes
with (25)(37). Also, we know that t is of order 2, since the progenitor given is 2∗8, so
we will add t2 to our presentation as well. To write (25)(37) in the presentation, we
need to convert it into terms of w, x, y, and z. So, we will add this to our presentation
that (t,w) since (2, 5)(3, 7) is equal w. Therefore, our presentation will look like this so
far G = Group < w, x, y, z, t|w2, x2, y4, z2, (w ∗ y−1)2, x ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y, y−2 ∗ z, w ∗ x ∗w ∗
x ∗ z, t2, (t, w) >. We will now factor this presentation by the famous lemma. Famous
lemma states that relations will look like as follow:
(xti)
m = 1 where m is odd and x sends 1 to 2 and (titj)
m = x where m is even and x
fixes 1 and 2. [Cur07]




Permutation group N acting on a set of cardinality 8
Order = 16 = 2ˆ4
(2, 5)(3, 7)
(1, 2)(3, 6)(4, 5)(7, 8)
(1, 3, 4, 7)(2, 6, 5, 8)
(1, 4)(2, 5)(3, 7)(6, 8)
We consider permutation (2,5)(3,7). The lemma tells us that if 1 and 2 are fixed then
we use the following relation ,(t1 ∗ t2)m = (t ∗ tx)m = w, where m is even. We also see
that the permutation (1, 2)(3, 6)(4, 5)(7, 8), so we have this relation
((1, 2)(3, 6)(4, 5)(7, 8) ∗ t1)m = (xt)k = 1 since 1 send to 2 and k is odd. Finally, we will
add these relations to our presentation.
for k in [0..10] do for m in [0,1,3,5,7,9] do;
G<w,x,y,z,t>:=Group<w,x,y,z,t|wˆ2,xˆ2,yˆ4,zˆ2,(w*yˆ-1)ˆ2,
x*yˆ-1*x*y,yˆ-2*z,w*x*w*x*z,tˆ2,(t,w),(t*x)ˆk=1,(t*tˆx)ˆm=w>;
if #G gt 16 then k,m,#G;
end if; end for; end for;
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2.3 The First Order Relation
A relation of the form (x∗ ti)a, where x ∈ N , and ti ∈ {t1, t2, t3, ...} and a ≥ 2.
To apply the first order relation, we need to do these steps which are:
• We need to find a presentation of the progenitor G = m∗n : N.
• We need to find classes of N and factor our progenitor by these classes.
• We have to compute the centralizer of all classes and orbits of all classes. Then, we
can develop the first order relation from those orbits.[Why06] In the following example,
we apply those steps to factor our progenitor by the first order relation to find the
homomorphism images.
2.3.1 The Progenitor 2∗16 : (2× 4 : C2×C2) Factored by the First Order
Relation
S:=Sym(16);
xx:=S!(2, 8)(3, 7)(4, 14)(6, 10)(9, 13)(11, 16);
yy:=S!(1, 2)(3, 9)(4, 8)(5, 10)(6, 14)(7, 11)(12, 16)(13, 15);
zz:=S!(1, 3)(2, 9)(4, 12)(5, 7)(6, 13)(8, 16)(10, 11)(14, 15);
ww:= S!(1, 4, 5, 14)(2, 6, 10, 8)(3, 12, 7, 15)(9, 13, 11, 16);








ArrayP:=[Id(N): i in [1..32]];
for i in [2..32] do
P:=[Id(N): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=xx; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1 then P[j]:=xxˆ-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P[j]:=yy; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -2 then P[j]:=yyˆ-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 3 then P[j]:=zz; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -3 then P[j]:=zzˆ-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 4 then P[j]:=ww; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -4 then P[j]:=wwˆ-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 5 then P[j]:=hh; end if;
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if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -5 then P[j]:=hhˆ-1; end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(N);









Conjugacy Classes of group N
----------------------------
[1] Order 1 Length 1
Rep Id(N)
[2] Order 2 Length 1
Rep (1, 5)(2, 10)(3, 7)(4, 14)(6, 8)(9, 11)(12, 15)(13, 16)
[3] Order 2 Length 2
Rep (1, 3)(2, 9)(4, 12)(5, 7)(6, 13)(8, 16)(10, 11)(14, 15)
[4] Order 2 Length 4
Rep (1, 2)(3, 9)(4, 8)(5, 10)(6, 14)(7, 11)(12, 16)(13, 15)
[5] Order 2 Length 4
Rep (1, 9)(2, 3)(4, 16)(5, 11)(6, 15)(7, 10)(8, 12)(13, 14)
[6] Order 2 Length 4
Rep (2, 8)(3, 7)(4, 14)(6, 10)(9, 13)(11, 16)
[7] Order 4 Length 2
Rep (1, 4, 5, 14)(2, 6, 10, 8)(3, 12, 7, 15)(9, 13, 11, 16)
[8] Order 4 Length 2
Rep (1, 12, 5, 15)(2, 13, 10, 16)(3, 4, 7, 14)(6, 11, 8, 9)
[9] Order 4 Length 4
Rep (1, 7, 5, 3)(2, 13, 10, 16)(4, 12, 14, 15)(6, 9, 8, 11)
[10] Order 8 Length 4
Rep (1, 8, 14, 10, 5, 6, 4, 2)(3, 13, 15, 9, 7, 16, 12, 11)
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[11] Order 8 Length 4
Rep (1, 16, 4, 9, 5, 13, 14, 11)(2, 3, 6, 12, 10, 7, 8, 15)




GSet{@ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 6, 10, 7, 12, 14, 16, 13, 11, 15 @}
[3]
GSet{@ 1, 3, 16, 2, 8, 9, 12, 15, 4, 14, 10, 13, 11, 6, 5, 7 @}
[4]
GSet{@ 1, 2, 3, 11, 9, 7, 10, 5 @},
GSet{@ 4, 8, 12, 13, 16, 15, 6, 14 @}
[5]
GSet{@ 1, 9, 2, 11, 3, 5, 7, 10 @},
GSet{@ 4, 16, 8, 13, 12, 14, 15, 6 @}
[6]
GSet{@ 1, 15, 5, 12 @},
GSet{@ 3, 7, 14, 4 @},
GSet{@ 2, 8, 16, 11, 10, 6, 13, 9 @}
[7]
GSet{@ 1, 4, 16, 2, 5, 9, 6, 7, 3, 14, 13, 10, 15, 12, 8, 11 @}
[8]
GSet{@ 1, 12, 14, 5, 3, 4, 15, 7 @},
GSet{@ 2, 8, 13, 9, 10, 6, 16, 11 @}
[9]
GSet{@ 2, 13, 16, 10 @},
GSet{@ 6, 9, 8, 11 @},
GSet{@ 1, 7, 15, 5, 4, 3, 12, 14 @}
[10]
GSet{@ 1, 8, 14, 10, 5, 6, 4, 2 @},
GSet{@ 3, 13, 15, 9, 7, 16, 12, 11 @}
[11]
GSet{@ 1, 16, 4, 9, 5, 13, 14, 11 @},
GSet{@ 2, 3, 6, 12, 10, 7, 8, 15 @}
for j in [2..#C] do
C[j][3];
for i in [1..32] do if ArrayP[i] eq C[j][3] then Sch[i];
end if; end for;
(1, 5)(2, 10)(3, 7)(4, 14)(6, 8)(9, 11)(12, 15)(13, 16)
14
(1, 3)(2, 9)(4, 12)(5, 7)(6, 13)(8, 16)(10, 11)(14, 15)
(1, 2)(3, 9)(4, 8)(5, 10)(6, 14)(7, 11)(12, 16)(13, 15)
(1, 9)(2, 3)(4, 16)(5, 11)(6, 15)(7, 10)(8, 12)(13, 14)
(2, 8)(3, 7)(4, 14)(6, 10)(9, 13)(11, 16)
(1, 4, 5, 14)(2, 6, 10, 8)(3, 12, 7, 15)(9, 13, 11, 16)
(1, 12, 5, 15)(2, 13, 10, 16)(3, 4, 7, 14)(6, 11, 8, 9)
(1, 7, 5, 3)(2, 13, 10, 16)(4, 12, 14, 15)(6, 9, 8, 11)
(1, 8, 14, 10, 5, 6, 4, 2)(3, 13, 15, 9, 7, 16, 12, 11)










y * x * z
Now, we multiply each word in above by t. (h ∗ t), (z ∗ t), (y ∗ t), (y ∗ tw), (y ∗
z ∗ t), (y ∗ tw), (x ∗ t), (x ∗ tz), (x ∗ ty), (w ∗ t), (z ∗ w ∗ t), (z ∗ w ∗ ty), (z ∗ x ∗ ty), (z ∗ x ∗
t(y∗w)), (z ∗ x ∗ t), (y ∗ x ∗ t), (y ∗ x ∗ tz), (y ∗ x ∗ z ∗ t), (y ∗ x ∗ z ∗ ty), where t1 = t, t2 = ty,
t3 = t
z, t4 = t
w, t5 = t
h, t6 = t
(y∗w) and we can raise this to some power such as a, b,
c, d, f, ff, g, i, ii, j, jj, e, u, r. Then, we add these relations to our presentation and run
it in the background on Magma to find some homomorphic images.









Some homomorphic images are obtained by factoring our presentation by the
first order relation lemma:
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 8 141557760
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 2211840
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 8 6 4 196608
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 10 5 5 1920
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 10 6 4 30000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 6 4 36864
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 6 4 4 5184
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 8 4 4 2097152
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 8 9 3 39191040
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 10 4 4 40000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 4 5 4 327680
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 4 4 4 2304
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 3 8 9 672
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 3 10 9 4320
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 4 4 4 32768
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 5 5 8 1440
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 5 5 9 6840
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 8 5 5 10 10240
0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 5 4 368640




3.1 Definitions and Theorem
Definition 3.1. Let χ1, ..., χk be the irreducible characters and conjugacy classes of G
and let g1, ..., gk be representatives of the conjugacy classes of G. The k×k matrix whose
ij-entry is χi(gi) (for all i, j with 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ k) is called the character table
of G.
Definition 3.2. The degree of a character χ is χ(1). Note that a character whose degree
is 1 is called a linear character. [Led87]
Theorem 3.3. Let G be a finite group having the distinct irreducible χ1, χ2, ....., χk.
Let 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k. Then ∑ki=1 χ(i)α χ(¯i)β = |G|h δαβ
• In a character table, the dot product of any column with conjugate of any other column
is 0.
• In a character table, the dot product of the column α with its own conjugate is |G|hα .
[GL93]
Definition 3.4. In a character table the sum of squares of the degrees of the distinct
irreducible characters of G is equal to |G|. The degree of a character χ is χ(1).[GL93]
Definition 3.5. The number of irreducible character of G is equal to the number
of conjugacy classes of G.[Led87]
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Definition 3.6. Character table of a cyclic group
Let G be a cyclic group of order n. Then G = < z >,and |z | = n. Let r = e 2piirn , where
r =0,1,2,...,n, be the n nth roots of unity. For any z s ∈ G, s=0,1,2,...,n, the values
of the n irreducible characters χ(r) are given by χ(r)(z s) = e
2piir
n , where r=0,1,2,...,n.
[GL93]
Definition 3.7. Let a ∈ G, where G is a group. The conjugacy class of a is given by
aG = {ag|g ∈ G} = {g−1ag|g ∈ G}. [Rot95]
Definition 3.8. Character table of an abelian group: Let G be a finite abelian
group say G=< z1 > × < z2 > × < z3 > ×....× < zm >, where each zµis order of
order nµ, and |G| = n1n2...nm. Let x = za11 za22 ...zamm , where 0 ≤ aµ ≤ nµ be an arbitrary
element of G.Now let, for each µ, µ = e
2piirµ
nµ , where rµ = 0, 1, 2, ..., nµ, be the nµ th roots
of unity. Here µ = 1, 2, ..,m. Then corresponding to each m-tuple r = [r1, r2, ..., rm],





nµ is an irreducible character of G. [GL93]
Definition 3.9. Lifting process: Let N be a normal subgroup of G and suppose that
A0(Nx) is a representation of degree m of the group G/N . Then A(x) = A0(Nx)
defines a representation of G/N LIFTED from G/N. If φ0(Nx) is the character of
A0(Nx), then φ(x) = φ0(Nx) is the lifted character of A(x). Also, if u ∈ N,then
A(u) = Im, φ(u) = m = φ(1). The lifting process preserves irreducibility. [Led87]
Definition 3.10. The group from a character table of the finite group:
(a) All normal subgroups of a finite group G can be obtained from its character table as
follows:





ii.a collection of conjugacy classes from a normal subgroup ⇐⇒ it is an intersection of
kernels of its characters.
(b) |G|´= the number of linear characters of G.
(c) G is simple if the kernel of each character is 1.
(d) The center is cyclic if the table contains a faithful character. [Led87]
Theorem 3.11. Let χ1, ..., χk be the irreducible characters of G, and let g1, ..., gk be
representatives of the conjugacy classes of G. Then the following relations hold for any
r, s ∈ 1, ..., k.
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(2) The column orthogonality relations:∑k
i=1 χi(gr)χ¯i
¯(gs) = δrs|CG(gi)|.[Led87]
Definition 3.12. The inner product of characters of G, say φ and ψ can be found
as follows:
< φ,ψ >= 1|G|hαφ
αψ¯α, where hα is the number of elements in the class α, φα is the value
of φ in the class α, ψα is the value of ψ in the class α. Also, note that χ
α is the value
of χ at class α. [Led87]
3.2 Building the Character Table of D4
In this example, we will show how we can use the lifting process to find the
character table of the dihedral group D4. In order to build character table of the dihedral
group D4 of order 8. We will use the conjugacy classes.[Has17]
Let G=D4 = {e, a, a2, a3b, a2b, a3b, ab}
Let a = (1, 2, 3, 4), b = (1, 4)(2, 3), a2 = (1, 3)(2, 4), a3 = (1, 4, 3, 2), ab = (1, 3),
a3b = (2, 4), and a2b = (1, 2)(3, 4).
Conjugacy Classes of group G
----------------------------
[1] Order 1 Length 1
Rep Id(G)
[2] Order 2 Length 1
Rep (1, 3)(2, 4)
[3] Order 2 Length 2
Rep (1, 4)(2, 3)
[4] Order 2 Length 2
Rep (2, 4)
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[5] Order 4 Length 2
Rep (1, 2, 3, 4)
Next, we will find a normal subgroup of G. Now a2 lies in the center of G, as it commutes
with every elements ofD4. Therefore, N = {1, a2} the center ofD4. Thus, the conjugacy
classes being {1, a2}, {a, a3}, {b, a2b}, and{ab, a3b}. As a result, D4 has 5 irreducible






= 4 and it is isomorphic to Z/2⊕Z/2. The group Z/2⊕Z/2
has four classes {Id, a, b, ab}.
Table 3.1: Character Table of Z/2⊕ Z/2
Classes 1 2 3 4
size 1 1 1 1
Rep 1 a b ab
x.1 1 1 1 1
x.2 1 -1 -1 1
x.3 1 -1 1 -1
x.4 1 1 -1 -1
Now, we will start to fill character table of D4.
Table 3.2: Initial Character Table of D4
Classes 1 2 3 4 5
Length 1 1 2 2 2





X 5 f5 α β γ δ
We know that the trivial representation is a representation that takes every
element in D4 to the identity, so the first row will be the trivial character X 1 which is
the identity character.
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1) First, we now lift X 1 to D4:
• X 1 is identity character. So,the elements of the first row will be 1, 1, 1, 1, and 1.
2) Next, we lift X 2 to D4:
• X 2(e)=x.2(Ne)=1.
• X 2((1,3)(2,4))= x.2(N(1,3)(2,4))= 1.
(since (1,3)(2,4)∈ N)
• X 2((1,4)(2,3))= x.2(N(1,4)(2,3)= -1.
• X 2((2,4))= x.2(N(2,4))= 1 (since ab=(1,3) and x.2(N(2,4))=x.2(N(1,3)).
• X 2(1,2,3,4)= x.2(N(1,2,3,4))= -1.
Thus, the elements of the second row will be 1, 1, -1, 1,and -1.
3) Also, we lift X 3 to D4:
• X 3(e)= x.3(Ne) = 1.
• X 3((1,3)(2,4))= x.3(N(1,3)(2,4)) =1.
• X 3((1,4)(2,3))= x.3(N(1,4)(2,3) = 1.
• X 3((2,4))= x.3(N(2,4)) = -1.
• X 3(1,2,3,4)= x.3(N(1,2,3,4)) = -1.
So, the elements of the third row will be 1, 1, 1,-1, and -1.
4) Finally, we lift X 4 to D4:
• X 4(e)= x.4(Ne)= 1.
• X 4((1, 3)(2, 4))= x.4(N(1,3)(2,4))= 1.
• X 4((1, 4)(2, 3))= x.4(N(1,4)(2,3))= -1.
• X 4((2, 4))= x.4(N(2,4))= -1.
• X 4(1, 2, 3, 4)= x.4(N(1,2,3,4))= 1.
So, the elements of the fourth row will be 1, 1, 1, -1, and -1.
We could lift the four characters of Z/2 ⊕ Z/2 to obtain four characters X 1,
X 2, X 3, X 4 of D4 it remains to find X 5. Then, we use the fact that the sum of squares
of the degrees of the distinct irreducible characters of G which is equal to |D4| to find
the first element of X 5, it will be as follows:
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(f1)2 + (f2)2 + (f3)2 + (f4)2 + (f5)2= 12 + 12 + 12 + 12 + (f5)2=|G|=8. So, f5 = 2.
For the moment denote the values of X 5 for C2, C3, C4, and C5 by α, β, γ, δ respectively.
To find last row values we will use the orthogonality relations. By theorem, in a character
table, the dot product of any column with the conjugate of any other column is 0.
The column 1 and column 2 of character table of D4:
• (1).(1¯) + (1).(1¯) + (1).(1¯) + (1).(1¯) + (2). ¯(α) = 0 =⇒ α¯ = −42 = −2. Thus, α =-2.
The column 1 and column 3:
• (1).(1¯) + (1).(−¯1) + (1).(1¯) + (1).(−¯1) + (2).(β¯) = 0 =⇒ β¯ = 0 . So, β = 0.
The column 1 and column 4:
•(1).(1¯) + (1).(1¯) + (1).(−¯1) + (1).(−¯1) + (2).(γ¯) = 0 =⇒ γ¯ = 0. So, γ=0.
The column 1 and column 5:
•(1).(1¯) + (1).(−¯1) + (1).(−¯1) + (1).(1¯) + (2).(δ¯) = 0. =⇒ δ¯ = 0. Thus, δ=0.
Therefore, the elements of the last row will be 2,-2, 0, 0, and 0. Then, character table
of D4 will be.
Table 3.3: Final Character Table of D4
Classes 1 2 3 4 5
Length 1 1 2 2 2
Rep 1 (1,3)(2,4) (1,4)(2,3) (2,4) (1,2,3,4)
X 1 1 1 1 1 1
X 2 1 1 -1 1 -1
X 3 1 1 1 -1 -1
X 4 1 1 -1 -1 1
X 5 f5 = 2 α = −2 β = 0 γ = 0 δ = 0
3.3 Inducing a Linear Character of a Proper Subgroup up
H ∼= 5 : 22 of S5
Let G be a group such that G ∼= S5. We want to give a faithful and irreducible
monomial representation of G of degree n. Thus, we must induce a linear character of
a proper subgroup up H ∼= 5 : 22 of S5. In order to induce up to a character of G
of degree n the subgroup H must be of index n. In the following example, G has the
following character table:
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The character table of G
-----------------------------
Class | 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Size | 1 10 15 20 30 24 20
Order | 1 2 2 3 4 5 6
-----------------------------
p = 2 1 1 1 4 3 6 4
p = 3 1 2 3 1 5 6 2
p = 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 7
-----------------------------
X.1 + 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
X.2 + 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1
X.3 + 4 -2 0 1 0 -1 1
X.4 + 4 2 0 1 0 -1 -1
X.5 + 5 1 1 -1 -1 0 1
X.6 + 5 -1 1 -1 1 0 -1
X.7 + 6 0 -2 0 0 1 0
Now, we want to induce a linear character of H up to a character of G of degree 6. So,
we have taken a subgroup H of index 6 in G.
Index(G,H);
6
Now, the proper subgroup H ∼= 5 : 22 of S5 all the linear of H are lift to H of irreducible






for i in [1..#S] do if Index(G,S[i]‘subgroup) eq 6 then i;




(1, 4, 5, 3, 2)
Thus, H ′ =< (1, 4, 5, 3, 2) >∼= 5. The number of distinct linear characters of H is equal
to H/H ′ = 205 = 4 , so we will have 4 transversals.
Thus, H/H ′ = {H ′e,H ′(1, 5, 3, 4), H ′(1, 3)(4, 5), H ′(1, 4, 3, 5)}.
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S:=Set(dH);q:=[{Id(H)},{},{},{}];
for i in [1..#T] do for g in S do
q[i]:=q[i] join {g*T[i]}; end for; end for;
q;
{
(1, 4, 5, 3, 2),
(1, 3, 4, 2, 5),
Id(H),
(1, 2, 3, 5, 4),
(1, 5, 2, 4, 3)
},
{
(1, 4, 2, 3),
(1, 3, 5, 2),
(2, 5, 4, 3),
(1, 5, 3, 4),










(1, 2, 5, 3),
(2, 3, 4, 5),
(1, 4, 3, 5),
(1, 3, 2, 4),
(1, 5, 4, 2)
}
So, the conjugacy classes of H/H ′ are {Id(H)}, {H ′(1, 4, 2, 3)}, {H ′(1, 2)(3, 4)}, and
{H ′(1, 2, 5, 3)}. Now, we will construct the character table of H/H ′. The character
table of cyclic group has primitive 4 the root of unity =i as follows:
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Table 3.4: Initial Character Table of Cyclic Group Z4
Classes e a a2 a3
X •.1 1 1 1 1
X •.2 1 i i2 i3
X •.3 1 i2 (i2)2 (i2)3
X •.4 1 i3 (i3)2 (i3)3
Where i2 = −1, i3 = −i, and (i3)3 = i9 = (i4)2i = i. Therefore, this is
equivalent to character table of H/H ′ ∼= Z4.
Table 3.5: Final Character Table of Cyclic Group Z4
Classes e a a2 a3
X •.1 1 1 1 1
X •.2 1 i -1 -i
X •.3 1 -1 1 -1
X •.4 1 -i -1 i
Table 3.6: Character Table of H/H ′ ∼= Z4
Classes 1 2 3 4
size 1 1 1 1
Rep H’ H’(1,2)(3,4) H’(1,4,2,3) H’(1,2,5,3)
Order 1 2 4 4
X •.1 1 1 1 1
X •.2 1 i -1 -i
X •.3 1 -1 1 -1
X •.4 1 -i -1 i
Thus, we could build the character table of H/H ′. Now, we can construct the
character table of H by lifting the character table of H/H ′ to H.
To build the character table of H, we first need to figure out the conjugacy classes of H.
The following set are the conjugacy classes of H are {e}, {(1, 2)(3, 4)}, {(1, 4, 2, 3)},
{(1, 2, 5, 3)}, and {(1, 4, 5, 3, 2)}. So, we will construct the character table of H with
five rows and column since there are five conjugacy classes in H. Then, we will use the
definition of lifting character, we will lift each irreducible character from H/H ′ to H.
We note that, X (h) = X •(h) for h ∈ H.
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First, the first row will be identity character.
Next, we find the second row by lifting X •.2 to H.
(X .2e)=X •.2(H’e)=1.
(X .2(1, 2)(3, 4))=X •.2(H’(1,2)(3,4))= i.
(X .2(1, 4, 2, 3))=X •.2(H’(1,4,2,3))= -1.
(X .2(1, 2, 5, 3))=X •.2(H’(1,2,5,3))= -i.
(X .2(1, 4, 5, 3, 2))=X •.2(H’(1,4,5,3,2))= 1.
(since=X •.2(H’(1,4,5,3,2))=X •.2(H’e)).
Now, we find the third row by lifting X •.3 to H.
(X .3e)=X •.3(H’e)=1.
(X .3(1, 2)(3, 4))=X •.3(H’(1,2)(3,4))= -1.
(X .3(1, 4, 2, 3))=X •.3(H’(1,4,2,3))= 1.
(X .3(1, 2, 5, 3))=X •.3(H’(1,2,5,3))= -1.
(X .3(1, 4, 5, 3, 2))=X •.3(H’(1,4,5,3,2))= 1.
(since=X •.3(H’(1,4,5,3,2))=X •.3(H’e)).
We will now find the fourth row by lifting X •.4 to H.
(X .4e)=X •.4(H’e)=1.
(X .4(1, 2)(3, 4))=X •.4(H’(1,2)(3,4))= -i.
(X .4(1, 4, 2, 3))=X •.4(H’(1,4,2,3))= -1.
(X .4(1, 2, 5, 3))=X •.4(H’(1,2,5,3))= i.
(X .4(1, 4, 5, 3, 2))=X •.4(H’(1,4,5,3,2))= 1.
(since=X •.4(H’(1,4,5,3,2))=X •.4(H’e)).
Lastly, we will fill the last row by using the orthogonality relations. We will
suppose in the last row, we will have a, b, c, d, and f, respectively. So, we need to
compute these values. We use the fact that the sum of squares of the degrees of the
distinct irreducible characters of H which is equal to |H| to find the first element of X 5,
it will be as follows:
• 12 + 12 + 12 + 12 + a2=|H|=20. So, a2 = 16 then a = 4.
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• The column 1 and column 2 of the character table of H:
• (1).(1¯) + (1).(¯i) + (1).(−¯1) + (1).(−¯i) + (4).(b¯) = 0 =⇒ b¯ = 0 . So, b = 0.
• The column 1 and column 3 of the character table of H:
• (1).(1¯) + (1).(−¯1) + (1).(1¯) + (1).(−¯1) + (4).(c¯) = 0 =⇒ c¯ = 0 . So, c = 0.
• The column 1 and column 4 of the character table of H:
• (1).(1¯) + (1).(−¯i) + (1).(−¯1) + (1).(¯i) + (4).(d¯) = 0 =⇒ d¯ = 0 . So, d = 0.
• The column 1 and column 5 of the character table of H:
• (1).(1¯) + (1).(1¯) + (1).(1¯) + (1).(1¯) + (4).(f¯) = 0 =⇒ f¯ = −1 . So, f =-1.
Finally, we could fill our character table of H by lifting H/H’ to H.
Table 3.7: Character Table of H
Classes 1 2 3 4 5
Size 1 5 5 5 4
Rep 1 (1,2)(3,4) (1,4,2,3) (1,2,5,3) (1,4,5,3,2)
X 1 1 1 1 1 1
X 2 1 i -1 -i 1
X 3 1 -1 1 -1 1
X 4 1 -i -1 i 1
X 5 a = 4 b = 0 c = 0 d = 0 f = −1
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Chapter 4
Isomorphism Type of Groups
4.1 Extensions and Related Definitions
Definition 4.1. [Rot95] G is a semi-direct product of two subgroups H and K if:
1. K E G, Q ≤ G.
2. G = KQ.
3. K ∩Q = 1.
Definition 4.2. [Rot95] Let G be a group. We say G is a direct product of two
subgroups H and K if:
1. H E G, K E G.
2. G = HK.
3. H ∩K = 1.
Definition 4.3. [Rot95] Let G be a group and H, N ≤ G such that |G| = |N ||H|. G is
a central extension by H if N is the center of G. We denote this by G ∼= N•H.
Definition 4.4. [Rot95] Let G be a group and H, N ≤ G such that |G| = |N ||H|.
G is a mixed extension by H if it is a combination of both central extensions and
semi-direct products, where N is the normal subgroup of G but not central. We denote
this by G ∼= N• : H.
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Definition 4.5. [Rot95]Let G be a group. A composition series of G given by:
G = G0 ≥ G1 ≥ · · · ≥ Gn = 1
is a normal series where, for all i, either Gi+1 is a maximal normal subgroup of Gi or
Gi+1 = Gi.
Definition 4.6. [Rot95] If group G has a composition series, the factor groups of its
series are the composition factors of G.
Definition 4.7. [Rot95] The Dihedral Group Dn, n even and greater than 2, groups
are formed by two elements, one of order n2 and one of order 2. A presentation for a
Dihedral Group is given by < a, b|an2 , b2, (ab)2 >.
Definition 4.8. [Rot95] A general linear group, GL(n,F) is the set of all n × n
matrices with nonzero determinant over field F.
Definition 4.9. [Rot95] A special linear group, SL(n,F) is the set of all n × n
matrices with determinant 1 over field F.
Definition 4.10. [Rot95] A projective special linear group, PSL(n,F) is the set
of all n× n matrices with determinant 1 over field F factored by its center:




Definition 4.11. [Rot95] A projective general linear group, PGL(n,F) is the set







We can find the isomorphism types of the progenitors by solving the extension
problem. To solve the extension problem we need to know the composition factors
of groups. We will recognize in the following on four types of extensions which are
direct product, a semi direct, central extension ,and mixed extension. Moreover, we will
provide an example of each one.
4.3 Semi Direct Product:
4.3.1 Verifications of 34 : ((32 ∗ 23)× 2)
We found the following finite homomorphic image from the symmetric group




























Now, we will prove the isomorphism type of G.
The composition series for G is:
G = G0 ⊇ G1 ⊇ G2 ⊇ G3 ⊇ G4 ⊇ G5 ⊇ G6 ⊇ G7 ⊇ G8 ⊇ G9 ⊇ G10 where G10 = 1.





The normal lattice of G is as follows:
Normal subgroup lattice
-----------------------
[30] Order 11664 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 23 24 25
26 27 28 29
---
[29] Order 5832 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 16 17 20
[28] Order 5832 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 17 18 21
[27] Order 5832 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 16 19 21
[26] Order 5832 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 18 19 20
[25] Order 5832 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 20 21 22
[24] Order 5832 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 16 18 22
[23] Order 5832 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 15 17 19 22
---
[22] Order 2916 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 11 13
[21] Order 2916 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 13
[20] Order 2916 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 13
[19] Order 2916 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 9 13
[18] Order 2916 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 12 13 14
[17] Order 2916 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 10 13
[16] Order 2916 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 13
[15] Order 1944 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 9 10 11
---
[14] Order 1458 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 8
[13] Order 1458 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 7 8
[12] Order 1458 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 5 8
[11] Order 972 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 7
[10] Order 972 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 7
[ 9] Order 972 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 7
31
---
[ 8] Order 729 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4 6
[ 7] Order 486 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 6
---
[ 6] Order 243 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
[ 5] Order 162 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4
---
[ 4] Order 81 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
---
[ 3] Order 27 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
---
[ 2] Order 3 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[ 1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
Next, we will ask Magma about the largest abelian group by this loop:





So, we see that the largest abelian group is NL[4] of order 81 from our normal lattice
of G1. We first need to find the isomorphism type of NL[4], which has 3 possibilities,
such as 3× 3× 3× 3, 34, and 33 × 3.
We check and find the following:
Permutation group acting on a set of cardinality 729




As a result, we found that NL[4] = 34. Now, we can produce a presentation for NL[4]
as follows:
FPGroup(NL[4]);







($.1, $.2) = Id($)
($.1, $.3) = Id($)
($.2, $.3) = Id($)
($.1, $.4) = Id($)
($.2, $.4) = Id($)







Now, we will factor G1 by NL[4] resulting q which is the quotient group.
H:=NL[4];
q,ff:=quo<G1|NL[4]>;q;
Permutation group q acting on a set of cardinality 12
Order = 144 = 2ˆ4 * 3ˆ2















We will now find the normal lattice for q by this Magma loop:
nl:=NormalLattice(q);
nl;
Normal subgroup lattice of q
-----------------------
[21] Order 144 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 14 15 16
17 18 19 20
33
---
[20] Order 72 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 7 9 12
[19] Order 72 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 9 10 13
[18] Order 72 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 7 8 13
[17] Order 72 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 8 10 12
[16] Order 72 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 11 12 13
[15] Order 72 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 7 10 11
[14] Order 72 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 8 9 11
---
[13] Order 36 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 5
[12] Order 36 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 5
[11] Order 36 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4 5 6
[10] Order 36 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 5
[ 9] Order 36 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 5
[ 8] Order 36 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 5
[ 7] Order 36 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 5
---
[ 6] Order 18 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
[ 5] Order 18 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
[ 4] Order 18 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2 3
---
[ 3] Order 9 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[ 2] Order 2 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[ 1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
We now check if we have a direct product or not, so we want to see if q is collected
of a direct product. As a result, we could find the direct product between two normal
subgroups which are nl[17] and nl[2]. The product of their order give me the order of




We find that q is isomorphic to nl[17] and nl[2], where nl[17] ∼= 32 ∗ 23 and nl[2] ∼= 2.
The presentation of q ∼= nl[17]× nl[2] which is obtained from FPGroup(q):
H<e,f,g,h,o>:=Group<e,f,g,h,o|eˆ2,fˆ2,gˆ2,hˆ2,oˆ2,(e*g)ˆ2,







Now, we will check the relation between NL[4] and q. Since our q is not the center of
G, so we do not have a central extension. Also, we do not have direct product between
NL[4] and q, so we do not have direct product. Then, we only have two options which
are a semi direct product or mixed extension.
We will label our generators of q as follows:
EE:=q!(2, 4)(5, 6)(7, 11)(8, 10)(9, 12);
FF:=q!(1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 7)(6, 9)(8, 12)(10, 11);
GG:=q!(1, 3)(2, 4)(5, 6)(7, 9)(8, 10)(11, 12);
DD:=q!(1, 3)(2, 4)(5, 8)(6, 10)(7, 12)(9, 11);
KK:=q!(2, 5)(4, 6)(7, 11)(9, 12);










Here a, b, c, and d represent elements of NL[4], and e, f, g, h, and o represent elements
of q. Where A, B, C, and D ∼= a, b, c, and d, respectively and H, J, I, M, and O ∼= e, f,
g, h, and o, respectively. Now, we need to check the action q on NL[4] by the following
Magma code:
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if AˆH eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
1 3 3 3 ----> aˆe=a
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if AˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
1 3 1 3 ---> aˆf=a*c
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for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if AˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
2 3 3 3 --->aˆg=aˆ2
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if AˆM eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
1 1 3 3 ---> aˆh=a*b
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if AˆO eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
2 3 3 3 ----> aˆo=aˆ2
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if BˆH eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
3 1 3 3 --->bˆe=b
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if BˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
3 1 1 3 ---> bˆf=b*c
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if BˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
3 2 3 3 ----> bˆg=bˆ2
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if BˆM eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
3 2 3 3 ----> bˆh=bˆ2
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if BˆO eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
3 1 3 3 ----> bˆo=b
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if CˆH eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
3 1 2 3 ----> cˆe=b*cˆ2
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if CˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
3 3 2 3 ----> cˆf=cˆ2
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if CˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
3 3 2 3 --->cˆg=cˆ2
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for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if CˆM eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
3 3 2 3 ----> cˆh=cˆ2
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if CˆO eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
3 3 1 2 ----> cˆo=c*dˆ2
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if DˆH eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
3 3 3 2 ----> dˆe=dˆ2
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if DˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
3 3 3 1 ----> dˆf=d
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if DˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
3 3 3 2 ----> dˆg=dˆ2
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if DˆM eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
3 3 3 1 ---->dˆh=d
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if DˆO eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
3 3 3 2 ---->dˆo=dˆ2
Finally, we put presentations of q and NL[4] together with ae = a, af = a ∗ c,
ag = a2, ah = a ∗ b, ao = a2,be = b, bf = b ∗ c, bg = b2, bh = b2, bo = b,
ce = b ∗ c2, cf = c2, cg = c2, ch = c2, co = c ∗ d2, de = d2, df = d, dg = d2,





(f * h)ˆ2,(g * h)ˆ2,(e* o)ˆ2,(g *o)ˆ2,















Therefore, M and G1 are isomorphic. The isomorphism type of our group G is
34 : (32 ∗ 23)× 2.
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4.4 Verification of 29 : PGL(2, 7)





The order of our group is equal 172032. We will now prove the isomorphism type of G.

























The composition series for G is:
G = G0 ⊇ G1 ⊇ G2 ⊇ G3 ⊇ G4 ⊇ G5 ⊇ G6 ⊇ G7 ⊇ G8 ⊇ G9 ⊇ G10 ⊇ G11
where G11 = 1.









The normal lattice of G1 is as follows:
Normal subgroup lattice
-----------------------
[9] Order 172032 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 6 7 8
---
[8] Order 86016 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 5
[7] Order 86016 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 5
[6] Order 86016 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4 5
---
[5] Order 43008 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
---
[4] Order 512 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2 3
---
[3] Order 256 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[2] Order 2 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
Looking at the normal lattice of G we note the largest abelian group NL[4] of order 512.
NL[4];
Permutation group acting on a set of cardinality 10752
Order = 512 = 2ˆ9
We can write the isomorphism type of NL[4] such as 29. We will use this loop to make








(w * y)ˆ2,(x * y)ˆ2,(w * z)ˆ2,(x * z)ˆ2,(y * z)ˆ2,
(w * h)ˆ2,(x * h)ˆ2,(y* h)ˆ2,(z * h)ˆ2,(w * o)ˆ2,
(x* o)ˆ2,(y * o)ˆ2,(z * o)ˆ2,(h * o)ˆ2,(w * p)ˆ2,
(x * p)ˆ2,(y * p)ˆ2,(z* p)ˆ2,(h * p)ˆ2,(o * p)ˆ2,(w * u)ˆ2,
(x * u)ˆ2,(y * u)ˆ2,(z * u)ˆ2,(h * u)ˆ2,(o * u)ˆ2,(p * u)ˆ2,
(w * r)ˆ2,(x* r)ˆ2,(y * r)ˆ2,(z * r)ˆ2,(h * r)ˆ2,









Permutation group q acting on a set of cardinality 8
Order = 336 = $2ˆ4 * 3 * 7$









We can see that q is isomorphic to PGL(2, 7).








From previous steps, we could know NL[4] and q what are. Now, we want to figure
out what the isomorphic types between them since our q is not the center of G, so we
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do not have a central extension. Also, there is no normal subgroup of order 336 in G
that intersects with NL[4] of order 512. Therefore, we do not have a direct product
extension. So, it remains two possibilities which are a semi direct or mixed extension.
If we can write a presentation with the action of the generators of H on the generators
of NL[4], so G is a semi-direct product.
T:=Transversal(G1,NL[4]);
EE:=q!(1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 6)(7, 8);
FF:=q! (1, 2)(5, 7)(6, 8);





















Next, we need to store the generators of NL[4]. We will indicate to the generators of
NL[4] as A, B, C, D, F, H, P, O and V and the generators of q as EE, FF, and GG.
Now, we can use the following code to determine the action of q on NL[4].
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if AˆJ eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then
i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk; end if; end for;
1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if AˆI eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then
i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk; end if; end for;
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1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if AˆM eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk
then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk; end if; end for;
1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
We indicated here only the generator A of NL[4] which be raised by J, I and M. All
the elements in NL[4] are order 2. We will repeat this process for each of remaining
generators of NL[4] (B,C,...,V) which can be found in the appendix. Now, we can find
the action of q on NL[4] which are wa = w ∗ y, wb = w ∗ y, wc = w, xa = x ∗ y, xb = x,
xc = x ∗ y ∗ z, ya = y, yb = y, yc = z, za = y ∗ z ∗ u, zb = y ∗ z, zc = y, ha = h,
hb = y ∗ h, hc = y ∗ h ∗ o ∗ u, oa = y ∗ h ∗ o ∗ p ∗ u, ob = x ∗ o ∗ u, oc = y ∗ u, pa = p,
pb = p, pc = y∗h∗o∗p∗r, ua = u, ub = u, uc = z ∗o, ra = p∗r, rb = p∗u∗r, rc = y∗z ∗r .
Lastly, we will collect the presentation NL[4] and q with the action of q on NL[4] words
into one presentation as follows.
H<w,x,y,z,h,o,p,u,r,a,b,c>:=Group<w,x,y,z,h,o,p,u,r,a,b,c| wˆ2,
xˆ2,yˆ2,zˆ2,hˆ2,oˆ2,pˆ2,uˆ2,rˆ2,(w * x)ˆ2,
(w * y)ˆ2,(x * y)ˆ2,(w * z)ˆ2,(x * z)ˆ2,(y * z)ˆ2,
(w * h)ˆ2,(x * h)ˆ2,(y* h)ˆ2,(z * h)ˆ2,(w * o)ˆ2,
(x* o)ˆ2,(y * o)ˆ2,(z * o)ˆ2,(h * o)ˆ2,(w * p)ˆ2,(x * p)ˆ2,
(y * p)ˆ2,(z* p)ˆ2,(h * p)ˆ2,(o * p)ˆ2,(w * u)ˆ2,
(x * u)ˆ2,(y * u)ˆ2,(z * u)ˆ2,(h * u)ˆ2,













Therefore, we have semi direct G ∼= 29 : PGL(2, 7)
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4.5 Central Extension
To investigate an extension is a central extension, or not we first need to
compute the center of our group. If it is larger more than one and equal the largest
abelian group, so we will have a central extension.
4.5.1 Verification of 2•S6




The order of our group is equal 1440. We will now find the compositions factors of our









The composition series for G is:
G = G0 ⊇ G1 ⊇ G2 ⊇ G3 where G3 = 1.








[7] Order 1440 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4 5 6
---
[6] Order 720 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
[5] Order 720 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2 3
[4] Order 720 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
---
[3] Order 360 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[2] Order 2 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
Now, Magma will help us to determine if G1 has a center. If we have a center then, we
are looking for which element in the normal lattice is the center.
Center(G1);










Next, we can factor G1 by the center and define the isomorphism type of the resulting












[3] Order 720 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
---
[2] Order 360 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
We could figure out from the compositions factors of q that q ∼= S6 where the order of
S6 is equal 720.
IsIsomorphic(SymmetricGroup(6),q);
true
We find a presentation of S6 by [WB99] as a reference, then we use Magma to make








Thus, our presentation of S6 is correct. Then, we have to write the generators of S6 in



















J, I, and M represent the generators of S6 and A represents NL[2] which is the center.
Now, we can use the following code to determine the action of q on the center.
for i in [1..2] do if AˆJ eq Aˆi then i; end if; end for;
1 ---> eˆJ=e
for i in [1..2] do if AˆI eq Aˆi then i; end if; end for;
1 ---> eˆI=e
for i in [1..2] do if AˆM eq Aˆi then i; end if; end for;
1 ---> eˆM=e
Now, we add these relations eJ = e, eI = e, and eM = e with the presentation of center
to the presentation of q and check if it is isomorphic to G.
H<a,b,c,e>:=Group<a,b,c,e|aˆ2,bˆ2,cˆ2,(a*b)ˆ2,(b*c)ˆ4,
b*a*c*b*a*c*b*a*c*a\*b*c*a*b*c,(a * c)ˆ8,
c * a * c * b * c *a * c *b * c* b * a * c * b* c * a* c









Therefor, we have a central extension 2•S6.
4.6 Isomorphism Type of G = 2∗16 : (54 : (D4 × S3))
Our presentation is given by:
G=< x, y, z, w, h, t|x2, y2, z2, w4, h2, (y∗z)2, (x∗w−1)2, (y∗w−1)2, z∗w−1∗z∗w,w−2∗h, x∗
y∗x∗y∗w−1, x∗z∗x∗z∗h, t2, (t, x), (y∗t)4, (z∗w∗t)0, (z∗x∗t)3, (y∗x∗t)10, (y∗x∗z∗t)6 >.
Now, we will use a few Magma commands to find a minimal faithful permutation rep-
resentation of G1. To Create an image of G, we will use this code.
f,G1,k:=CosetAction(G,sub<G|x,y>);G1;
30000




T :={X‘subgroup: X in SL};
#T;
724
To determines faithful permutation representations of G.
TrivCore := {H:H in T| #Core(G1,H) eq 1};
#TrivCore;
670
This code gives us permutation representations of the smallest degree.
mdeg := Min({Index(G1,H):H in TrivCore});
To determines how many faithful permutation representations have a minimal number
of letters by the following code.
Good := {H: H in TrivCore| Index(G1,H) eq mdeg};
#Good;
6




To create a permutation representation of the chosen representative from Good.
f,G1,K := CosetAction(G1,H);
G1;
Originally Permutation group G1 acting on a set of
cardinality 3750
Order = 30000 = 2ˆ4 * 3 * 5ˆ4
now, our Permutation group G1 acting on a set of
cardinality 30
Order = 30000 = 2ˆ4 * 3 * 5ˆ4
Now, we will take the permutation representation of G1 which is found above and find






















Now, we will prove the isomorphism type of G1.
The composition series for G1 is:
G = G0 ⊇ G1 ⊇ G2 ⊇ G3 ⊇ G4 ⊇ G5 ⊇ G6 ⊇ G7 ⊇ G8 ⊇ G9 where G9 = 1.





Next, we have to find the normal lattice of G and ask Magma about the largest abelian
subgroup in the normal lattice.
NL:=NormalLattice(G1); NL;
[26] Order 30000 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 19 20 21 22 23
24 25
---
[25] Order 15000 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 14 15 16
[24] Order 15000 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 12 14 17
[23] Order 15000 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 15 17 18
[22] Order 15000 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 12 16 18
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[21] Order 15000 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 13 16 17
[20] Order 15000 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 12 13 15
[19] Order 15000 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 11 13 14 18
---
[18] Order 7500 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 7 10
[17] Order 7500 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 10
[16] Order 7500 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 10
[15] Order 7500 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 10
[14] Order 7500 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 6 10
[13] Order 7500 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 5 10
[12] Order 7500 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 8 9 10
[11] Order 5000 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 5 6 7
---
[10] Order 3750 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3 4
[ 9] Order 3750 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4
[ 8] Order 3750 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4
[ 7] Order 2500 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
[ 6] Order 2500 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
[ 5] Order 2500 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
---
[ 4] Order 1875 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
[ 3] Order 1250 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
---
[ 2] Order 625 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[ 1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
So, we see that the largest abelian group NL[2] of order 625 by the normal lattice of




Therefore, we could see that NL[2] = 54.
Next, we have to create a presentation for NL[2] as follows:
S =< w, x, y, z|w5, x5, y5, z5, (w, x), (w, y), (x, y), (w, z), (x, z), (y, z) > .
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nl:=NormalLattice(q);
[25] Order 48 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 18 19 20 21 22
23 24
---
[24] Order 24 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 11 14 15
[23] Order 24 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 12 14 16
[22] Order 24 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 11 13 16
[21] Order 24 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 10 12 13 15
[20] Order 24 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 13 14 17
[19] Order 24 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 15 16 17
[18] Order 24 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 11 12 17
---
[17] Order 12 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 7 8 9
[16] Order 12 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 8
[15] Order 12 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 6 8
[14] Order 12 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 8
[13] Order 12 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4 8
[12] Order 12 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 5 8
[11] Order 12 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 8
[10] Order 8 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4 5 6
---
[ 9] Order 6 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
[ 8] Order 6 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2 3
[ 7] Order 6 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
[ 6] Order 4 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
[ 5] Order 4 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
[ 4] Order 4 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
---
[ 3] Order 3 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
[ 2] Order 2 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[ 1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
We could create a presentation for q as follows:
H=< e, f, g, h, v|e2, f2, g2, h2, v2, (e ∗ g)2, (f ∗ g)2, (e ∗ h)2, (f ∗ h)2, (g ∗ h)2, (e ∗ v)2, (h ∗
v)2, e ∗ f ∗ e ∗ f ∗ h, v ∗ e ∗ f ∗ e ∗ v ∗ f, g ∗ v ∗ g ∗ e ∗ v ∗ g ∗ v >.
Now, we want to check if q which has order of 144 is gathered of a direct product or
not. Thus, we could see that the direct product between two normal subgroups which





Note, we found that nl[10] is isomorphic to dihedral group which is D4 and nl[7] is
isomorphic to symmetric group which is S3 by this Magma loop.
nl[10];
Permutation group acting on a set of cardinality 12
Order = 8 = 2ˆ3
(2, 5)(6, 8)(10, 12)
(1, 2)(3, 5)(4, 8)(6, 7)(9, 12)(10, 11)




Permutation group acting on a set of cardinality 12
Order = 6 = 2 * 3
(1, 3)(2, 5)(4, 11)(6, 12)(7, 9)(8, 10)
(1, 4, 9)(2, 8, 12)(3, 7, 11)(5, 6, 10)
IsIsomorphic(nl[7],SymmetricGroup(3));
true
From the previous steps, we find q= D4 × S3 and NL[2]=54. We do not have a central
extension between Nl[2] and q because the center of this group equal 1, so we have only
two options to explain the relation between NL[2] and q which are a semi direct or


















Here w, x, y, and z represent elements of NL[2], and e, f, g, h, and v represent elements
of q. Where A, B, C,and D ∼= w, x, y, and z, respectively and J, I, M, O, and Q ∼= e,
f, g, h, and v, respectively. Now, we need to check the action q on NL[2]. I will write
here only action q on A, but B, C, and D will be in appendix. The Magma code:
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if AˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
4 5 5 5 ---> wˆe=wˆ4
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if AˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
4 4 5 5 ---> wˆf=wˆ4*xˆ4
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if AˆM eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
5 2 3 1 ---> wˆg=xˆ2*yˆ3*z
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if AˆO eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
4 5 5 5 ---> wˆh=wˆ4
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if AˆQ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then
i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
1 5 5 5 ---> wˆv=w
Finally, the presentation of G = 2∗16 : (54 : (D4 × S3)) as follows:
M<w,x,y,z,e,f,g,h,v|wˆ5,xˆ5,yˆ5,zˆ5,(w,x),(w,y),(x,y),
(w,z),(x,z),(y,z),eˆ2,fˆ2,gˆ2,hˆ2,vˆ2,(e*g)ˆ2,(f*g)ˆ2,
















A mixed extension is an incorporation of a semi-direct product and a central
extension. When we have a center which is not the largest group, so we will have a
mixed extension denoted :•.
4.7.1 Verification of G ∼= 3 :• PSL(2, 19)× 2
Our presentation is given by:
G =< y,w, t|y2, w3, (y ∗ w−1)2, t2, (t, y), (y ∗ t)2, (w ∗ t)10, (y ∗ w−1 ∗ t)9 > .
Also, the composition factors of this group is as follows:
CompositionFactors(G1);
G






The composition series for G is:
G = G0 ⊇ G1 ⊇ G2 ⊇ G3 where G3 = 1.





Now, we can see from the normal lattice of G that NL[2] is the largest abelian subgroup.
Normal subgroup lattice
-----------------------
[6] Order 20520 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3 5
---
[5] Order 10260 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2 4
---
[4] Order 3420 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[3] Order 6 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
---
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[2] Order 3 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
We find that NL[2] ∼= 3 and has the given presentation: S < d >=< c|d−3 >.




Permutation group q acting on a set of cardinality 40
Order = 6840 = 2ˆ3 * 3ˆ2 * 5 * 19
Normal subgroup lattice
-----------------------
[4] Order 6840 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2 3
---
[3] Order 3420 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[2] Order 2 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
Now, we will find the composition factors of q.
CompositionFactors(q);
G








As a result, we can say that q is isomorphic to PSL(2, 19)× 2.
Now, we will write our presentation of q by applying the FPGroup command in Magma.
It gives us the following presentation:
H=Group < a, b, c|a2, b3, c2, (b−1 ∗ a)2, (a ∗ c)2, b ∗ c ∗ b−1 ∗ c ∗ b ∗ c ∗ b−1 ∗ c ∗ a ∗ b−1 ∗ c ∗
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b ∗ c ∗ b−1 ∗ c ∗ b ∗ c ∗ b−1 ∗ c, (b−1 ∗ c)10, c ∗ b−1 ∗ c ∗ b ∗ c ∗ b ∗ c ∗ b−1 ∗ c ∗ b−1 ∗ c ∗ b ∗ c ∗ b−1 ∗
c ∗ b−1 ∗ c ∗ b−1 ∗ c ∗ b ∗a ∗ c ∗ b−1 ∗ c ∗ b−1 ∗ c ∗ b ∗ c ∗ b ∗ c ∗ b ∗ c ∗ b−1 ∗ c ∗ b ∗ c ∗ b ∗ c ∗ b−1 >.
Now, we will check the relation between NL[2] and q. Since NL[2] is not the center of
G, there is no normal subgroup of order q which is 6840 so that is not direct product
between q and NL[2]. Then, we only have two options which are a semi direct product








Now, we will label our generators of NL[2] which is A. Also, we have these elements d
represents an element of NL[2], and a, b, and c represent elements of q ∼= PSL(2, 19)×2.





Next, we will investigate the semi-direct product part of our extension, so we need to
check the action of the generators of q on the generators of NL[2].
for i in [1..3] do if AˆJ eq Aˆi then i;
end if; end for;
2
for i in [1..3] do if AˆI eq Aˆi then i;
end if; end for;
1
for i in [1..3] do if AˆM eq Aˆi then i;
end if; end for;
2
So, we could get these relations da = d2, db = d, and dc = d2 from the code above
and add them to our presentation. Now, we have completed the semi-direct part of our
presentation, so we will check a mixed extension part of our presentation. We have to
check the presentation of q.
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FPGroup(q);





($.2ˆ-1 * $.1)ˆ2 = Id($)
($.1 * $.3)ˆ2 = Id($)
$.2 * $.3 * $.2ˆ-1 * $.3 * $.2 * $.3 *
$.2ˆ-1 * $.3 * $.1 *$.2ˆ-1 * $.3 *$.2 * $.3 *
$.2ˆ-1 * $.3 * $.2 *
$.3 * $.2ˆ-1 * $.3 = Id($)
($.2ˆ-1 * $.3)ˆ10 = Id($)
$.3 * $.2ˆ-1 * $.3 * $.2 * $.3 * $.2 * $.3 * $.2ˆ-1 * $.3 *
$.2ˆ-1 * $.3 *$.2 * $.3 * $.2ˆ-1 * $.3 * $.2ˆ-1 * $.3
* $.2ˆ-1 * $.3 * $.2 *$.1 * $.3 *$.2ˆ-1 * $.3 * $.2ˆ-1 *
$.3 * $.2 * $.3 * $.2 * $.3 * $.2 * $.3 * $.2ˆ-1 *
$.3 * $.2 * $.3 * $.2 * $.3 * $.2ˆ-1 = Id($)
Recall that T[2]=.1, T[3]=.2, and T[4]=.3. We use the following Magma code to inves-
tigate which the order of elements of q changed. We found that.
for i in [1..3] do
if T[2]ˆ2 eq Aˆi then i;
end if; end for;
3
for i in [1..3] do
if T[3]ˆ3 eq Aˆi then i;
end if; end for;
3
for i in [1..3] do
if T[4]ˆ2 eq Aˆi then i;
end if; end for;
3
for i in [1..3] do
if (T[3]ˆ-1 * T[2])ˆ2 eq Aˆi then i;
end if; end for;
3
for i in [1..3] do
if (T[2] * T[4])ˆ2 eq Aˆi then i;
end if; end for;
3
for i in [1..3] do
if T[3] * T[4] * T[3]ˆ-1 * T[4] * T[3] * T[4]
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*T[3]ˆ-1 *T[4] * T[2] * T[3]ˆ-1 * T[4] *T[3]
*T[4] * T[3]ˆ-1* T[4] * T[3]*T[4] * T[3]ˆ-1 * T[4] eq Aˆi
then i;end if; end for;
3
for i in [1..3] do
if (T[3] ˆ-1 * T[4] )ˆ10 eq Aˆi then i;
end if; end for;
3
for i in [1..3] do
if T[4]* T[3] ˆ-1*T[4]*T[3]*T[4]*T[3]*T[4]
* T[3] ˆ-1 *T[4] * T[3] ˆ-1 *T[4] *T[3]*T[4]
*T[3] ˆ-1 * T[4] * T[3] ˆ-1 *T[4] *T[3] ˆ-1 *
T[4] * T[3] *T[2] * T[4] *T[3] ˆ-1 *T[4] *
T[3] ˆ-1 * T[4] * T[3]* T[4]*T[3]*T[4]* T[3]*T[4]
*T[3] ˆ-1 *T[4] * T[3] *T[4] * T[3] * T[4] *T[3] ˆ-1
eq Aˆi then i;
end if; end for;
1
From above, we can see c ∗ b−1 ∗ c ∗ b ∗ c ∗ b ∗ c ∗ b−1 ∗ c ∗ b−1 ∗ c ∗ b ∗ c ∗ b−1 ∗ c ∗ b−1 ∗ c ∗
b−1 ∗ c ∗ b ∗ a ∗ c ∗ b−1 ∗ c ∗ b−1 ∗ c ∗ b ∗ c ∗ b ∗ c ∗ b ∗ c ∗ b−1 ∗ c ∗ b ∗ c ∗ b ∗ c ∗ b−1 is the only
one that changed, where T[2]=a, T[3]=b, and T[4]=c.
We can check by using Magma.
c * bˆ-1 * c * b * c * b *
c * bˆ-1* c * bˆ-1 * c *
b * c * bˆ-1 * c * bˆ-1 * c * bˆ-1* c * b * a * c *
bˆ-1 * c * bˆ-1 * c * b * c * b * c * b * c * bˆ-1 *
c * b * c * b * c * bˆ-1 eq d;
true
Now, we collect our generators of q and NL[2] with relations to our presentation, then
we can check our presentation in Magma.
H<a,b,c,d>:=
Group<d,a,b,c|
aˆ2 ,bˆ3 ,cˆ2 ,(bˆ-1 * a)ˆ2 ,
(a * c)ˆ2 ,b * c * bˆ-1 * c * b * c * bˆ-1 * c * a * bˆ-1 * c *
b * c * bˆ-1 * c * b * c * bˆ-1 * c ,(bˆ-1 * c)ˆ10 ,
c * bˆ-1 * c * b * c * b * c * bˆ-1 * c * bˆ-1 * c *
b * c * bˆ-1 * c * bˆ-1 * c * bˆ-1 * c * b * a * c *
bˆ-1 * c * bˆ-1 * c * b * c * b * c * b * c * bˆ-1 *















5.1 Homomorphic Images of Progenitor 2∗8 : (2× 4 : 2)
S:=Sym(8);
ww:=S!(2, 5)(3, 7);
xx:=S!(1,2)(3, 6)(4, 5)(7, 8);
yy:=S!(1, 3, 4, 7)(2, 6, 5, 8);











Table 5.1: 2∗8 : (2× 4 : 2)
a b c d e f m G ∼= #G
8 3 0 0 7 0 0 29 : PGL(2, 7) 172032
9 3 0 0 7 0 0 28 : L8 129024
10 3 5 0 5 0 0 25 : A5 1920
10 3 5 0 10 0 0 25 : S5 3840
10 3 8 0 8 0 0 22 • (S6 : S6) 2073600
7 3 7 0 9 0 0 PGL(2, 8) 504
7 3 7 0 8 0 0 PSL(2, 7) : 2 336
5 4 5 0 9 0 0 PGL(2, 19) 6840
5 5 5 5 0 0 0 PSL(2, 11) 660
6 7 3 9 0 0 0 27 : PSL(2, 8) 64512
3 8 3 0 10 0 0 2× 3 : S6 4320
7 5 0 0 4 0 0 2× 4 : (PSL(3, 4) : 2) 322560
10 3 0 0 5 0 0 26 : S5 7680
8 4 0 5 0 0 5 2 • S6 1440
9 10 9 6 9 0 3 3 : PGL(2, 19) 20520
3 9 3 0 9 0 9 PSL(2, 19) 3420
3 3 0 0 0 0 0 24 : S3 × 2 192
5 6 6 4 0 0 0 22 : (S5 : S5) 57600
6 10 9 0 6 0 3 (A5 : (A5 ×A5)) : D6 2592000
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5.2 Homomorphic Images of Progenitor 2∗16 : (2×4 : C2×C2)
S:=Sym(16);
xx:=S!(2, 8)(3, 7)(4, 14)(6, 10)(9, 13)(11, 16);
yy:=S!(1, 2)(3, 9)(4, 8)(5, 10)(6, 14)(7, 11)(12, 16)(13, 15);
zz:=S!(1, 3)(2, 9)(4, 12)(5, 7)(6, 13)(8, 16)(10, 11)(14, 15);
ww:= S!(1, 4, 5, 14)(2, 6, 10, 8)(3, 12, 7, 15)(9, 13, 11, 16);


















Table 5.2: 2∗16 : (2× 4 : C2 × C2)
a b c d e f m G ∼= #G
9 0 8 3 8 0 0 2 • PGL(2, 7) 672
5 3 0 5 5 0 0 24 : A5 960
8 4 5 0 3 0 0 22 • (PSL(3, 4) : 2) 161280
3 5 4 0 0 0 0 3× 2 : (S6 : A6) 1555200
3 6 10 6 7 0 0 2 • S7 10080
4 0 3 10 6 0 0 54 : (D4 × S3) 30000
8 8 0 3 4 0 0 8 : (PSL(3, 4) : 2) : 2 645120
3 0 4 8 9 0 0 6 • (U4(3) : 2) 39191040
6 3 6 4 0 0 0 34 : (32 × 23)× 2 11664
6 3 10 4 0 0 0 54 : (23 × 32)× 2 90000
10 4 5 0 6 0 0 27 : S5 15360
8 4 0 3 5 0 0 2 : (PSL(3, 4) : 2) • 2 161280
7 0 0 4 3 0 0 (PSL(3, 4) : 2) : 2 80640
4 0 0 6 3 0 0 3 : (S6 × 2)× 2 8640
6 0 2 7 7 0 0 2 • PGL(2, 13) 4368
3 0 5 6 7 0 0 S7 5040
3 0 0 10 4 0 0 2 • (S6 : 2) 2880
3 0 4 8 6 0 0 22 • (PGL(2, 7) : PSL(2, 7)) 225792
3 7 4 0 6 0 0 2 • (PGL(2, 7) : PSL(2, 7)) 112896
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Table 5.3: 11∗4 :m (5 : 4)
m a s d f g h G ∼= #G
0 0 0 3 6 0 0 M11 7920












Table 5.4: 5∗6 :m S5
a b c d f G ∼= #G
0 4 8 0 6 HS ×D5 443520000
7 0 8 4 0 2 • U3(5) 252000
0 0 0 4 7 U3(5) 126000
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Table 5.5: 149∗2 :m D37
#k m G ∼= #G
1 3 L2(149) 1653900
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Chapter 6
Transitive Groups on 9 Letters
6.1 Transitive Group (9, 4)
We will write a progenitor on a transitive group on 9 letters. We investigate
the number of transitive groups that exist on 9 letters by the following Magma code:
NumberOfTransitiveGroups(9);
34
Now, we will take the fourth group in the sequence.
N:=TransitiveGroup(9,4);
S:=Sym(9);
xx:= S!(1, 2, 9)(3, 4, 5)(6, 7, 8);
yy:=S!(1, 2)(4, 5)(7, 8);
zz:=S!(1, 4, 7)(2, 5, 8)(3, 6, 9);
N:=sub<S|xx,yy,zz>;
#N;





((x * zˆ-1)*t)ˆm,((x * z)*t)ˆa,((y * z)*t)ˆs>;




Table 6.1: 2∗9 : (S3 ×A3)
c v b n m a s G ∼= #G
0 0 4 6 6 6 10 52 : S3 × 2 300
0 0 4 6 6 6 6 32 : S3 × 2 108
0 0 4 9 0 9 7 PGL(2, 8) 504
0 0 10 10 10 0 5 •S5 120
9 0 10 9 0 9 0 PSL(2, 19) 3420
0 0 0 0 0 8 7 PGL(2, 7) 336
0 0 0 8 0 8 8 L2 × 2 672
0 0 2 6 0 6 6 32 : D6 108
6.2 Transitive Group (9, 8)
N:=TransitiveGroup(9,8);
S:=Sym(9);
xx:=S! (1, 2, 9)(3, 4, 5)(6, 7, 8);
yy:=S!(3, 6)(4, 7)(5, 8);
zz:=S! (1, 2)(4, 5)(7, 8);
ww:=S!(1, 4, 7)(2, 5, 8)(3, 6, 9);
N:=sub<S|xx,yy,zz,ww>;
#N;





((y * wˆ-1)*t)ˆn,((y * z)*t)ˆm,
((y * z * wˆ-1)*t)ˆa,(x*t)ˆs,
((x * wˆ-1)*t)ˆd,(w*t)ˆf,
((x * w)*t)ˆg,((z * w)*t)ˆh,
((x * y)*t)ˆj,((x * y * wˆ-1)*t)ˆo>;
if #G gt 10 then c,v,b,n,m,a,s,d,f,g,h,j,o ,#G;
end if; end for;
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Table 6.2: 2∗9 : (S3 × S3)
c v b n m a s d f g h j o G ∼= #G
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 6 23 : (2× 3 : S6) 34560
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 6 4 0 27 : (S3 × S3) 4608
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 6 4 6 25 : (S3 × S3) 1152
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 5 34 : (S5 ×A5) 583200
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 4 5 25 : (S6 ×A5) 1382400
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 4 8 29 : (S3 × S4) 73728
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 6 0 4 2× PGL(2, 81) 1062720
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 8 0 8 23 : (PSL(3, 4) : 2) 322560
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 5 5 5 22 : (PSL(3, 4) : 2) 161280
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 5 4 5 25 : S6 23040
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 8 3 6 26 : S4 ×D3 9216
6.3 Transitive Group (9, 14)
N:=TransitiveGroup(9,14);
S:=Sym(9);
xx:=S!(1, 2, 9)(3, 4, 5)(6, 7, 8);
yy:=S!(1, 8, 2, 4)(3, 5, 6, 7);
zz:=S! (1, 6, 2, 3)(4, 7, 8, 5);
hh:=S!(1, 4, 7)(2, 5, 8)(3, 6, 9);
N:=sub<S|xx,yy,zz,hh>;
#N;
for c,v,b,n,m,a,s,d,f,g in [0..10] do
G<x,y,z,h,t>:=Group<x,y,z,h,t|xˆ3,yˆ4,zˆ4,hˆ3,
zˆ-1 * yˆ2 * zˆ-1,yˆ-1 *zˆ-1 * y * zˆ-1,
hˆ-1 * zˆ-1 * xˆ-1 * z,hˆ-1 * z * x * zˆ-1,
(x, h),xˆ-1 * yˆ-1 *xˆ-1 * y* hˆ-1,tˆ2,(t,h * y),
(x*t)ˆc,((x * yˆ-1)*t)ˆv,
((x * zˆ-1)*t)ˆb,((x * hˆ-1)*t)ˆn,
((yˆ-1 * x)*t)ˆm,((zˆ-1 * x)*t)ˆa,
((x * y)*t)ˆs,((x * y * zˆ-1)*t)ˆd,
(z*t)ˆf,((z * x * y)*t)ˆg>;




Table 6.3: 2∗9 : (32 : 23)
c v b n m a s d f g G ∼= #G
0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 5 5 U(4, 3) 3265920
0 0 0 0 0 0 6 4 0 8 22 : (S6 : 2) 5760
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 (2× 34 : (22 : 2)) 2592
0 0 0 0 4 0 4 6 6 0 25509168 25509168
0 0 0 0 4 0 4 8 0 4 (2× 33 : (23 × 32 : 2)) 7776
6.4 Transitive Group (9, 17)
for s,d,f,g,h,j,k,l,q,w in [0..10] do
G<x,y,t>:=Group<x,y,t|xˆ3,yˆ3,xˆ-1 * y * xˆ-1 * yˆ-1 * x*
y * x* yˆ-1,tˆ2,(t,y * xˆ-1 * yˆ-1),
(t,y * xˆ-1 * y * xˆ-1 * y),
((xˆ-1, y)*t)ˆs,
((x, y)*t)ˆd,
((x * y * x * y * xˆ-1 * y)*t)ˆf,











Table 6.4: 2∗9 : (33 : A3)
s d f g h j k l q w G ∼= #G
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 34 : S4 1944





Definition 7.1. We denote monomial progenitors as p∗n :m N .
Definition 7.2. Monomial Matrix is A square matrix that has exactly one non-zero
entry in each row and each column. [HK06]
Definition 7.3. Monomial Representations [HK06] Let G be a group. A monomial
representation is a map A −→ GL(n : F ), since G is homomorphism which provided
that A(x) and A(y) are monomial matrices. Then, the monomial representation of G





















2 1) · · · φ(tnxt−n 1)

Definition 7.4. Monomial Character A character φ of G is monomial if φ is induced
by a linear character of a subgroup H (not necessarily proper) of G.[HK06]
Definition 7.5. Induced Character








φGα is the value of φ
Gat each element of the class Cα.
n=[G : H].
hα is the number of elements in the class Cα of G.[HK06]
7.2 The Monomial Progenitors 11∗2 :m D5
We will construct a monomial presentation of 11∗2 :m D5. Let G be gener-
ated by xx and yy where xx = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) and yy = (1, 4)(2, 3). Also, Consider the
subgroup H = {Id, (1, 4, 2, 5, 3), (1, 2, 3, 4, 5), (1, 5, 4, 3, 2), (1, 3, 5, 2, 4)}. To achieve a
monomial presentation we must induce a linear character from a subgroup H of G. We
choose a subgroup with index matching the degree of an irreducible character of G.
Note, G has characters X.1, X.2, X.3, and X.4. We proceed using x.3 and look for a
subgroup of order 5. So that |G||H| =
10
5 = 2 and [G : H] = 2. Since the index of the two
groups is 2. If a matrix representation exists it will be represented by a 2× 2 matrices.
Conjugacy Classes Representative of The Group G are:
C1 = Id(G)
C2 = (1, 4)(2, 3)
C3 = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
C4 = (1, 3, 5, 2, 4)
Conjugacy Classes Representative of The Group H are:
D1 = Id(H)
D2 = (1, 4, 2, 5, 3)
D3 = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
D4 = (1, 5, 4, 3, 2)
D5 = (1, 3, 5, 2, 4)
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Consider the irreducible characters of H and G given below:
Table 7.1: Character Table of G
Class C1 C2 C3 C4
Size 1 5 2 2
Representative Id(G) (1,4)(2,3) (1,2,3,4,5) (1,3,5,2,4)
X.3 2 0 Z1 = 14 Z1#2 = 7
X.4 2 0 Z1#2 = 7 Z1 = 14
Before we move to next step, let us to explain how we can compute Z1, and Z1#2 of
the character table of G. We will depend on Magma to do that.
Z1 :=(CyclotomicField(5: Sparse := true)) !









Z1=zeta(5)_5ˆ3 + zeta(5)_5ˆ2=4ˆ3 mod 11 +4ˆ2 mod 11; 14
Z1#2=((zeta(5)_5)ˆ2)ˆ3 +((zeta(5)_5)ˆ2)ˆ2
=4ˆ6 mod 11 + 4ˆ4 mod 11; 7
Table 7.2: Character Table of H
Class D1 D2 D3 D4 D5
Size 1 1 1 1 1
Representative Id(H) (1,4,2,5,3) (1,2,3,4,5) (1,5,4,3,2) (1,3,5,2,4)
X.2 1 Z1=4 Z1#2 = 5 Z1#3 = 9 Z1#4 = 3
We can compute Z1, Z1#2, Z1#3 and Z1#4 of the character table of H by Magma
program:
Z1:=(CyclotomicField(5: Sparse := true))





Z1#2=(zeta(5)_5)ˆ2= 4ˆ2 mod 11; 5
Z1#3=(zeta(5)_5)ˆ3= 4ˆ3 mod 11; 9
Z1#4=(zeta(5)_5)ˆ4= 4ˆ4 mod 11; 3
7.2.1 The Induction Process
Now, we will induce the character X.2 of H up to X.3 of G to obtain the






• φG1 = 2h1=1
∑
w∈C1∩H φ(e) =2





w∈C3∩H φ((1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 )(1 , 5 , 4 , 3 , 2 ))
= φ((1, 2, 3, 4, 5)) + φ((1, 5, 4, 3, 2)) = Z1 = 14
• φG4 = 2h4=2
∑
w∈C4∩H φ((1 , 3 , 5 , 2 , 4 )(1 , 4 , 2 , 5 , 3 ))
= φ((1, 3, 5, 2, 4) + φ((1, 4, 2, 5, 3) = 7.
Therefore, we have verified that φGH=2, 0, 14, and 7. So, the character X.2 of H induces
the character X.3 of G.
7.2.2 Verifying the Monomial Representation
We have a linear character of the subgroup H of index n in G .
Thus, we will let G = Ht1∪Ht2 = He∪H(1, 4)(2, 3). Where, t1 = e and t2 = (1, 4)(2, 3).
We are now in a position to give the monomial representation of the progenitor
11∗2 :m D5.
A(xx )=

















• φ(t1xt−11 ) = φ((1, 2, 3, 4, 5))=5
•φ(t1xt−12 ) = φ(e(1, 2, 3, 4, 5)((1, 4)(2, 3))−1)=0
A[xx]: Row 2
•φ(t2xt−11 ) = φ((1, 4)(2, 3)(1, 2, 3, 4, 5))=0
•φ(t2xt−12 ) = φ((1, 4)(2, 3)(1, 2, 3, 4, 5)((1, 4)(2, 3))−1)=9
A[yy]: Row 1
• φ(t1yt−11 ) = φ((1, 4)(2, 3)) = 0
• φ(t1yt−12 ) = φ(e(1, 4)(2, 3)((1, 4)(2, 3))−1)=1
A[yy]: Row 2
• φ(t2yt−11 ) = φ((1, 4)(2, 3)(1, 4)(2, 3)) = 1
•φ(t2yt−12 ) = φ((1, 4)(2, 3)((1, 4)(2, 3))−1)=0








7.2.3 Construction a Permutation Representation:
We worked in Z11 on matrices of degree 2× 2 which implies we are producing
a 11∗2 :m D5 progenitor permutation representation. We want to represent x and y as
permutation to do so we see that ai,j = n if the automorphism takes ti =⇒ tnj .
There are 11∗2 is a free product of 2 cyclic groups of order 11. Thus, we will construct









 (where a12=1, and a21=1).Therefore, t1 −→ t2,and t2 −→ t1.
Table 7.3: Automorphism of A(xx)










































































Table 7.4: Automorphism of A(yy)













































































Therefore, consider the automorphism of xx and automorphism of yy as fol-
lows:
A(xx)=(1, 9, 5, 7, 17)(2, 18, 8, 6, 10)(3, 19, 11, 15, 13)(4, 14, 16, 12, 20).
A(yy)=(1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 6)(7, 8)(9, 10)(11, 12)(13, 14)(15, 16)(17, 18)(19, 20).
7.2.4 Creating a Representation of the Progenitor:
Now, we need to find a presentation for our progenitor.
We must choose at t to normalizer from our two choices〈t1〉*〈t2〉 .
Let t∼t1 and we must find permutations which normalize 〈t1〉 fix the following set
{t1, t21, t31, t41, t51, t61, t71, t81, t91, t101 , t2, t22, t32, t42, t52, t62, t72, t82, t92, t102 }.
Therefore, we need to compute the set stabilizer of the set {t1, t21, t31, t41, t51, t61, t71, t81, t91, t101 }









Finitely presented group on 2 generators
Relations
$.2ˆ2 = Id($)
($.1ˆ-1 * $.2)ˆ2 = Id($)
$.1ˆ-5 = Id($)
Now, we will convert FPGroup(N) to our presentation.
G < x, y >:= Group < x, y|y2, (x−1 ∗ y)2, x−5 >;
Next, we will find the stabilizer of < t1 >.
Stabilizer$(Nm,{1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19});
(1, 9, 5, 7, 17)(2, 18, 8, 6, 10)(3, 19, 11, 15, 13)
(4, 14, 16, 12, 20)
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Thus, we discover the stabilizer of < t1 > in D5 is generated by one element which we
will label A.
A=(1, 9, 5, 7, 17)(2, 18, 8, 6, 10)(3, 19, 11, 15, 13)(4, 14, 16, 12, 20). For a presentation
we must convert this permutation into words which we find to be:
(1, 9, 5, 7, 17)(2, 18, 8, 6, 10)(3, 19, 11, 15, 13)(4, 14, 16, 12, 20)=x.
As a result, we find that A sends 1 to 9 or t1 to t
5
1. We will add this t
x = t5 to our
presentation. Therefore, we obtain the monomial progenitor as follows:
11∗2 :m D5 =< x, y, t|y2, (x−1 ∗ y)2, x−5, t11, tx = t5, (t, ty) > .
7.2.5 The Monomial Progenitors 59∗2 :m D29
We first establish a monomial presentation of 59∗2 :m D29.
G has order 58 and it is generated by xx and yy where xx=(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29)
yy=(1, 28)(2, 27)(3, 26)(4, 25)(5, 24)(6, 23)(7, 22)(8, 21)(9, 20)(10, 19)(11,18)(12,
17)(13, 16)(14, 15).
We must induce a linear character from a subgroup H of G to create a monomial pre-
sentation. To insure we get an irreducible character, we must choose a subgroup with
index matching the degree of an irreducible character of G. The characters of G are
χ.1, χ.2, χ.3, χ.4, χ.5, χ.6, χ.7, χ.8, χ.9, χ.10, ......andχ.16.
We have a subgroup H of order 29, where
H = {1, 28, 26, 24, 22, 20, 18, 16, 14, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 29, 27, 25, 23, 21, 19, 17, 15, 13, 11, 9,
7, 5, 3}. So that |G||H| = 5829 = 2 and [G : H] = 2. Since the index of the group is 2. If a
matrix representation exists, it will be represented by a 2× 2 matrices.
Conjugacy Classes Representative of The Group G are:
C1 = Id(G)
C2 = (1, 20)(2, 19)(3, 18)(4, 17)(5, 16)(6, 15)(7, 14)(8, 13)(9, 12)(10, 11)(21, 29)(22, 28)
(23, 27)(24, 26)
C3 = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27,
28, 29)
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C4 = (1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24,
26, 28)
C5 = (1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 2, 5, 8, 11, 14, 17, 20, 23, 26, 29, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21,
24, 27)
C6 = (1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25, 29, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 3, 7, 11, 15, 19, 23, 27, 2, 6, 10, 14, 18,
22, 26)
C7 = (1, 6, 11, 16, 21, 26, 2, 7, 12, 17, 22, 27, 3, 8, 13, 18, 23, 28, 4, 9, 14, 19, 24, 29, 5, 10, 15,
20, 25)
C8 = (1, 7, 13, 19, 25, 2, 8, 14, 20, 26, 3, 9, 15, 21, 27, 4, 10, 16, 22, 28, 5, 11, 17, 23, 29, 6, 12,
18, 24)
C9 = (1, 8, 15, 22, 29, 7, 14, 21, 28, 6, 13, 20, 27, 5, 12, 19, 26, 4, 11, 18, 25, 3, 10, 17, 24, 2, 9,
16, 23)
C10 = (1, 9, 17, 25, 4, 12, 20, 28, 7, 15, 23, 2, 10, 18, 26, 5, 13, 21, 29, 8, 16, 24, 3, 11, 19, 27, 6,
14, 22)
C11 = (1, 10, 19, 28, 8, 17, 26, 6, 15, 24, 4, 13, 22, 2, 11, 20, 29, 9, 18, 27, 7, 16, 25, 5, 14, 23, 3,
12, 21)
C12 = (1, 11, 21, 2, 12, 22, 3, 13, 23, 4, 14, 24, 5, 15, 25, 6, 16, 26, 7, 17, 27, 8, 18, 28, 9, 19, 29,
10, 20)
C13 = (1, 12, 23, 5, 16, 27, 9, 20, 2, 13, 24, 6, 17, 28, 10, 21, 3, 14, 25, 7, 18, 29, 11, 22, 4, 15, 26,
8, 19)
C14 = (1, 13, 25, 8, 20, 3, 15, 27, 10, 22, 5, 17, 29, 12, 24, 7, 19, 2, 14, 26, 9, 21, 4, 16, 28, 11, 23,
6, 18)
C15 = (1, 14, 27, 11, 24, 8, 21, 5, 18, 2, 15, 28, 12, 25, 9, 22, 6, 19, 3, 16, 29, 13, 26, 10, 23, 7, 20,
4, 17)
C16 = (1, 15, 29, 14, 28, 13, 27, 12, 26, 11, 25, 10, 24, 9, 23, 8, 22, 7, 21, 6, 20, 5, 19, 4, 18, 3, 17,
2, 16)
Conjugacy Classes Representative of The Group H are:
D1 = Id(H)
D2 = (1, 28, 26, 24, 22, 20, 18, 16, 14, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 29, 27, 25, 23, 21, 19, 17, 15, 13, 11, 9,
7, 5, 3)
D3 = (1, 26, 22, 18, 14, 10, 6, 2, 27, 23, 19, 15, 11, 7, 3, 28, 24, 20, 16, 12, 8, 4, 29, 25, 21, 17,
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13, 9, 5)
D4 = (1, 24, 18, 12, 6, 29, 23, 17, 11, 5, 28, 22, 16, 10, 4, 27, 21, 15, 9, 3, 26, 20, 14, 8, 2, 25,
19, 13, 7)
D5 = (1, 22, 14, 6, 27, 19, 11, 3, 24, 16, 8, 29, 21, 13, 5, 26, 18, 10, 2, 23, 15, 7, 28, 20, 12, 4,
25, 17, 9)
D6 = (1, 20, 10, 29, 19, 9, 28, 18, 8, 27, 17, 7, 26, 16, 6, 25, 15, 5, 24, 14, 4, 23, 13, 3, 22, 12,
2, 21, 11)
D7 = (1, 18, 6, 23, 11, 28, 16, 4, 21, 9, 26, 14, 2, 19, 7, 24, 12, 29, 17, 5, 22, 10, 27, 15, 3, 20,
8, 25, 13)
D8 = (1, 16, 2, 17, 3, 18, 4, 19, 5, 20, 6, 21, 7, 22, 8, 23, 9, 24, 10, 25, 11, 26, 12, 27, 13, 28,
14, 29, 15)
D9 = (1, 14, 27, 11, 24, 8, 21, 5, 18, 2, 15, 28, 12, 25, 9, 22, 6, 19, 3, 16, 29, 13, 26, 10, 23, 7,
20, 4, 17)
D10 = (1, 12, 23, 5, 16, 27, 9, 20, 2, 13, 24, 6, 17, 28, 10, 21, 3, 14, 25, 7, 18, 29, 11, 22, 4, 15,
26, 8, 19)
D11 = (1, 10, 19, 28, 8, 17, 26, 6, 15, 24, 4, 13, 22, 2, 11, 20, 29, 9, 18, 27, 7, 16, 25, 5, 14, 23,
3, 12, 21)
D12 = (1, 8, 15, 22, 29, 7, 14, 21, 28, 6, 13, 20, 27, 5, 12, 19, 26, 4, 11, 18, 25, 3, 10, 17, 24, 2,
9, 16, 23)
D13 = (1, 6, 11, 16, 21, 26, 2, 7, 12, 17, 22, 27, 3, 8, 13, 18, 23, 28, 4, 9, 14, 19, 24, 29, 5, 10,
15, 20, 25)
D14 = (1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 2, 5, 8, 11, 14, 17, 20, 23, 26, 29, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18,
21, 24, 27)
D15 = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
27, 28, 29)
D16 = (1, 29, 28, 27, 26, 25, 24, 23, 22, 21, 20, 19, 18, 17, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6,
5, 4, 3, 2)
D17 = (1, 27, 24, 21, 18, 15, 12, 9, 6, 3, 29, 26, 23, 20, 17, 14, 11, 8, 5, 2, 28, 25, 22, 19, 16,
13, 10, 7, 4)
D18 = (1, 25, 20, 15, 10, 5, 29, 24, 19, 14, 9, 4, 28, 23, 18, 13, 8, 3, 27, 22, 17, 12, 7, 2, 26, 21,
16, 11, 6)
D19 = (1, 23, 16, 9, 2, 24, 17, 10, 3, 25, 18, 11, 4, 26, 19, 12, 5, 27, 20, 13, 6, 28, 21, 14, 7, 29,
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22, 15, 8)
D20 = (1, 21, 12, 3, 23, 14, 5, 25, 16, 7, 27, 18, 9, 29, 20, 11, 2, 22, 13, 4, 24, 15, 6, 26, 17, 8,
28, 19, 10)
D21 = (1, 19, 8, 26, 15, 4, 22, 11, 29, 18, 7, 25, 14, 3, 21, 10, 28, 17, 6, 24, 13, 2, 20, 9, 27, 16,
5, 23, 12)
D22 = (1, 17, 4, 20, 7, 23, 10, 26, 13, 29, 16, 3, 19, 6, 22, 9, 25, 12, 28, 15, 2, 18, 5, 21, 8, 24,
11, 27, 14)
D23 = (1, 15, 29, 14, 28, 13, 27, 12, 26, 11, 25, 10, 24, 9, 23, 8, 22, 7, 21, 6, 20, 5, 19, 4, 18, 3,
17, 2, 16)
D24 = (1, 13, 25, 8, 20, 3, 15, 27, 10, 22, 5, 17, 29, 12, 24, 7, 19, 2, 14, 26, 9, 21, 4, 16, 28, 11,
23, 6, 18)
D25 = (1, 11, 21, 2, 12, 22, 3, 13, 23, 4, 14, 24, 5, 15, 25, 6, 16, 26, 7, 17, 27, 8, 18, 28, 9, 19,
29, 10, 20)
D26 = (1, 9, 17, 25, 4, 12, 20, 28, 7, 15, 23, 2, 10, 18, 26, 5, 13, 21, 29, 8, 16, 24, 3, 11, 19, 27,
6, 14, 22)
D27 = (1, 7, 13, 19, 25, 2, 8, 14, 20, 26, 3, 9, 15, 21, 27, 4, 10, 16, 22, 28, 5, 11, 17, 23, 29, 6,
12, 18, 24)
D28 = (1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25, 29, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 3, 7, 11, 15, 19, 23, 27, 2, 6, 10, 14,
18, 22, 26)
D29 = (1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22,
24, 26, 28)
7.2.6 The Induction Process
Now, we will induce the character χ.2 of H up to χ.5 of G to obtain the






















w∈C3∩H φ(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29) + φ(1, 29, 28, 27, 26, 25, 24, 23, 22, 21, 20, 19, 18, 17, 16,





w∈C4∩H φ(1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 2, 4, 6, 8,
10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28)+φ(1, 28, 26, 24, 22, 20, 18, 16, 14, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 29, 27,





w∈C5∩H φ(1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 2, 5, 8, 11, 14, 17, 20, 23, 26,
29, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27) + φ(1, 27, 24, 21, 18, 15, 12, 9, 6, 3, 29, 26, 23, 20, 17, 14,





w∈C6∩H φ(1, 29, 28, 27, 26, 25, 24, 23, 22, 21, 20, 19, 18, 17, 16, 15, 14,





w∈C7∩H φ(1, 6, 11, 16, 21, 26, 2, 7, 12, 17, 22, 27, 3, 8, 13, 18, 23, 28,
4, 9, 14, 1924, 29, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25) + φ(1, 25, 20, 15, 10, 5, 29, 24, 19, 14, 9, 4, 28, 23, 18, 13,





w∈C8∩H φ(1, 7, 13, 19, 25, 2, 8, 14, 20, 26, 3, 9, 15, 21, 27, 4, 10, 16, 22,
28, 5, 11, 17, 23, 29, 6, 12, 18, 24) + φ(1, 24, 18, 12, 6, 29, 23, 17, 11, 5, 28, 22, 16, 10, 4, 27,





w∈C9∩H φ(1, 8, 15, 22, 29, 7, 14, 21, 28, 6, 13, 20, 27, 5, 12, 19, 26, 4,
11, 18, 25, 3, 10, 17, 24, 2, 9, 16, 23) + φ(1, 23, 16, 9, 2, 24, 17, 10, 3, 25, 18, 11, 4, 26, 19, 12,





w∈C10∩H φ(1, 9, 17, 25, 4, 12, 20, 28, 7, 15, 23, 2, 10, 18, 26, 5,
13, 21, 29, 8, 16, 24, 3, 11, 19, 27, 6, 14, 22) + φ(1, 22, 14, 6, 27, 19, 11, 3, 24, 16, 8, 29,







w∈C11∩H φ(1, 10, 19, 28, 8, 17, 26, 6, 15, 24, 4, 13, 22, 2, 11, 20, 29, 9,
18, 27, 7, 16, 25, 5, 14, 23, 3, 12, 21) + φ(1, 21, 12, 3, 23, 14, 5, 25, 16, 7, 27, 18, 9, 29, 20, 11,





w∈C12∩H φ(1, 11, 21, 2, 12, 22, 3, 13, 23, 4, 14, 24, 5, 15, 25, 6, 16, 26,
7, 17, 27, 8, 18, 28, 9, 19, 29, 10, 20) + φ(1, 20, 10, 29, 19, 9, 28, 18, 8, 27, 17, 7, 26, 16, 6, 25,





w∈C13∩H φ(1, 12, 23, 5, 16, 27, 9, 20, 2, 13, 24, 6, 17, 28, 10, 21, 3, 14,
25, 7, 18, 29, 11, 22, 4, 15, 26, 8, 19) + φ(1, 19, 8, 26, 15, 4, 22, 11, 29, 18, 7, 25, 14, 3, 21, 10,





w∈C14∩H φ(1, 13, 25, 8, 20, 3, 15, 27, 10, 22, 5, 17, 29, 12, 24, 7, 19, 2,
14, 26, 9, 21, 4, 16, 28, 11, 23, 6, 18) + φ(1, 18, 6, 23, 11, 28, 16, 4, 21, 9, 26, 14, 2, 19, 7, 24,





w∈C15∩H φ(1, 14, 27, 11, 24, 8, 21, 5, 18, 2, 15, 28, 12, 25, 9, 22, 6, 19,
3, 16, 29, 13, 26, 10, 23, 7, 20, 4, 17) + φ(1, 17, 4, 20, 7, 23, 10, 26, 13, 29, 16, 3, 19, 6, 22, 9,





w∈C16∩H φ(1, 15, 29, 14, 28, 13, 27, 12, 26, 11, 25, 10, 24, 9, 23, 8, 22, 7,
21, 6, 20, 5, 19, 4, 18, 3, 17, 2, 16) + φ(1, 16, 2, 17, 3, 18, 4, 19, 5, 20, 6, 21, 7, 22, 8, 23, 9,
24, 10, 25, 11, 26, 12, 27, 13, 28, 14, 29, 15)=Z1#22+Z1#7=36+41=77=Z1#11.
Therefore, we have verified that φGH=2, 0, Z1#7, Z1#14, Z1#8,Z1, Z1#6,
Z1#13, Z1#9, Z1#2, Z1#5, Z1#12, Z1#10, Z1#3, Z1#4, and Z1#11.
So, χ.2 of H induces χ.5 of G.
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Table 7.5: X.2 of H
Class Size Order φH
D.1 1 1 1
D.2 1 29 Z1 = 4
D.3 1 29 Z1#2 = 16
D.4 1 29 Z1#3 = 5
D.5 1 29 Z1#4 = 20
D.6 1 29 Z1#5 = 21
D.7 1 29 Z1#6 = 25
D.8 1 29 Z1#7 = 41
D.9 1 29 Z1#8 = 46
D.10 1 29 Z1#9 = 7
D.11 1 29 Z1#10 = 28
D.12 1 29 Z1#11 = 53
D.13 1 29 Z1#12 = 35
D.14 1 29 Z1#13 = 22
D.15 1 29 Z1#14 = 29
D.16 1 29 Z1#15 = 57
D.17 1 29 Z1#16 = 51
D.18 1 29 Z1#17 = 27
D.19 1 29 Z1#18 = 49
D.20 1 29 Z1#19 = 19
D.21 1 29 Z1#20 = 17
D.22 1 29 Z1#21 = 9
D.23 1 29 Z1#22 = 36
D.24 1 29 Z1#23 = 26
D.25 1 29 Z1#24 = 45
D.26 1 29 Z1#25 = 3
D.27 1 29 Z1#26 = 12
D.28 1 29 Z1#27 = 48
D.29 1 29 Z1#28 = 15
7.2.7 Verifying the Monomial Representation
We have a linear character of the subgroup H of index n in G .
Thus, we will let G = Ht1 ∪Ht2, Where, t1 = e and t2 = (1, 28)(2, 27)(3, 26)(4, 25)
(5, 24)(6, 23)(7, 22)(8, 21)(9, 20)(10, 19)(11, 18)(12, 17)(13, 16)(14, 15). We are now in a
position to give the monomial representation of the progenitor 59∗2 :m D29.
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Table 7.5: X.5 of G
Class Size Order φG
C.1 1 1 2
C.2 29 2 0
C.3 2 29 Z1#7 = 86
C.4 2 29 Z1#14 = 19
C.5 2 29 Z1#8 = 73
C.6 2 29 Z1 = 57
C.7 2 29 Z1#6 = 62
C.8 2 29 Z1#13 = 17
C.9 2 29 Z1#9 = 102
C.10 2 29 Z1#2 = 23
C.11 2 29 Z1#5 = 47
C.12 2 29 Z1#12 = 66
C.13 2 29 Z1#10 = 24
C.14 2 29 Z1#3 = 51
C.15 2 29 Z1#4 = 55
C.16 2 29 Z1#11 = 77
A(xx )=
















•φ(t1xt−11 ) = φ((1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29))=29.
• φ(t1xt−12 ) = φ((1, 27)(2, 26)(3, 25)(4, 24)(5, 23)(6, 22)(7, 21)(8, 20)
(9, 19)(10, 18)(11, 17)(12, 16)(13, 15)(28, 29))=0.
A[xx]: Row 2
•φ(t2xt−11 ) = φ((1, 29)(2, 28)(3, 27)(4, 26)(5, 25)(6, 24)(7, 23)(8, 22)(9, 21)(10, 20)
(11, 19)(12, 18)(13, 17)(14, 16))=0.
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•φ(t2xt−12 ) = φ((1, 28)(2, 27)(3, 26)(4, 25)(5, 24)(6, 23)(7, 22)(8, 21)(9, 20)(10, 19)(11, 18)
(12, 17)(13, 16)(14, 15)(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29)((1, 28)(2, 27)(3, 26)(4, 25)(5, 24)(6, 23)(7, 22)(8, 21)(9, 20)(10, 19)






•φ(t1yt−11 ) = φ((1, 28)(2, 27)(3, 26)(4, 25)(5, 24)(6, 23)(7, 22)(8, 21)(9, 20)(10, 19)
(11, 18)(12, 17)(13, 16)(14, 15))=0.
• φ(t1yt−12 ) = φ(e)=1.
A[yy]: Row 2
• φ(t2yt−11 ) = φ(e) = 1.
• φ(t2yt−12 ) = φ((1, 28)(2, 27)(3, 26)(4, 25)(5, 24)(6, 23)(7, 22)(8, 21)(9, 20)






7.2.8 Construction a Permutation Representation:
We worked in Z59 on matrices of degree 2× 2 which implies we are producing
a 59∗2 :m D29 progenitor permutation representation. We want to represent x and y as
permutation to do so we see that ai,j = n if the automorphism takes ti =⇒ tnj . There
are 59∗2 is a free product of 2 cyclic groups of order 59. Thus, we will construct a table





(Where a11=29, and a22=57). Therefore, t1 −→ t291 ,and t2 −→ t572 .
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Table 7.7: Automorphism of A(xx)





















































57 114 115 110 55 106 113 102 53 98 111 94 51 90



























































109 86 49 82 107 78 47 74 105 70 45 66 103 62 43



























































58 101 54 41 50 99 46 39 42 97 38 37 34 95 30

























































35 26 93 22 33 18 91 14 31 10 89 6 29 2 87























































116 27 112 85 108 25 104 83 100 23 96 81 92 21
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88 79 84 19 80 77 76 17 72 75 68 15 64 73 60 13



























































56 71 52 11 48 69 44 9 40 67 36 7 32 65 28























































(Where a12=1, and a21=1). Therefore, t1 −→ t2,and t2 −→ t1.
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Table 7.8: Automorphism of A(yy)































































2 1 4 3 6 5 8 7 10 9 12 11 14 13 16 15 18



























































17 20 19 22 21 24 23 26 25 28 27 30 29 32 31



























































34 33 36 35 38 37 40 39 42 41 44 43 46 45 48



























































47 50 49 52 51 54 53 56 55 58 57 60 59 62 61



























































64 63 66 65 68 67 70 69 72 71 74 73 76 75 78
89































































77 80 79 82 81 84 83 86 85 88 87 90 89 92 91 94























































93 96 95 98 97 100 99 102 101 104 103 106 105 108



































107 110 109 112 111 114 113 116 115
A(yy)=(1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 6)(7, 8)(9, 10)(11, 12)(13, 14)(15, 16)(17, 18)(19, 20)
(21,22)(23, 24)(25, 26)(27, 28)(29, 30)(31, 32)(33, 34)(35, 36)(37, 38)(39,40)
(41, 42)(43, 44)(45, 46)(47, 48)(49, 50)(51, 52)(53, 54)(55, 56)(57,58)
(59, 60)(61, 62)(63, 64)(65, 66)(67, 68)(69, 70)(71, 72)(73, 74)(75, 76)(77, 78)
(79, 80)(81, 82)(83, 84)(85, 86)(87, 88)(89, 90)(91, 92)(93, 94)(95, 96)
(97, 98)(99, 100)(101, 102)(103, 104)(105, 106)(107, 108)(109, 110)(111, 112)
(113, 114)(115, 116).
Now, we can create permutations by using our labels for each automorphism.
We will Consider t1 by element 1 from the table.
This produces the permutation (1,57,29,43,95,69,23,105,5,55,89,13,51,91,71,81,
17,49,33,41,37,39,97,9,53,31,101,7,113) if we follow each element and its corresponding
automorphism number labeling. We can construct our automorphism by repeating the







A(yy)=(1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 6)(7, 8)(9, 10)(11, 12)(13, 14)(15, 16)(17, 18)(19, 20)
(21,22)(23, 24)(25, 26)(27, 28)(29, 30)(31, 32)(33, 34)(35, 36)(37, 38)(39,40)
(41, 42)(43, 44)(45, 46)(47, 48)(49, 50)(51, 52)(53, 54)(55, 56)(57,58)
(59, 60)(61, 62)(63, 64)(65, 66)(67, 68)(69, 70)(71, 72)(73, 74)(75, 76)(77, 78)
(79, 80)(81, 82)(83, 84)(85, 86)(87, 88)(89, 90)(91, 92)(93, 94)(95, 96)
(97, 98)(99, 100)(101, 102)(103, 104)(105, 106)(107, 108)(109, 110)(111, 112)
(113, 114)(115, 116).
So, we have completed the process of construction a permutation representation from
our matrices.
7.2.9 Creating a Representation of the Progenitor:
Now, we need to find a presentation for our progenitor. We must choose at t
to normalizer from our two choices〈t1〉*〈t2〉 . Let t∼t1 and we must find permutations
which normalize 〈t1〉 fix the following set
{t1, t21, t31, t41, t51, t61, t71, t81, t91, t101 , t111 , t121 , ...., t1161 , t2, t22, t32, t42, t52, t62, t72, t82, t92, t102 ,
t112 , t
12
2 , ...., t
116
2 }.
Therefore, we need to compute the set stabilizer of the set
{t1, t21, t31, t41, t51, t61, t71, t81, t91, t101 , t111 , t121 , ...., t1161 }.
n1:=Stabiliser(Nm,{ 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21,
23, 25, 27, 29,31, 33, 35,37, 39, 41, 43, 45, 47, 49,
51, 53, 55,57, 59, 61, 63, 65,67, 69, 71, 73, 75, 77,
79, 81, 83, 85, 87, 89, 91, 93, 95, 97, 99, 101, 103,
105, 107, 109, 111, 113, 115 });
Generators(n1);
(1, 95, 5, 51, 17, 37, 53, 113, 43, 105, 13, 81, 41,
9, 7, 29, 23,89, 71, 33, 97, 101, 57, 69, 55, 91,
49, 39, 31)(2, 32, 40, 50, 92,56, 70, 58, 102, 98,
91
34, 72, 90, 24,30, 8, 10, 42, 82, 14, 106, 44,114, 54,
38, 18, 52, 6, 96)(3, 73, 11, 103, 35, 75,107, 109, 87,
93, 27, 45, 83, 19, 15, 59, 47, 61, 25, 67, 77, 85, 115,
21, 111, 65,99, 79, 63)(4, 64, 80, 100, 66, 112, 22,
116, 86, 78, 68, 26, 62, 48, 60, 16, 20,84, 46, 28, 94,
88, 110, 108, 76, 36, 104, 12, 74)
FPGroup(N);
Finitely presented group on 2 generators
Relations
$.2ˆ2 = Id($)
($.1ˆ-1 * $.2)ˆ2 = Id($)
$.1ˆ-29 = Id($)
So we will convert FPGroup(N) to our presentation where .2=y and .1=x . Also, we
discover the Stabilizer of< t1 > inD29 is generated by one element which we will label A.
A=(1, 95, 5, 51, 17, 37, 53, 113, 43, 105, 13, 81, 41, 9, 7, 29, 23, 89, 71, 33,
97, 101, 57, 69, 55, 91, 49, 39, 31)(2, 32, 40, 50, 92, 56, 70, 58, 102, 98, 34,
72, 90, 24, 30, 8, 10, 42, 82, 14, 106, 44, 114, 54, 38, 18, 52, 6, 96)
(3, 73, 11, 103, 35, 75, 107, 109, 87, 93, 27, 45, 83, 19, 15, 59, 47, 61, 25, 67,
77, 85, 115, 21, 111, 65, 99, 79, 63)(4, 64, 80, 100, 66, 112, 22, 116, 86,
78, 68, 26, 62, 48, 60, 16, 20, 84, 46, 28, 94, 88, 110, 108, 76, 36, 104, 12, 74).
For a presentation we must convert these permutations into words which we find to be:
x4=(1, 95, 5, 51, 17, 37, 53, 113, 43, 105, 13, 81, 41, 9, 7, 29, 23, 89, 71, 33,
97, 101, 57, 69, 55, 91, 49, 39, 31)(2, 32, 40, 50, 92, 56, 70, 58, 102, 98, 34, 72, 90, 24,
30, 8, 10, 42, 82, 14, 106, 44, 114, 54, 38, 18, 52, 6, 96)
(3, 73, 11, 103, 35, 75, 107, 109, 87, 93, 27, 45, 83, 19, 15, 59, 47, 61, 25, 67, 77, 85,
115, 21, 111, 65, 99, 79, 63)(4, 64, 80, 100, 66, 112, 22, 116, 86, 78, 68, 26, 62, 48, 60,
16, 20, 84, 46, 28, 94, 88, 110, 108, 76, 36, 104, 12, 74).
As a result, we find that A sends 1 to 95 or t1 to t
48
1 . We will add this t
x4 = t48 to our
presentation. Therefore, we obtain the monomial progenitor as follows:




8.1 Definition for Double Coset Enumeration
Definition 8.1. Let G be a group and H and K be subgroups of G. A double coset
of H and K of the form HgK = {HgK|k ∈ K} is determined by g ∈ G.[Rot95]
Definition 8.2. Let G be a group and S ⊆ G. For t ∈ G, a right coset of S in G is
the subset of G such that St = {st : s ∈ G}. We say t is a representative of the coset
St. [Rot95]
Definition 8.3. Let G be a group. The index of H ≤ G, denoted [G : H], is the
number of right cosets of H in G. [Rot95]
Definition 8.4. Let N be a group. The point stabilizer of w in N is given by:
Nw = {n ∈ N |wn = w}, where w is a word in the ti’s. [Rot95]
Definition 8.5. Let N be a group. The coset stabiliser of Nw in N is given by:
N (w) = {n ∈ N |Nwn = Nw}, where w is a word of the ti’s. [Rot95]
Theorem 8.6. The Number of single cosets in NwN The above definition gives,
Nw = {n ∈ N |Nwn = Nw} ={n ∈ N |(Nw)n = Nw} = N ∩Nw. The number of single
cosets in NwN is given by [N : N (w)]. [Rot95]
Definition 8.7. Let G be a group and X be a G-set. For x ∈ X, the set xG = {xg|g ∈
G} is a G-Orbit. [Rot95]
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Definition 8.8. Let G be a group and X be a G-set. X is transitive if for all x,y ∈ X
there exists a g ∈ G such that y = gx. [Rot95]
Definition 8.9. Let a ∈ G, where G is a group. The conjugacy class of a is given by
aG = {ag|g ∈ G} = {g−1ag|g ∈ G}. [Rot95]
8.2 Double Coset Enumeration of 24 : S3×C2 over (2×4 : 2)
Consider the group G= 2
∗8:(2×4:2)
(xt)3[wxyt]3=e
∼= (24 : S3 × C2) where N=(2× 4 : 2).
A symmetric presentation of G is G = Group < w, x, y, z, t|w2, x2, y4, z2, (w ∗ y−1)2, x ∗
y−1 ∗ x ∗ y, y−2 ∗ z, w ∗ x ∗ w ∗ x ∗ z, t2, (t, w), (x ∗ t)3, (w ∗ x ∗ y ∗ t)3 > .
Where w ∼ (2, 5)(3, 7), x ∼ (1, 2)(3, 6)(4, 5)(7, 8), y ∼ (1, 3, 4, 7)(2, 6, 5, 8)
and z ∼ (1, 4)(2, 5)(3, 7)(6, 8)
First, we are going to expand our relations.
The first relation is
(x ∗ t)3 = e
(x ∗ t1)3 = e since t ∼ t1
x3 ∗ tx21 ∗ tx1 ∗ t1 = e
x3 ∗ te1 ∗ t2 ∗ t1 = e
x3 ∗ t1 ∗ t2 = t1
So, we have t1t2 ∼ t1.
The second relation is
(w ∗ x ∗ y ∗ t)3 = e
(w ∗ x ∗ y ∗ t1)3 = e
(w ∗ x ∗ y)3 ∗ t(w∗x∗y)21 ∗ tw∗x∗y1 ∗ t1 = e
(w ∗ x ∗ y)3 ∗ t4 ∗ t6 ∗ t1 = e
(w ∗ x ∗ y)3 ∗ t4 ∗ t6 = t1
So, we have t4t6 ∼ t1.
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Moreover, if we conjugate the previous relations by all elements in
N={e, (2, 5)(3, 7), (1, 7)(2, 6)(3, 4)(5, 8), (1, 6, 4, 8)(2, 3, 5, 7),
(1, 7, 4, 3)(2, 8, 5, 6), (1, 5)(2, 4)(3, 8)(6, 7),
(1, 8, 4, 6)(2, 3, 5, 7), (1, 5, 4, 2)(3, 6, 7, 8), (1, 2, 4, 5)(3, 8, 7, 6),
(1, 6, 4, 8)(2, 7, 5, 3), (1, 4)(2, 5)(3, 7)(6, 8), (1, 3, 4, 7)(2, 6, 5, 8),
(1, 8, 4, 6)(2, 7, 5, 3), (1, 2)(3, 6)(4, 5)(7, 8), (1, 3)(2, 8)(4, 7)(5, 6), (1, 4)(6, 8)}.
So, we get theses relations by conjugate the first relation by all elements of N
12 ∼= 1, 15 ∼= 1, 76 ∼= 7, 63 ∼= 6, 78 ∼= 7, 54 ∼= 5, 83 ∼= 8, 51 ∼= 5, 24 ∼= 2, 67 ∼= 6, 45 ∼= 4,
36 ∼= 3, 87 ∼= 8, 21 ∼= 2, 38 ∼= 3, 42 ∼= 4.
Also, we will get theses relations by conjugate the second relation by all elements of N
46 ∼= 1, 32 ∼= 7, 84 ∼= 6, 27 ∼= 5, 61 ∼= 8, 53 ∼= 2, 18 ∼= 4, 75 ∼= 3.
We have to find the total number of cosets of N in G. This is the index of N in G. The





=12 single cosets and




Double Coset [*] : We start with the double coset NeN , where e is the word of
length zero denote by [*]. We have NeN = {n ∈ N |Nen}={Ne}={N}. So, the dou-






=1. Since N is transitive on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} and the orbit of N on
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} is {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}. Now, we will determine the double coset to
which Nti belongs, where i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}. We consider i=1, so Nt1 is a repre-
sentative coset, and hence we have a new double coset Nt1N which is denote by [1].
Double Coset [1] : We consider the double coset NwN , where w is a word of length
one. Nt1N = {n ∈ N |Nt1n}={Nt1, Nt2, Nt3, Nt4, Nt5, Nt6, Nt7, Nt8}.
We consider the coset stabilizer N (1), note that the coset stabilizer of Nt1 is equal to
the point stabilizer N1. N (1) = {n ∈ N |Ntn1 = t1} ≥ < (2, 5)(3, 7) >.





Now, the orbits of N (1) on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} are {1},{4},{6},{8},{2, 5}, and {3, 7}.
We choose a representative from each orbit.
If we select t1 from the orbit {1}, t4 from the orbit {4}, t6 from the orbit {6}, t8 from the
orbit {8}, t2 from the orbit {2, 5}, and t7 from the orbit {3, 7}, we notice the following:
• Nt1t1=Nt21=N ∈ [*]
This will collapse and hence it goes back to the double coset[*] since t21=e.
• Nt1t4=Nt1t4 ∈ [14]
This is a new double coset, which will extend the Cayley diagram from [1] to [14]. Since
there is one element in this orbit, there is one ti that extend [1] to [14].
• Nt1t6=Nt4 ∈ [1]
By the second relation (w ∗ x ∗ y)3 ∗ t4 ∗ t6 = t1 if we add t6 to both sides, we will get
that
(w ∗ x ∗ y)3 ∗ t4 ∗ t6 ∗ t6 = t1 ∗ t6
(w ∗ x ∗ y)3 ∗ t4 ∗ e = t1 ∗ t6
(w ∗ x ∗ y)3 ∗ t4 = t1 ∗ t6.
So, t1t6 ∼ t1 ∈ [1].
Since there is one element in the orbit {6}, so one element will loop back into the double
coset [1].
• Nt1t8=Nt4 ∈ [1]
Because if we conjugate the second relation t4 ∗ t6 = t1 by (1,4)(2,5)(3,7)(6,8)∈ N , we
will get on t1 ∗ t8 = t4.
Since there is one element in the orbit {8}, so one element will loop back into the double
coset [1].
• Nt1t2=Nt1 ∈ [1]
By the first relation t1t2=x
3t1. Since there are two elements in the orbit {2, 5}, so two
elements will loop back into the double coset [1].
• Nt1t7=Nt1t7 ∈ [17]
This is a new double coset, which will extend the Cayley diagram from [1] to [17]. Since
there is two elements in this orbit {3, 7}, there are two tis that extend [1] to [17].
Thus, t1 takes [1] to [*] and t2, t8, t6, t5 take [1] to itself.
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Double Coset [14] : We are a new double coset [14]. Nt1t4N = {n ∈ N |N(t1t4)n}.
Now, we will determine the coset stabilizer N (14), so the coset stabilizer of Nt1t4 is
given by: N (14) = {n ∈ N |N(t1t4)n = Nt1t4} ≥ < (2, 5)(3, 7), (1, 3, 4, 7)(2, 6, 5, 3) >.
If we conjugate t1t4 by all elements of N, we notice that we have these single cosets are
equal to each other 14 ∼ 73 ∼ 68 ∼ 52 ∼ 86 ∼ 25 ∼ 41 ∼ 37. The number of single





=1 a single coset in [14].
We can see that the orbits of N (14) on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} is {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}. We now
take the representative 4 of the orbit {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} and determine that Nt1t4t4 =
Nt1 ∈ [1]. As a result, all of eight ti take [14] to 1.
Double Coset [17] : We are a new double coset [17]. Nt1t7N = {n ∈ N |N(t1t7)n}.
Now, we will determine the coset stabilizer N (17), so the coset stabilizer of Nt1t7 is
given by: N (17) = {n ∈ N |N(t1t7)n = Nt1t7} ≥ < (1, 4)(2, 5)(3, 7)(6, 8) >.
When we conjugate t1t7 by all elements of N, It gives us a list of 8 single cosets, they
have equal names 17 ∼ 43 ∼ 26 ∼ 34 ∼ 58 ∼ 62 ∼ 71 ∼ 85. The number of single





=2 a single coset in [17]. Next, we can see
that the orbits of N (17) on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} is {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}. We now take the
representative 7 of the orbit {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} and determine that Nt1t7t7 = Nt1 ∈
[1]. As a result, all of eight ti take [17] to 1.
Finally, we can construct the Cayley diagram. Since the set of right cosets are closed
under right multiplication by ti where i=1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8. We can find the index of N in
G. We conclude that




|N (17)|)× |N |
|G| ≤ (1 + 8 + 1 + 2)× 16











Figure 8.1: Cayley Graph of 24 : S3 × C2 over (2× 4 : 2)
8.2.1 Verification of 24 : S3 × C2
Consider the progenitor 2∗8 : (2× 4 : 2) where N is given by :
S:=Sym(8);
ww:=S!(2, 5)(3, 7);
xx:=S!(1,2)(3, 6)(4, 5)(7, 8);
yy:=S!(1, 3, 4, 7)(2, 6, 5, 8);





















The composition series for G is:
G = G0 ⊇ G1 ⊇ G2 ⊇ G3 ⊇ G4 ⊇ G5 ⊇ G6 ⊇ G7 where G7 = 1.





The normal lattice of G is as follows:
Normal subgroup lattice
-----------------------
[10] Order 192 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 7 8 9
---
[ 9] Order 96 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 6
[ 8] Order 96 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 6
[ 7] Order 96 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 5 6
---
[ 6] Order 48 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4
[ 5] Order 32 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3 4
---
[ 4] Order 16 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
---
[ 3] Order 8 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
---
[ 2] Order 4 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[ 1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
We are looking for the largest abelian group if possible or the center which factor G.
In this case, G does not have a center, so we will find the largest abelian group by the
following loop.
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So, Magma tells us that NL[4] isomorphic to the abelian group 24. Therefore, we have
that G2 = 2




Permutation group q acting on a set of cardinality 6
Order = 12 = 2ˆ2 * 3





[7] Order 12 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4 5 6
---
[6] Order 6 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
[5] Order 6 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2 3
[4] Order 6 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
---
[3] Order 3 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
[2] Order 2 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
First, we will fulfill if we have a direct product or not, so we want to see if q is collected
of a direct product. Since we posses a normal subgroup of order 6 which is nl[4], and
a subgroup of order 2 which is nl[2]. So, the product of two a normal subgroups orders
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As a result, we find that q ∼= S3 × C2 where S3 = nL[4] and C2 = nL[2]. Now, we have
to write a presentation of q. We will write a presentation for NL[4].
FPGroup(NL[4]);






($.1 * $.2)ˆ2 = Id($)
($.1 * $.3)ˆ2 = Id($)
($.2 * $.3)ˆ2 = Id($)
($.1 * $.4)ˆ2 = Id($)
($.2 * $.4)ˆ2 = Id($)
($.3 * $.4)ˆ2 = Id($)
Our presentation is NL[4]=< w, x, y, z|w2, x2, y2, z2, (w∗x)2, (w∗y)2, (x∗y)2, (w∗z)2, (x∗
z)2, (y ∗ z)2 >. Now, we have to find the action S3 × 2 on 24. We determine the
isomorphism type of this group since we had no center in G, so it is not a central
extension. Also, we did not find a direct product as well since we have no normal
subgroup of order 12. Therefore, the isomorphism type of this group must be a semi-
direct product or a mixed extension. We will find transversal because it will help us to









We will label our generators of q, where T[2] is q.1, T[3] is q.2, and T[4] is q.5.
Generators(NL[4]);
A:=G1!(2, 6)(3, 8)(4, 5)(7, 9);
B:=G1!(1, 11)(3, 7)(8, 9)(10, 12);
C:=G1!(2, 5)(3, 7)(4, 6)(8, 9);




The following Magma code gives us the action of the transversals on the generators
NL[4] are of order 2. A, B, C, D are represented by w, x, y, z and H, I, J are e, f, g.
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if AˆH eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
1 2 1 2 --> wˆe=w*y
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if AˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;end if; end for;
1 2 1 2 --> wˆf=w*y
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if AˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;end if; end for;
2 1 2 1 ..> wˆg=x*z
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if BˆH eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;end if; end for;
2 1 2 2 --> xˆe=x
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if BˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
2 1 1 2 --> xˆf=x*y
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if BˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
2 2 1 2 --> xˆg=y
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if CˆH eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
2 2 1 2 --> yˆe=y
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if CˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
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then i,j,k,l;end if; end for;
2 2 1 2 --> yˆf=y
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if CˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
2 1 2 2 ---> yˆg=x
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if DˆH eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;end if; end for;
2 1 2 1 --> zˆe=x*z
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if DˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;end if; end for;
1 1 1 1 --> zˆf=w*x*y*z
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if DˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
1 2 1 2 --> zˆg=w*y
FPGroup(q);





($.1 * $.2)ˆ2 = Id($)
($.1 * $.5)ˆ2 = Id($)
($.5 * $.2)ˆ3 = Id($)
$.3 = $.1
$.4 = Id($)
We will suppose T[2]=e, T[3]=f and T[4]=g. Now, we will test the elements of q and
their relations. If we write the elements of q as the transversals of G\NL[4] we might








(2, 5)(3, 7)(4, 6)(8, 9) the same order does not change
(T[2]*T[4])ˆ2;
Id(G1) is equal id so leave alone
(T[4]*T[3])ˆ3;
Id(G1)
















We solved the extension for G, so we could obtain that G ∼= 24 : S3 × C2.
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8.3 Double Coset Enumeration of (25 : S4) over (2 × 4 :
C2 × C2)
Consider the group G ∼= 2∗16:(2×4:C2×C2)[y∗x∗z∗t]3[y∗x∗t]6[y∗t]3 ∼= (25 : S4) where N=(2 × 4 :






x ∼ (2, 8)(3, 7)(4, 14)(6, 10)(9, 13)(11, 16)
y ∼ (1, 2)(3, 9)(4, 8)(5, 10)(6, 14)(7, 11)(12, 16)(13, 15)
z ∼ (1, 3)(2, 9)(4, 12)(5, 7)(6, 13)(8, 16)(10, 11)(14, 15)
w ∼ (1, 4, 5, 14)(2, 6, 10, 8)(3, 12, 7, 15)(9, 13, 11, 16)
h ∼ (1, 5)(2, 10)(3, 7)(4, 14)(6, 8)(9, 11)(12, 15)(13, 16)





=24, this means the sum of all single cosets should equal 24 in our Cayley




This means that our Cayley diagram has 5 circles. The next step is that we are going
to expand our relations.
The first relation is
(y ∗ x ∗ z ∗ t)3 = e
(y ∗ x ∗ z ∗ t1)3 = e since t ∼ t1
(y ∗ x ∗ z)3 ∗ t(y∗x∗z)21 ∗ ty∗x∗z1 ∗ t1 = e
(y ∗ x ∗ z)3 ∗ t4 ∗ t16 ∗ t1 = e
(y ∗ x ∗ z)3 ∗ t4 ∗ t16 = t1
So, we have t4t16 ∼ t1.
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The second relation is
(y ∗ x ∗ t)6 = e
(y ∗ x ∗ t1)6 = e since t ∼ t1






1 ∗ ty∗x1 ∗ t1 = e
(y ∗ x)6 ∗ t6 ∗ t5 ∗ t10 ∗ t14 ∗ t8 ∗ t1 = e
(y ∗ x)6 ∗ t6 ∗ t5 ∗ t10 ∗ t14 ∗ t8 = t1
So, we have t6t5t10t14t8 ∼ t1.
The last relation is
(y ∗ t)3 = e
(y ∗ t1)3 = e since t ∼ t1
y3 ∗ ty21 ∗ ty1 ∗ t1 = e
y3 ∗ t1 ∗ t2 ∗ t1 = e
y3 ∗ t1 ∗ t2 = t1
So, we have t1t2 ∼ t1.
Constructing the Cayley Diagram:
Circle One: First Double Coset :
We will use this definition of a double coset NwN = {n ∈ N |Nwn}. We consider our
first double coset NeN = {n ∈ N |Nen}={Ne}={N} which we denote by [*]. Our con-
trol group N is transitive on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16}, so it has a sin-






=1. So, we will put 1 into the first circle. Next, we will determine the
double coset to whichNti belongs, where i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16}.
We consider i=1, so Nt1 is a representative coset, and hence we have a new double coset
Nt1N .
Circle two: Second Double Coset:
We consider the double coset NwN, where w is a word of length one.
Nt1N = {n ∈ N |Nt1n}. We consider the coset stabilizer N (1), note that the coset
stabilizer of Nt1 is equal to the point stabilizer N
1. N (1) = {n ∈ N |Ntn1 = t1} ≥
< (2, 8)(3, 7)(4, 14)(6, 10)(9, 13)(11, 16) >. Since |N (1)|=2 then the number of single
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Now, the orbits of N (1) on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16} are {1}, {5},
{12}, {15}, {2, 8}, {3, 7}, {4, 14}, {6, 10}, {9, 13} and {11, 16}.
We take representative from each orbit and determine to which double coset
Nt1t1, Nt1t5, Nt1t12, Nt1t15, Nt1t2, Nt1t3, Nt1t4, Nt1t6, Nt1t9, and Nt1t11 belongs.
We notice the following:
• Nt1t1=Nt21=N ∈ [*].
This will collapse and hence it goes back to the double coset [*] since t21=e.
• Nt1t12=Nt1t12 ∈ [112].
This is a new double coset, which will extend the Cayley diagram from [1] to [112].
• Nt1t5=Nt1t5 ∈ [15].
This is a new double coset, which will extend the Cayley diagram from [1] to [15]. Since
there is one element in this orbit, there is one symmetric generator which will extend
to the double coset [15].
• Nt1t15=Nt1t15 ∈ [115].
This is a new double coset, which will extend the Cayley diagram from [1] to [115].
Since there is one element in this orbit, there is one ti that extend [1] to [115].
• Nt1t3=Nt1t3 ∈ [13].
This is a new double coset, which will extend the Cayley diagram from [1] to [13]. Since
there is two elements in this orbit {3, 7}, there is two ti that extend [1] to [13].
• Nt1t4=Nt1t4 ∈ [14].
This is a new double coset, which will extend the Cayley diagram from [1] to [14]. Since
there is two elements in this orbit {4, 14}, there is two ti that extend [1] to [14].
• Nt1t2=Nt1 ∈ [1].
By the last relation y3 ∗ t1 ∗ t2 = t1, there are two elements in the orbit {2, 8}, so two
elements will loop back into the double coset [1].
• Nt1t6=Nt1 ∈ [1].
From this relation t1 ∗ t6 = y ∗ x ∗w ∗ t1, there are two elements in the orbit {6, 10}, so
two elements will loop back into the double coset [1].
• Nt1t9=Nt14 ∈ [1].
By this relation t1 ∗ t9 = y ∗ x ∗ z ∗ t14, there are two elements in the orbit {9, 13}, so
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two elements will loop back into the double coset [1].
• Nt1t11=Nt14 ∈ [1].
By this relation t1 ∗ t11 = y ∗ z ∗ x ∗ t14, there are two elements in the orbit {11, 16}, so
two elements will loop back into the double coset [1].
As a result, we observe that from the previous steps eight elements loop back into the
double coset [1] and 5 new double cosets which are [15], [112], [115], [13], and [14]. Now,
we will check by this Magma code if some of these new double cosets are equal.
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[15] eq n*ts[1]*ts[12]then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[15] eq n*ts[1]*ts[3]then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3] eq n*ts[1]*ts[12]then n;
end if; end for;
So, [112] = [115] = [13] the same double cosets. Therefore, we have 3 new double cosets
[115], [15], and [14].
Circle Three: Third Double Coset :
We are a new double coset [15]. Nt1t5N = {n ∈ N |Nt1t5n}. The coset stabilizer of
Nt1t5N is given by N
(15) = {n ∈ N |Nt1tn5 = t1t5} ≥ < (2, 8)(3, 7)(4, 14)(6, 10)(9, 13)
(11, 16), (1, 2)(3, 9)(4, 8)(5, 10)(6, 14)(7, 11)(12, 16)(13, 15) >.
When we conjugate t1t5 by all elements of N, we will observe that there are cosets have
equal names and the relation increases our |N (15)|. The cosets have equal names as
follows: 15 ∼ 210 ∼ 37 ∼ 414 ∼ 51 ∼ 86 ∼ 911 ∼ 68 ∼ 102 ∼ 73 ∼ 1215 ∼ 144 ∼
1613 ∼ 1316 ∼ 119 ∼ 1512.
Since |N (15)|=32 then the number of single cosets in [15] is |N ||N (15)|=
32
32
=1 a single coset
in [15]. Now, we can see the orbits ofN (15) on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16}
are {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16}.
We take 5 representative from the orbit and determine that Nt1t5t5 = Nt1 ∈ [1].
As a result, all sixteen ti take [15] to [1].
Circle four: Fourth Double Coset:
We are a new double coset [112]. Nt1t12N = {n ∈ N |Nt1t12n}. The coset stabilizer of
Nt1t12N is given by N
(112) = {n ∈ N |Nt1tn12 = t1t12} ≥ < (2, 8)(3, 7)(4, 14)(6, 10)
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(9, 13)(11, 16), (1, 3)(2, 9)(4, 12)(5, 7)(6, 13)(8, 16)(10, 11)(14, 15) >. When we conjugate
t1t12 by all elements of N, we can find these cosets have equal names 112 ∼ 34 ∼ 515 ∼




single coset in [112].
Now, we can see the orbits of N (112) on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16} are
{1, 3, 5, 7}, {4, 14, 12, 15}, and {2, 8, 9, 16, 10, 6, 13, 11}. We choose a representative from
each orbit. If we select t3 from the orbit {1, 3, 5, 7}, t12 from the orbit {4, 14, 12, 15}
and t2 from the orbit {2, 8, 9, 16, 10, 6, 13, 11}.
Then, we notice that.
• Nt1t12t3 ∈ [1].
From this relation:
t1t12 = h ∗ t3t4
t1t12t3 = h ∗ t4 ∈ [1].
Therefore, 4 symmetric generators will send to the double coset [1].
• Nt1t12t12=Nt1 ∈ [1].
Therefore, 4 symmetric generators will send to the double coset [1].
• Nt1t12t2=Nt11 ∈ [1].
From this relation:
t1t12 = z ∗ x ∗ t2t11
t1t12t2 = z ∗ x ∗ t11 ∈ [1].
Therefore, 8 symmetric generators will extend to the double coset [1].
Finally, all of sixteen ti take [112] to [1].
Circle five: Fifth Double Coset:
We label the fifth double coset [14] and compute the coset stabilizer N (14). The coset sta-
bilizer of Nt1t4N is given by N
(14) = {n ∈ N |Nt1tn4 = t1t4} ≥ < (1, 2)(3, 9)(4, 8)(5, 10)






=2 a single coset in [14].
Now, we can see the orbits of N (14) on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16} are
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16}.
We choose a representative 4 from the orbit {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16}
and determine that Nt1t4t4 = Nt1 ∈ [1].
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As a result, all sixteen ti take [14] to [1]. Finally, we could construct our Cayley diagram.






|N (15)|)× |N |
|G| ≤ (1 + 16 + 2 + 4 + 1)× 32




















Figure 8.2: Cayley Graph of (25 : S4) over (2× 4 : C2 × C2)
8.3.1 Verification of (25 : S4)
Consider the progenitor 2∗16 : N where N is given by:
S:=Sym(16);
xx:=S!(2, 8)(3, 7)(4, 14)(6, 10)(9, 13)(11, 16);
yy:=S!(1, 2)(3, 9)(4, 8)(5, 10)(6, 14)(7, 11)(12, 16)(13, 15);
zz:=S!(1, 3)(2, 9)(4, 12)(5, 7)(6, 13)(8, 16)(10, 11)(14, 15);
ww:= S!(1, 4, 5, 14)(2, 6, 10, 8)(3, 12, 7, 15)(9, 13, 11, 16);




























The composition series for G is:
G = G0 ⊇ G1 ⊇ G2 ⊇ G3 ⊇ G4 ⊇ G5 ⊇ G6 ⊇ G7 ⊇ G8 ⊇ G9 where G9 = 1










[16] Order 768 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 13 14 15
---
[15] Order 384 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 12
[14] Order 384 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 12
[13] Order 384 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 11 12
---
[12] Order 192 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 10
[11] Order 128 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 7 8 9 10
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---
[10] Order 64 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4 5 6
---
[ 9] Order 32 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3 5
[ 8] Order 32 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3 4
[ 7] Order 32 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3 6
---
[ 6] Order 16 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
[ 5] Order 16 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
[ 4] Order 16 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
---
[ 3] Order 8 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
---
[ 2] Order 4 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[ 1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
We are looking for the largest abelian group if possible or the center which factor G.
In this case, G does not have a center, so we will find the largest abelian group by the
following loop.



















So, Magma tells us that NL[9] isomorphic to the abelian group 25. Therefore, we have
that G2 = 2












Permutation group q acting on a set of cardinality 4












[4] Order 24 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
---
[3] Order 12 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
---
[2] Order 4 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:











($.1 * $.4)ˆ2 = Id($)
($.2 * $.4)ˆ2 = Id($)
($.1 * $.6)ˆ2 = Id($)
$.1 * $.2 * $.1 * $.2 * $.4 = Id($)
$.6 * $.4 * $.1 * $.6 * $.4 = Id($)
($.6 * $.2)ˆ3 = Id($)
$.3 = Id($)
$.5 = Id($)







Now, we begin the approach of defining the action of Q on K by labeling the generators




Permutation group q acting on a set of cardinality 4



























We will label our generators of q, where T[2], T[3], T[4], and T[5] are represented by
q.2, q.3, q.4, and q.6, respectively.
Generators(NL[9]);
A:=G1!(1, 24)(2, 7)(3, 9)(4, 15)(5, 6)(8, 19)(10, 20)
(11, 21)(12, 13)(14, 18)(16, 22)(17, 23);
B:=G1!(1, 16)(2, 15)(3, 19)(4, 7)(5, 12)(6, 13)(8, 9)
(10, 21)(11, 20)(14, 23)(17, 18)(22, 24);
C:=G1!(1, 17)(2, 6)(4, 12)(5, 7)(13, 15)(14, 22)
(16, 18)(23, 24);
D:=G1! (2, 6)(3, 11)(4, 12)(5, 7)(8, 10)(9, 21)
(13, 15)(19, 20);






Now, the following Magma code gives us the action of the transversal on the generators
NL[9] which are of order 2. A, B, C, D, and F are represented by w, x, y, z, and v and
J, I, M, and O are represented by e, f, g, and h.
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if AˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;end if; end for;
1 2 2 1 2 ---> wˆe=w*z
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if AˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
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then i,j,k,l,m; end if; end for;
1 1 1 1 2 ---> wˆf=w*x*y*z
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if AˆM eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;end if; end for;
1 2 1 2 2 ---> wˆg=w*y
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if AˆO eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m; end if; end for;
2 1 1 1 2 ---> wˆh=x*y*z
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if BˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m; end if; end for;
2 1 1 1 2 ---> xˆe=x*y*z
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if BˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;end if; end for;
2 1 2 1 2 ---> xˆf=x*z
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if BˆM eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m; end if; end for;
2 1 2 1 2 ---> xˆg=x*z
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if BˆO eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m; end if; end for;
1 2 2 1 2 ---> xˆh=w*z
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if CˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m; end if; end for;
2 2 1 2 2 ---> yˆe=y
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if CˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;end if; end for;
2 2 1 1 2 ---> yˆf=y*z
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if CˆM eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m; end if; end for;
2 2 1 2 2 ---> yˆg=y
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if CˆO eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;end if; end for;
2 2 1 2 2 ---> yˆh=y
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if DˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m; end if; end for;
2 2 2 1 2 ---> zˆe=z
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if DˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;end if; end for;
2 2 2 1 2 ---> zˆf=z
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if DˆM eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;end if; end for;
2 2 2 1 2 ---> zˆg=z
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if DˆO eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m; end if; end for;
2 2 1 1 2 ---> zˆh=y*z
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for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if FˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;end if; end for;
2 2 2 1 1 ---> vˆe=z*v
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if FˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;end if; end for;
2 2 2 2 1 ---> vˆf=v
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if FˆM eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;end if; end for;
2 2 2 2 1 ---> vˆg=v
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if FˆO eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;end if; end for;
1 1 1 1 1 ---> vˆh=w*x*y*z*v
Now, we put together presentations of NL[9] and q with words are given above. Thus,
M=Group < w, x, y, z, v, e, f, g, h|w2, x2, y2, z2, v2, (w∗x)2, (w∗y)2, (x∗y)2, (w∗z)2, (x∗
z)2, (y ∗ z)2, (w ∗ v)2, (x ∗ v)2, (y ∗ v)2, (z ∗ v)2, we = w ∗ z, wf = w ∗ x ∗ y ∗ z, wg =
w ∗ y, wh = x ∗ y ∗ z, xe = x ∗ y ∗ z, xf = x ∗ z, xg = x ∗ z, xh = w ∗ z, ye = y, yf =
y ∗ z, yg = y, yh = y, ze = z, zf = z, zg = z, zh = y ∗ z, ve = z ∗ v, vf = v, vg = v, vh =







As we see by asking Magma if this is isomorphic to G1, we determine this is true, so we
have a semi direct extension. We solved the extension for G, so we could obtain that
G ∼= 25 : S4.
8.4 The Double Coset Enumeration of 2∗4 : A5 over 22
We take the progenitor 2∗4 : A5 where 2∗4 is the free product of 4 copies of
cyclic groups of order 2 and we will factor our group by these relations (y ∗ t)3, (x ∗ t)5,




Where x = (1, 2)(3, 4) and y = (1, 3)(2, 4).
Using computer-based program-MAGMA:
1. The order of our group is equal 60.
2. There are 6 double coset in this double coset enumeration of G over N.






this means the sum of all single cosets should equal 15 in our Cayley diagram.
Relations:
The next step is that we are going to expand our relations.
The first relation is:
(y ∗ t)3 = e
(y ∗ t1)3 = e since t ∼ t1
y3 ∗ ty21 ∗ ty1 ∗ t1 = e
y3 ∗ t1 ∗ t3 ∗ t1 = e
y3 ∗ t1 ∗ t3 = t1
So, we have t1t3 ∼ t1.
Moreover, if we conjugate the previous relation by all elements of
N={Id(N), (1, 2)(3, 4), (1, 3)(2, 4), (1, 4)(2, 3)}. We have
• ((1, 3)(2, 4)t1t3 = t1)e ⇒ (1, 3)(2, 4)t1t3 = t1.
• ((1, 3)(2, 4)t1t3 = t1)(1,2)(3,4) ⇒ (2, 4)(1, 3)t2t4 = t2.
• ((1, 3)(2, 4)t1t3 = t1)(1,3)(2,4) ⇒ (3, 1)(4, 2)t3t1 = t3.
• ((1, 3)(2, 4)t1t3 = t1)(1,4)(2,3) ⇒ (4, 2)(3, 1)t4t2 = t4.
The second relation is:
(x ∗ t)5 = e
(x ∗ t1)5 = e since t ∼ t1




1 ∗ tx1 ∗ t1 = e
x5 ∗ t1 ∗ t2 ∗ t1 ∗ t2 ∗ t1 = e
x5 ∗ t1 ∗ t2 ∗ t1 = t1 ∗ t2
So, we have t1t2t1 ∼ t1t2.
Moreover, if we conjugate the previous relation by all elements of N, we have
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• ((1, 2)(3, 4)t1t2t1 = t1t2)e ⇒ (1, 2)(3, 4)t1t2t1 = t1t2
• ((1, 2)(3, 4)t1t2t1 = t1t2)(1,2)(3,4) ⇒ (2, 1)(4, 3)t2t1t2 = t2t1
• ((1, 2)(3, 4)t1t2t1 = t1t2)(1,3)(2,4) ⇒ (3, 4)(1, 2)t3t4t3 = t3t4
• ((1, 2)(3, 4)t1t2t1 = t1t2)(1,4)(2,3) ⇒ (4, 3)(2, 1)t4t3t4 = t4t3.
The last relation is:
(x ∗ y ∗ t)5 = e
(x ∗ y ∗ t1)5 = e since t ∼ t1




1 ∗ tx∗y1 ∗ t1 = e
(x ∗ y)5 ∗ t1 ∗ t4 ∗ t1 ∗ t4 ∗ t1 = e
(x ∗ y)5 ∗ t1 ∗ t4 ∗ t1 = t1t4
So, we have t1t4t1 ∼ t1t4.
Also, if we conjugate the previous relation by all elements of N, we have
• ((1, 4)(2, 3)t1t4t1 = t1t4)e ⇒ (1, 4)(2, 3)t1t4t1 = t1t4
• ((1, 4)(2, 3)t1t4t1 = t1t4)(1,2)(3,4) ⇒ (2, 3)(1, 4)t2t3t2 = t2t3
• ((1, 4)(2, 3)t1t4t1 = t1t4)(1,3)(2,4) ⇒ (3, 2)(4, 1)t3t2t3 = t3t2
• ((1, 4)(2, 3)t1t4t1 = t1t4)(1,4)(2,3) ⇒ (4, 1)(3, 2)t4t1t4 = t4t1.
8.4.1 Constructing the Cayley Diagram:
We will begin the manual double coset enumeration by looking at our first
double coset.
Double Coset [*] :
We will use this definition of a double coset NwN = {n ∈ N |Nwn}. We consider our
first double coset NeN = {n ∈ N |Nen}={Ne}={N} which we denote by [*]. Our con-
trol group N is transitive on {1, 2, 3, 4} so, it has a single orbit {1, 2, 3, 4}. The number





=1. Now, we will determine the double coset to
which Nti belongs, where i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. We consider i=1, so Nt1 is a representative
coset, and hence we have a new double coset Nt1N which is denote by [1].
Double Coset [1] :
We consider the double coset NwN , where w is a word of length one. NwN = {n ∈
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N |Nwn} Nt1N = {n ∈ N |Nt1n} ={Nt1, Nt2, Nt3, Nt4}.
We consider the coset stabilizer N (1), note that the coset stabilizer of Nt1 is equal to the
point stabilizer N1. N (1) = {n ∈ N |Ntn1 = t1} ≥ < Id(N) >. Since |N (1)|=1 then the





=4. Now, the orbits of N (1) on {1, 2, 3, 4} are
{1},{2},{3}, and {4}. We take representative from each orbit and determine to which
double coset Nt1t1, Nt1t2, Nt1t3, Nt1t4 belong.
We observe as follows:
• Nt1t1=Nt21=N ∈ [*]
This will collapse and hence it goes back to the double coset [*] since t21=e.
• Nt1t2=Nt1t2 ∈ [12].
One element will move forward to a new double coset represented as [12].
• Nt1t3=Nt1 ∈ [1].
By this relation t1t3 = yt1, there is one element in the orbit so one element will loop
back into the double coset [1].
• Nt1t4=Nt1t4 ∈ [14].
One element will move forward to a new double coset represented as [14].
Double Coset [12] :
We are a new double coset [12]. Nt1t2N = {n ∈ N |Nt1t2n}. The coset stabilizer of
Nt1t2N is given by N
(12) = {n ∈ N |Nt1tn2 = t1t2} ≥ < e >.
Since |N (12)|=1 then the number of single cosets in [12] is |N ||N (12)|=
4
1
=4 a single coset
in [12].
Next, we conjugateNt1t2 by all elements of N={Id(N), (1, 2)(3, 4), (1, 3)(2, 4), (1, 4)(2, 3)}.
We have
• (t1t2)e = t1t2.
• (t1t2)(1,2)(3,4) = t2t1.
• (t1t2)(1,3)(2,4) = t3t4.
• (t1t2)(1,4)(2,3) = t4t3.
Now, the orbits of N (12) on {1, 2, 3, 4} are {1}, {2}, {3}, and {4}. We take representa-
tive from each orbit and determine to which double coset
{Nt1t2t1, Nt1t2t2, Nt1t2t3, Nt1t2t4} belong. We notice the following:
• t1t2t1 = x ∗ t1t2 ∈ [12].
so,one element will loop back into the double coset [12].
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• t1t2t2 = t1 ∈ [1]. So, one element will extend from [12] to the double coset [1].
• t1t2t3 = t1t2t3 ∈ [123].
This is a new double coset, which will extend the Cayley diagram from [12] to [123].
Since there is one element in this orbit, there is one ti that extend [12] to [123].
• t1t2t4 = t1t4 ∈ [14].
So, one element will extend from [12] to the double coset [14].
Double Coset [14] :
We are a new double coset [14]. Nt1t4N = {n ∈ N |Nt1t4n}. The coset stabilizer of
Nt1t4N is given by N
(14) = {n ∈ N |Nt1tn4 = t1t4} ≥ < Id(N) >.
Since |N (14)|=1 then the number of single cosets in [12] is |N ||N (12)|=
4
1
=4 a single coset
in [14]. Now, the orbits of N (14) on {1, 2, 3, 4} are {1}, {2}, {3}, and {4}. We take
representative from each orbit and determine to which double coset
{Nt1t4t1, Nt1t4t2, Nt1t4t3, Nt1t4t4} belong. We notice the following:
• t1t4t1 = x ∗ y ∗ t1t4 ∈ [14].
So, one element will loop back into the double coset [14].
• t1t4t4 = t1 ∈ [1]. So, one element will extend from [12] to the double coset [1].
• t1t4t3 = t1t4t3 ∈ [143].
This is a new double coset, which will extend the Cayley diagram from [14] to [143].
Since there is one element in this orbit, there is one ti that extends [14] to [143].
• t1t4t2 = t1t2 ∈ [12]. So, one element will extend from [14] to the double coset [12].
Double Coset [123] :
We are a new double coset [123]. Nt1t2t3N = {n ∈ N |Nt1t2t3n}. The coset stabilizer
of Nt1t2t3N is given by N
(123) = {n ∈ N |Nt1t2tn3 = t1t2t3} ≥ < (1, 2)(3, 4), (1, 3)(2, 4),
(1, 4)(2, 3) >. When we conjugate t1t2t3 by all elements of N, we observed that there
are cosets have equal names 123 ∼ 214 ∼ 341 ∼ 432 and the relation increases our




single coset in [123]. Now, the orbits of N (123) on {1, 2, 3, 4} are {1, 2, 3, 4}. We take
representative from the orbit and determine to which double coset belongs. We will
pick 3 from the orbit {1, 2, 3, 4}. As a result, four symmetric generators are going to
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the double coset [12] because t1t2t3t3 = t1t2 ∈ [12].
Double Coset [143] :
We are a new double coset [143]. Nt1t4t3N = {n ∈ N |Nt1t4t3n}. The coset stabilizer
of Nt1t4t3N is given by N
(143) = {n ∈ N |Nt1t4tn3 = t1t4t3} ≥ < (1, 2)(3, 4), (1, 3)(2, 4),




a single coset in [143]. Now, the orbits of N (143) on {1, 2, 3, 4} are{1, 2, 3, 4}. We take
representative from the orbit and determine to which double coset belong. We will pick
3 from the orbit {1, 2, 3, 4}. As a result, 4 symmetric generators are going from the
double coset [143] to [14] because t1t4t3t3 = t1t4 ∈ [14].
Conclusion:
The double coset enumeration gives that:








|N (143)|)× |N |
|G| ≤ (1 + 4 + 4 + 1 + 4 + 1)× 4
|G| ≤ (15× 4) ≤ 60.
















Figure 8.3: Cayley Graph of 2∗4 : A5 over 22
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8.5 Manual Double Coset Enumeration of S6 over (2×4 : 2)
In the beginning, we can do some steps which help us to figure out our Cayley





=45. This means the
sum of all single cosets should equal 45 in our Cayley diagram. Then, we need to know
how many double cosets we will have, we can check that by Magma code as follows:
#DoubleCosets(G,sub<G|w,x,y,z>,sub<G|w,x,y,z>);
8
So, our Cayley diagram has 8 double cosets. Now, our group has this presentation
G =< x, y, z, w, t|x2, y2, z2, w4, (y ∗z)2, (x∗w−1)2, (y ∗w−1)2, z ∗w−1 ∗z ∗w, x∗y ∗x∗y ∗
w−1, t2, (t, x), (y∗t)4, (z∗w∗t)3, (y∗x∗t)6, (y∗x∗z∗t)5, x∗t∗w−1∗t∗w−1∗t∗w−1, (z∗t)4 >.
Where x=(2, 5)(6, 8), y=(1, 2)(3, 6)(4, 5)(7, 8), z=(1, 3)(2, 6)(4, 7)(5, 8), and
w=(1, 4)(2, 5)(3, 7)(6, 8).
Next, we factor our progenitor 2
∗8:(2×4:2)
(y∗t)4(z∗w∗t)3(y∗x∗t)6(y∗x∗z∗t)5(z∗t)4
∼= S6 by these relations:
The first relation is:
(y ∗ t)4 = e.
(y ∗ t1)4 = e since t ∼ t1.
y4 ∗ ty31 ∗ ty
2
1 ∗ ty1 ∗ t1 = e.
t2 ∗ t1 ∗ t2 ∗ t1 = e.
t2 ∗ t1 = t1 ∗ t2.
So, we have t2t1 ∼ t1t2.
The second relation is:
(z ∗ w ∗ t)3 = e.
(z ∗ w ∗ t1)3 = e since t ∼ t1.
(z ∗ w)3 ∗ t(z∗w)21 ∗ tz∗w1 ∗ t1 = e.
(z ∗ w)3 ∗ t1 ∗ t7 ∗ t1 = e.
(z ∗ w)3 ∗ t1 = t1 ∗ t7.
So, we have t1 ∼ t1t7.
The third relation is:
(y ∗ x ∗ t)6 = e.
(y ∗ x ∗ t1)6 = e since t ∼ t1.






1 ∗ ty∗x1 ∗ t1 = e.
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(y ∗ x)6 ∗ t5 ∗ t1 ∗ t2 ∗ t4 ∗ t5 ∗ t1 = e
(y ∗ x)6 ∗ t5 ∗ t1 ∗ t2 = t1 ∗ t5 ∗ t4.
So, we have t5t1t2 ∼ t1t5t4.
The forth relation is:
(y ∗ x ∗ z ∗ t)5 = e
(y ∗ x ∗ z ∗ t1)5 = e since t ∼ t1




1 ∗ ty∗x∗z1 ∗ t1 = e
(y ∗ x ∗ z)5 ∗ t1 ∗ t6 ∗ t4 ∗ t8 ∗ t1 = e
(y ∗ x ∗ z)5 ∗ t1 ∗ t6 = t1 ∗ t8 ∗ t4
So, we have t1t6 ∼ t1t8t4.
The last relation is:
(z ∗ t)4 = e
(z ∗ t1)4 = e since t ∼ t1
z4 ∗ tz31 ∗ tz
2
1 ∗ tz1 ∗ t1 = e
z4 ∗ t3 ∗ t1 ∗ t3 ∗ t1 = e
z4 ∗ t3 ∗ t1 = t1 ∗ t3
So, we have t3t1 ∼ t1t3.
Constructing the Cayley Diagram:
NeN :
We will use this definition of a double coset NwN = {n ∈ N |Nwn}.
We consider our first double coset NeN = {n ∈ N |Nen}={Ne}={N} which we denote
by [*]. Our control group N is transitive on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, so it has a single orbit




have one single double coset in a circle [*]. We take a representative from the orbit
and determine to which double coset it belongs. Therefore, we get a new double coset
Nt1N .
Nt1N:
We consider the double coset NwN, where w is a word of length one. Nt1N = {n ∈
N |Nt1n} ={Nt1, Nt2, Nt3, Nt4, Nt5, Nt6, Nt7, Nt8}. The coset stabilizer is N (1), and
the coset stabilizer of Nt1 is equal to the point stabilizer N
1.
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=8 single cosets in [1]. Now, the orbits of N (1) on
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} are {1}, {3}, {4}, {7}, {2, 5}, and {6, 8}. We take a representative
from each orbit and determine to which double coset belong.
We observe that Nt1t1=Nt
2
1=N ∈ [*], so it goes to the double coset [*] since t21=e.
Nt1t3=Nt1t3 ∈ [13], so this is a new double coset, which will extend the Cayley dia-
gram from [1] to [13]. Nt1t4=Nt1 ∈ [1], so one symmetric generator loops back into
[1]. Nt1t7=Nt1 ∈ [1], so one symmetric generator loops back into [1]. Nt1t2=Nt1t2 ∈
[12]. This is a new double coset, which will extend the Cayley diagram from [1] to [12].
Since there is two elements in this orbit {2, 5}, there is two ti that extend from [1] to
[12]. Nt1t6=Nt1t6 ∈ [16]. This is a new double coset, which will extend the Cayley
diagram from [1] to [16]. Since there is two elements in this orbit {6, 8}, there is two ti
that extend from [1] to [16].
Nt1t2N :
We have a new double coset which is called by [12]. We use this definition Nt1t2N =
{n ∈ N |Nt1t2n}. The coset stabilizer of Nt1t2N is given by N (12) = {n ∈ N |Nt1tn2 =
t1t2} ≥ < e, (1, 2)(3, 6)(4, 5)(7, 8) >.
When we conjugate t1t2 by all elements of N, we have these cosets which have equal




single coset in [12]. Now, we can see the orbits of N (12) on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} are {1, 2},
{3, 6}, {4, 5}, and {7, 8}. We take a representative from each orbit and determine which
are belong. We notice that Nt1t2t2=Nt1 ∈ [1], so two elements send from [12] to [1].
Nt1t2t3=Nt1t2t3 ∈ [123], so it is a new double coset. Nt1t2t4=Nt1t2 ∈ [12], so two
symmetric generators loop back into [12]. Nt1t2t7=Nt1t6 ∈ [16], so two symmetric gen-
erators send from the double coset [12] to [16].
Nt1t3N :
We have a new double coset which is denoted by [13]. Nt1t3N = {n ∈ N |Nt1t3n}
and the coset stabilizer of Nt1t3N is given by N
(13) = {n ∈ N |Nt1tn3 = t1t3} ≥






=2 single coset in [13]. Now, we can see the orbits of N (13) on
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} are {1, 3, 4, 7}, and {2, 5, 6, 8}. We take a representative from each
orbit and determine which are belong. We notice that Nt1t3t3=Nt1 ∈ [1], so 4 sym-
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metric generators send from the double coset [13] to [1]. Nt1t3t2=Nt1t3t2 ∈ [132], so it
is a new double coset.
Nt1t6N:
We label the fifth double coset [16] and compute the coset stabilizer N (16). The coset
stabilizer of Nt1t6N is given by N
(16) = {n ∈ N |Nt1tn6 = t1t6} ≥ < e >. Since
|N (16)|=1 then the number of single cosets in [16] is |N ||N (16)|=
16
1
=16 single coset in [16].
Now, we can see the orbits of N (16) on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4},
{5}, {6}, {7}, and {8}. We take a representative from each orbit and determine
which are belong. We observe that Nt1t6t1=Nt1t6t1 ∈ [161], so this is new double
coset. Nt1t6t2=Nt1t2t3 ∈ [123]. Nt1t6t3=Nt1t3t2 ∈ [132]. Nt1t6t4=Nt1t6 ∈ [16].
Nt1t6t5=Nt1t2 ∈ [12]. Nt1t6t6=Nt1 ∈ [1]. Nt1t6t7=Nt1t6 ∈ [16]. Nt1t6t8=Nt1t6 ∈
[16].
Nt1t2t3N:
Now, we label the new double coset [123] and compute the coset stabilizer N (123).
The coset stabilizer of Nt1t2t3N is given by N
(123) = {n ∈ N |Nt1t2tn3 = t1t2t3} ≥ <
(1, 2)(3, 6)(4, 5)(7, 8), (1, 7)(2, 8)(3, 4)(5, 6) >. When we conjugate t1t2t3 by all elements
of N, we could investigate that these cosets have equal name 123 ∼ 216 ∼ 786 ∼ 875.




in [123]. Now, the orbits of N (123) on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} are {1, 2, 7, 8}, and {3, 6, 4, 5}.
We take a representative from each orbit and determine which are belong. We could
see that Nt1t2t3t1=Nt1t6 ∈ [16]. Nt1t2t3t3=Nt1t2 ∈ [12].
Nt1t3t2N:
We label the new double coset [132] and calculate the coset stabilizer N (132). The
coset stabilizer of Nt1t3t2N is given by N
(132) = {n ∈ N |Nt1t3tn2 = t1t3t2} ≥ <
(1, 3)(2, 6)(4, 7)(5, 8), (1, 4)(3, 7) >. Also, we find that these cosets 132 ∼ 316 ∼ 472 ∼
746 have equal name after we conjugate Nt1t3t2 by all elements of N. Since |N (132)|=4





=4 single coset in [132]. Now,
the orbits of N (132) on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} are {2, 6}, {5, 8}, and {1, 3, 4, 7}. We take
a representative from each orbit and determine which are belong. We could see that
Nt1t3t2t2=Nt1t3 ∈ [13]. Nt1t3t2t5=Nt1t3t2 ∈ [132]. Nt1t3t2t1=Nt1t6 ∈ [16].
Nt1t6t1N:
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We label the last double coset [161] and calculate the coset stabilizer N (161). The
coset stabilizer of Nt1t6t1N is given by N
(161) = {n ∈ N |Nt1t6tn1 = t1t6t1} ≥ <
(1, 2)(3, 6)(4, 5)(7, 8), (1, 3)(2, 6)(4, 7)(5, 8) >. Since |N (161)|=8 then the number of





=2 single coset in [161].
Now, the orbits of N (161) on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} are {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}. We take a rep-
resentative from the orbit and determine which is belongs. So, we take 1 from the orbit
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}. Nt1t6t1t1=Nt1t6 ∈ [16], so 8 symmetric generators go to [16].
Finally , we could build our Cayley diagram.













|G| ≤ (1 + 8 + 8 + 2 + +16 + 4 + 4 + 2)× 16







































Figure 8.4: Cayley Graph of S6 over (2× 4) : 2
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8.6 Double Coset Enumeration of 25 : S3 × S3 over S3 × S3
Consider the group 2
∗9:S3×S3
((x∗w)∗t)4((z∗w)∗t)6((x∗y)∗t)4((x∗y∗w−1)∗t)6
∼= 25 : S3 × S3,
where x ∼ (1, 2, 9)(3, 4, 5)(6, 7, 8), y ∼ (3, 6)(4, 7)(5, 8), z ∼ (1, 2)(4, 5)(7, 8), and w ∼
(1, 4, 7)(2, 5, 8)(3, 6, 9).
First, we are going to expand our relations.
The first relation is
((x ∗ w) ∗ t)4 = e
((x ∗ w) ∗ t1)4 = e since t ∼ t1
(x ∗ w)4 ∗ t(x∗w)31 ∗ t(x∗w)
2
1 ∗ t(x∗w)1 ∗ t1 = e
(x ∗ w)4 ∗ t1 ∗ t6 ∗ t5 ∗ t1 = e
(x ∗ w)4 ∗ t1 ∗ t6 = t1 ∗ t5
So, we have t1t6 ∼ t1t5.
The second relation is
((z ∗ w) ∗ t)6 = e
((z ∗ w) ∗ t1)6 = e since t ∼ t1






1 ∗ t(z∗w)1 ∗ t1 = e
(z ∗ w)6 ∗ t8 ∗ t4 ∗ t2 ∗ t7 ∗ t5 ∗ t1 = e
(z ∗ w)6 ∗ t8 ∗ t4 ∗ t2 = t1 ∗ t5 ∗ t7
So, we have t8t4t2 ∼ t1t5t7.
The third relation is
((x ∗ y) ∗ t)4 = e
((x ∗ y) ∗ t1)4 = e since t ∼ t1
(x ∗ y)4 ∗ t(x∗y)31 ∗ t(x∗y)
2
1 ∗ t(x∗y)1 ∗ t1 = e
(x ∗ w)4 ∗ t(x∗y)31 ∗ t9 ∗ t2 ∗ t1 = e
(x ∗ w)4 ∗ (3, 6)(4, 7)(5, 8) ∗ t9 = t1 ∗ t2.
So, we have N(3, 6)(4, 7)(5, 8)t9 = Nt1t2.
The last relation is
((x ∗ y ∗ w−1) ∗ t)6 = e
((x ∗ y ∗ w−1) ∗ t1)6 = e since t ∼ t1








1 ∗ t1 = e
t6 ∗ t2 ∗ t7 ∗ t9 ∗ t8 ∗ t1 = e
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So, we have Nt6t2t7 = Nt1t8t9.
First, NeN = {n ∈ N |Nen}={Ne}={N} which we denote by [*]. Our control group
N is transitive on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} so, it has a single orbit {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}.





=1. So, we have one single double
coset in a circle [*]. Now, we right multiply our coset representative N by t1 and find
to which double coset Nt1 belongs. Therefore, we get a new double coset Nt1N .
Next, we consider Nt1 be the coset representative of the new double coset Nt1N .
Nt1N = {n ∈ N |Nt1n} ={Nt1, Nt2, Nt3, Nt4, Nt5, Nt6, Nt7, Nt8, Nt9}. The coset
stabilizer is N (1), and the coset stabilizer of Nt1 is equal to the point stabilizer N
1.





=9 single cosets in
[1].
Now, the orbits of N (1) on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} are {1}, {2, 9}, {4, 7}, and{3, 6, 5, 8}.
We take a representative from each orbit and determine to which double coset be-
longs. We observe that Nt1t1=Nt
2
1=N ∈ [*], so it goes to the double coset [*] since
t21=e. Nt1t2=Nt1t4 ∈[14], so this is a new double coset, 4 symmetric generators ex-
tend from [1] to the new double coset [14]. Nt1t3=Nt1t3 ∈[13], so this is a new double
coset, 4 symmetric generators extend from [1] to the new double coset [13]. Now, we
have a new double coset which is called by [14]. We use this definition Nt1t4N = {n ∈
N |Nt1t4n}. The coset stabilizer of Nt1t4N is given by N (14) = {n ∈ N |Nt1tn4 = t1t4} ≥






=9 single coset in [14]. The orbits of N (14) on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}
are {1}, {2, 9}, {4, 7}, and{3, 6, 5, 8}. Now, we choose a representative from each orbit.
Nt1t4t1=Nt1t4t1 ∈ [141], so this is a new double coset, one symmetric generators ex-
tends from [1] to the new double coset [141]. Nt1t4t2=Nt1 ∈[1], so 2 symmetric gen-
erators go from [14] to [1]. Nt1t4t4=Nt1 ∈[1], so 2 symmetric generators extend from
[14] to [1]. Nt1t4t3=Nt1t3t1 ∈[1], so 4 symmetric generators extend from [14] to the
new double coset [131]. Now, we consider Nt1t4t1N . Nt1t4t1N = {n ∈ N |Nt1t4t1n}.
The coset stabilizer of Nt1t4t1N is given by N
(141) = {n ∈ N |Nt1t4tn1 = t1t4t1} ≥
< (2, 9)(3, 5)(6, 8), (1, 2, 9)(3, 4, 5)(6, 7, 8), (1, 2)(4, 5)(7, 8) >. Since |N (141)|=36 then





=1 single coset in [141]. The or-
bit of N (141) on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} is {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}. We pick a representative
from the orbit, we select t1, and determine to which double coset Nt1t4t1t1 belongs.
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Therefore, Nt1t4t1t1 = Nt1t4e = Nt1t4 ∈ [14], so 9 symmetric generators go from
[141] to [14]. Now, we have a new double coset which is called by [13]. We use this
definition Nt1t3N = {n ∈ N |Nt1t3n}. The coset stabilizer of Nt1t3N is given by
N (13) = {n ∈ N |Nt1tn3 = t1t3} ≥ < (1, 5, 6)(2, 3, 7)(4, 8, 9), (2, 9)(3, 8)(4, 7)(5, 6) >.
Since |N (13)|=6 then the number of single cosets in [13] is |N ||N (13)|=
36
6
=6 single coset in
[13]. The orbits of N (13) on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} are {1, 5, 6}, and{2, 3, 9, 4, 7, 8}. We
take a representative from the orbit, so we select t3, and t1 and determine to which
double coset Nt1t3t3 and Nt1t3t1 belongs. Therefore, Nt1t3t3 = Nt1e = Nt1 ∈ [1], so 6
symmetric generators are going to the double coset [1]. Nt1t3t1 = Nt1t3t1 ∈ [131] this
is new double coset denoted by [131]. Thus, 3 symmetric generators are going to the
new double coset [131].
We consider Nt1t3t1N . Nt1t3t1N = {n ∈ N |Nt1t3t1n}. The coset stabilizer of
Nt1t3t1N is given by N
(131) = {n ∈ N |Nt1t3tn1 = t1t3t1} ≥
< (1, 3, 8)(2, 4, 6)(5, 7, 9), (2, 9)(3, 8)(4, 7)(5, 6) >. Since |N (131)|=6 then the number of





=6 single coset in [131]. The orbits of N (131) on
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} are {1, 3, 8}, and{2, 4, 9, 6, 7, 5}. We take a representative from
the orbit, so we select t2, and t1 and determine to which double coset Nt1t3t1t1 and
Nt1t3t1t2 belongs. Nt1t3t1t1 = Nt1t3e = Nt1t3 ∈ [13], so 3 symmetric generators are
going to the double coset [13]. Nt1t3t1t2 = Nt1t4 ∈ [14]. Thus, 6 symmetric generators
send from [131] to the double coset [14].
Finally , we could build our Cayley diagram.








|N (131)|)× |N |
|G| ≤ (1 + 9 + 9 + 6 + 1 + 6)× 36




















Figure 8.5: Cayley Graph of 25 : S3 × S3 over S3 × S3
8.7 Double Coset Enumeration of 33 : S4 × C2 over S3 × S3
We factor our group G = Group < x, y, z, w, t|x3, y2, z2, w3, x−1∗y∗x∗y, (x−1∗
z)2, (y ∗z)2, (x,w), (y ∗w−1)2, z ∗w−1 ∗z ∗w, t2, (t, y), (t, x∗z), (w ∗ t)3, ((x∗y)∗ t)6, ((x∗
y ∗ w−1) ∗ t)4 > by (w ∗ t)3, ((x ∗ y) ∗ t)6, and ((x ∗ y ∗ w−1) ∗ t)4.
Note, x ∼ (1, 2, 9)(3, 4, 5)(6, 7, 8), y ∼ (3, 6)(4, 7)(5, 8), z ∼ (1, 2)(4, 5)(7, 8), and w ∼
(1, 4, 7)(2, 5, 8)(3, 6, 9).
Now, we compute the number of single cosets, so |G||N | =
1296
36 = 36 this means the sum of
all single cosets should equal 36 in our Caylay diagram. We will now check the number




This indicates that our Cayley diagram has 5 circles.
Now, we will begin to construct our Cayley diagram. We will start with double coset
NeN , where e is the word of length zero denote by [*]. NeN = {n ∈ N |Nen}={Ne}={N}
which we denote by [*]. Our control group N is transitive on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} so,





=1. So, we have one single double coset in a circle [*]. Now, we right multiply
our coset representative N by t1 and find to which double coset Nt1 belongs. Therefore,
we get a new double coset Nt1N .
Next, we are a new double coset which is labeled by [1]. Nt1N = {n ∈ N |Nt1n}
={Nt1, Nt2, Nt3, Nt4, Nt5, Nt6, Nt7, Nt8, Nt9}. The coset stabilizer is N (1), and the
coset stabilizer of Nt1 is equal to the point stabilizer N
1.






in [1]. The orbits of N (1) on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} are {1}, {2, 9}, {4, 7}, and{3, 6, 5, 8}.
We pick a representative from each orbit and determine to which double coset belongs.
We see that Nt1t1=Nt
2
1=N ∈ [*], so it goes to the double coset [*] since t21=e.
Nt1t2=Nt1t2 ∈[12]. This is a new double coset, so 2 symmetric generators extend from
[1] to the new double coset [12]. Nt1t4=Nt1 ∈[1], so 2 symmetric generators loop back
into [1]. Nt1t3 ∈[13]. This is a new double coset, so 4 symmetric generators extend from
[1] to the new double coset [13]. Now, we have a new double coset which is called by [12].
We use this definition Nt1t2N = {n ∈ N |Nt1t2n}. The coset stabilizer of Nt1t2N is
given by N (12) = {n ∈ N |Nt1tn2 = t1t2} ≥ < (3, 6)(4, 7)(5, 8), (1, 2, 9)(3, 4, 5)(6, 7, 8) >.
Since |N (12)|=6 then the number of single cosets in [12] is |N ||N (12)|=
36
6
=6 single coset in
[12]. The orbits of N (12) on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} are {1, 2, 9}, and{3, 6, 4, 7, 5, 8}. We
take a representative from each orbit, so we select t2, and t3 and determine to which
double coset Nt1t2t2 and Nt1t2t3 belongs. Therefore, Nt1t2t2 = Nt1e = Nt1 ∈ [1], so 3
symmetric generators are going to the double coset [1]. Nt1t2t3 = Nt1t3 ∈ [13]. Thus,
6 symmetric generators are going to the new double coset [13]. We have a new double
coset which is called by [13]. Nt1t3N = {n ∈ N |Nt1t3n}. The coset stabilizer of Nt1t3N
is given by N (13) = {n ∈ N |Nt1tn3 = t1t3} ≥ < (1, 4)(2, 3)(5, 9)(6, 8) >. Since |N (13)|=2





=18 single coset in [13]. The or-
bits of N (13) on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} are {7}, {1, 4}, {2, 3}, {5, 9}and{6, 8}. We take a
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representative from each orbit, and determine to which double coset belongs. Therefore,
Nt1t3t7 = Nt1t3t7 ∈ [137] this is a new double coset. Nt1t3t1 = Nt1t3 ∈ [13]. Thus, 2
symmetric generators loop back into the double coset [13]. Nt1t3t3 = Nt1e = Nt1 ∈ [1]
since t23 = e, so 2 symmetric generators send to the double coset [1]. Nt1t3t5 = Nt1t3
∈ [13], so 2 symmetric generators loop back into [13]. Nt1t3t6 = Nt1t2 ∈ [12], so 2
symmetric generators send to [12]. We have a new double coset which is called by [137].
Nt1t3t7N = {n ∈ N |Nt1t3t7n}. The coset stabilizer of Nt1t3t7N is given by N (137) =
{n ∈ N |Nt1t3tn7 = t1t3t7} ≥ < (1, 2, 9)(3, 4, 5)(6, 7, 8), (1, 4, 7)(2, 5, 8)(3, 6, 9) >. Since
|N (137)|=18 then the number of single cosets in [137] is |N ||N (137)|=
36
18
=2 single coset in
[137]. The orbit of N (137) on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} is {1, 2, 4, 9, 5, 7, 3, 8, 6}. We take a
representative from the orbit, and determine to which double coset belongs. Therefore,
Nt1t3t7t7 = Nt1t3 ∈ [13], so 9 symmetric generators are going to the double coset [13].
Finally , we could create our Cayley diagram.






|N (137)|)× |N |
|G| ≤ (1 + 9 + 6 + 18 + 2)× 36


















Figure 8.6: Cayley Graph of 33 : S4 × C2 over S3 × S3
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Chapter 9
Double Coset Enumeration over a
Maximal Subgroup
Before we will start to find the double coset enumeration over maximal sub-
group for M11 over S5, we have to know why we need to find the coset enumeration over
maximal subgroup. Typically, double coset enumeration is performed over the control N
as the previous examples. At the time this process can be very complicated and boring.
As a result, to make this process is a much easier process, we can achieve the same what
we want by doing the process of double coset enumeration over a maximal subgroup of
our progenitor. Therefore, to create the double coset enumeration of M over N, we will
take N ≤M ≤ G and accomplish the single coset enumeration of G = ∪Mt′isN .
9.1 Double Coset Enumeration of M11 over Maximal Sub-
group S5
Consider the group G= 11
∗4:m(5:4)
(y∗(t9))3(y∗(t10)6 , where N
∼= 5 : 4. A symmetric presen-
tation of G is G=Group < x, y, t|x5, y4, y3∗x3∗y∗x, t11, tx = t5, (y∗(t9))3, (y∗(t10))6 >.
When we computed how many double coset of our group over N , so we get 25 double
coset of M11 over N. Also, we could fulfill from that, we have a suitable maximal sub-
group in our case that gives opartanity to apply double coset enumeration over M. First




Conjugacy classes of subgroups
------------------------------
[1] Order 48 Length 165
Permutation group acting on a set of cardinality 396
Order = 48 = 2ˆ4 * 3
[2] Order 120 Length 66
Permutation group acting on a set of cardinality 396
Order = 120 = 2ˆ3 * 3 * 5
[3] Order 660 Length 12
Permutation group acting on a set of cardinality 396
Order = 660 = 2ˆ2 * 3 * 5 * 11
[4] Order 144 Length 55
Permutation group acting on a set of cardinality 396
Order = 144 = 2ˆ4 * 3ˆ2
[5] Order 720 Length 11
Permutation group acting on a set of cardinality 396
Order = 720 = 2ˆ4 * 3ˆ2 * 5
Now, we ask Magma to find how many suitable candidates which are divisible by N.






Then, we will conjugate and determine M[2]‘subgroup of order 120 is the maximal
subgroup which contains N.
> D:=Conjugates(G1,M[2]‘subgroup);
> DD:=Setseq(D);
> for i in [1..#DD] do if f(x) in DD[i] and f(y) in DD[i]
then i;end if; end for;
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> for g in DD[61] do if Order(g) eq 2 and
sub<DD[61]|f(x),f(y),g> eq DD[61] then g@rho;
end if; end for;
g:=WordGroup(G1);
rho:=InverseWordMap(G1);
g2:=function w9 := g.3 * g.1; w10 := w9 * g.2;
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w18 := w10 * g.2; w3 := g.3ˆ-1; w19 := w18* w3;
return w19;end function;
> g2(G);
t * x * yˆ2 * tˆ-1












Now, we can begin our process to find our double coset ofM11 overM =< f(x), f(y), f(t∗
x ∗ y2 ∗ t−1) > which is isomorphic to S5.
We need to find the total number of unique cosets of M in G. This is the index of G in





=66 single cosets and we have 7 Double cosets.
9.1.1 Construction Cayley Graph
Circle[∗]: First, we look for the first circle which is celled by [*] of our Cay-
ley diagram. We note that our double coset definition changes to we have MwN =
{n ∈ N |Mwn}. Thus, our first double coset we have, MeN = {n ∈ N |Men} = {e ∈
N |Me} = {M}. The number of right cosets in [*] is equal to 1, where |G| = 7920 ,and
|N | = 20. Since N is transitive on
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40}, so N has two orbits
which are {9, 4, 17, 12, 20, 3, 25, 28, 11, 36, 19, 35, 2, 33, 27, 10, 18, 34, 26}, and
{5, 13, 8, 21, 16, 24, 7, 29, 32, 15, 40, 23, 39, 6, 37, 31, 14, 22, 38, 30}.
Now, we will pick element from each orbit, so we take the representative 1 of the orbit
{9, 4, 17, 12, 20, 3, 25, 28, 11, 36, 19, 35, 2, 33, 27, 10, 18, 34, 26}, and the representative 5 of
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the orbit {5, 13, 8, 21, 16, 24, 7, 29, 32, 15, 40, 23, 39, 6, 37, 31, 14, 22, 38, 30}.
Therefore, we will have two new double cosets which are Mt1N and Mt5N .
Circle[1]: We get a new double coset Mt1N , so we have the second circle which is called
by [1]. We note that Mt1N = {n ∈ N |Mtn1}. Now we consider the coset stabilizer M (1),
which is equal to the point stabilizer M1.
M (1) = {e, (1, 19)(2, 12)(3, 25)(4, 34)(5, 23)(6, 16)(7, 29)(8, 38)(9, 27)(10, 20)(11, 33)(13, 31)
(14, 24)(15, 37)(17, 35)(18, 28)(21, 39)(22, 32)(26, 36)(30, 40)}, then the number of single





=10 a single coset in [1]. Now, we are looking at the
generator M (1).
So, we can figure out the orbits on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40} are
{1, 19}, {2, 12}, {3, 25}, {4, 34},
{5, 23}, {6, 16}, {7, 29}, {8, 38},
{9, 27}, {10, 20}, {11, 33}, {13, 31},
{14, 24}, {15, 37}, {17, 35}, {18, 28},
{21, 39}, {22, 32}, {26, 36}, {30, 40}
Next, we will take a representative from each orbit. Then, we will determine
{Mt1t1,Mt1t12,Mt1t3,Mt1t4,Mt1t5,Mt1t6,Mt1t7,Mt1t8,Mt1t9,Mt1t10,Mt1t11,
Mt1t13,Mt1t14,Mt1t15,Mt1t17,Mt1t18,Mt1t21,Mt1t22,Mt1t26,Mt1t30} which double
coset belong. As a result, •Mt1t1,Mt1t3,Mt1t4,Mt1t7,Mt1t15,Mt1t17 belong to the
double coset [5], so the double coset [1] sends 12 elements to [5] since each orbit contains
two elements.
•Mt1t12 is new double coset. Also, since Mt1t12 is equal Mt1t22, so we will consider
them as one new double coset which we will denote by [112]. Thus, the double coset [1]
sends 4 symmetric generators to [112] , since {Mt1t2,Mt1t12}, and {Mt1t22,Mt1t32}
contain two elements. Note, we could know that Mt1t12 is equal Mt1t22 by using Magma
code as follows:
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[12] eq
g*(ts[1]*ts[22])ˆh then "true"; break;
end if; end for; end for;
true
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•Mt1t5,Mt1t9,Mt1t11,Mt1t13 are back to [1], so 8 elements will loop back into the
double coset [1].
•Mt1t6 is a new double coset which is called [16]. Also, since Mt1t6 is equal Mt1t10,
so we will consider them as one new double coset which we will denote by [16]. Thus, the
double coset [1] sends 4 symmetric generators to [16], since {Mt1t6,Mt1t16}, and{Mt1t10,
Mt1t20} contain two elements.
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6] eq
g*(ts[1]*ts[10])ˆh then "true"; break;
end if; end for; end for;
true
•Mt1t8 is a new double coset which is called [18]. SinceMt1t8 is equalMt1t14,Mt1t26, and
Mt1t30, so we will consider them as one new double coset which we will denote by [18].
Thus, the double coset [1] sends 8 elements to [18].
•Mt1t18 is a new double coset which is called [118]. Then, the double coset [1] sends 2
symmetric generators to [118].
•Mt1t21 will go to the double coset M=[*] Then, the double coset [1] sends 2 symmetric
generators to the double coset [*].
Circle [5] : Now taking a new double coset Mt5N , so we have the second circle which
we call it by [5]. We note that Mt5N = {n ∈ N |Mtn5}. Now we consider the coset
stabilizer M (5), which is equal to the point stabilizer M5.
M (5) = {e, (1, 27)(2, 36)(3, 17)(4, 10)(5, 31)(6, 40)(7, 21)(8, 14)(9, 35)(11, 25)(12, 18)(13, 39)






=10 a single coset in [5]. Now, we are looking at the genera-
torM (5). So, we can figure out the orbits on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40} are
{ 1, 27 }, { 2, 36 }, { 3, 17 }, { 4, 10 },
{5, 31 }, { 6, 40 }, {7, 21 }, { 8, 14},
{9, 35 }, { 11, 25 }, { 12, 18}, { 13, 39},
{ 15, 29 }, { 16, 22}, {19, 33 }, { 20, 26 },
{ 23, 37 }, {24, 30 }, { 28, 34}, { 32, 38 }.




Therefore, we could know that.
•Mt5t1,Mt5t5,Mt5t7,Mt5t8,Mt5t15,Mt5t19 belong to the double coset [1].
So, the double coset [5] sends 12 symmetric generators to [1] since each orbit contains
two elements.
•Mt5t2 and Mt5t16 ∈ the double coset [16].
So, the double coset [5] sends 4 symmetric generators to the double coset [16].
•Mt5t3, Mt5t9,Mt5t13, and Mt5t23 ∈ the double coset [5].
So, 8 elements loop back into the double coset [5].
•Mt5t4 ,Mt5t12, Mt5t28, and Mt5t32 ∈ the double coset [18].
So, the double coset [5] sends 8 symmetric generators to the double coset [18].
•Mt5t6 ∈ the double coset [118].
So, the double coset [5] sends 2 symmetric generators to the double coset [118].
•Mt5t11 ∈ the double coset [*].
So, the double coset [5] sends 2 symmetric generators to the double coset [*]=M.
•Mt5t20 and Mt5t24 ∈ the double coset [112].
So, the double coset [5] sends 4 symmetric generators to the double coset [112].
Circle [16] : Next, we continue the same our previous processes in the new dou-
ble coset which is denote by [16]. We use the definition Mt1t6N = {n ∈ N |Mt1tn6}.
Now we consider the coset stabilizer M (16), which is equal to the point stabilizer M16.
so the coset stabilizer of Mt1t6 is given by: M
(16) = {n ∈ N |M(t1t6)n = Mt1t6} ≥ <
e, (1, 19)(2, 12)(3, 25)(4, 34)(5, 23)(6, 16)(7, 29)(8, 38)(9, 27)(10, 20)(11, 33)(13, 31)(14, 24)
(15, 37)(17, 35)(18, 28)(21, 39)(22, 32)(26, 36)(30, 40) >.





=10 a single coset
in [16]. Now, we are looking at the generator M (16). So, we can see the orbits on
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40} are
{1, 19}, {2, 12}, {3, 25}, {4, 34},
{5, 23}, {6, 16}, {7, 29}, {8, 38},
{9, 27}, {10, 20}, {11, 33}, {13, 31},
{14, 24}, {15, 37}, {17, 35}, {18, 28},
{21, 39}, {22, 32}, {26, 36}, {30, 40}
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Next, we will take a representative from each orbit.Then,we will determine
{Mt1t6t1,Mt1t6t12,Mt1t6t3,Mt1t6t4,Mt1t6t5,Mt1t6t6,Mt1t6t7,Mt1t6t8,Mt1t6t9,
Mt1t6t10,Mt1t6t11,Mt1t6t13,Mt1t6t14,Mt1t6t15,Mt1t6t17,Mt1t6t18,Mt1t6t21,Mt1t6t22,
Mt1t6t26,Mt1t6t30}which double coset belong.
As a result, •Mt1t6t1,Mt1t3,Mt1t6t6 belong to the double coset [16], so 4 elements loop
back into the double coset[16].
•Mt1t6t4 and Mt1t6t17 ∈ the double coset [118].
So, the double coset [16] sends 4 elements to the double coset [118].
•Mt1t6t3,Mt1t6t8,Mt1t6t9,Mt1t6t10,Mt1t6t11,Mt1t6t18,Mt1t6t21,Mt1t6t30 belong to
the double coset [18], the double coset [16] sends 16 elements to the double coset [18].
•Mt1t6t7,Mt1t6t13,Mt1t6t14,Mt1t6t22 belong to the double coset [112], the double coset
[16] sends 8 elements to the double coset [112].
Circle[18]: The fifth circle which is represented by a new double coset Mt18N . We
note that Mt18N = {n ∈ N |Mtn18}. Now we consider the coset stabilizer M (18), which
is equal to the point stabilizer M18.




coset in [18]. Now, we will see at the generator M (18). So, we can find the orbits on
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40} are
{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, {7}, {8}, {9}, {10}, ...., {40}. Next, we will determinate ev-
ery orbit which double coset is belong. Then, we found that by helping Magma.
•Mt1t8t1,Mt1t8t8,Mt1t8t15,Mt1t8t17,Mt1t8t19,Mt1t8t20,Mt1t8t26,Mt1t8t34 belong to
the double coset [112], so 8 symmetric generators extend from the double coset [18] to
[112].
•Mt1t8t2,Mt1t8t21,Mt1t8t27,Mt1t8t30,Mt1t8t36,Mt1t8t16,Mt1t8t39,Mt1t8t40 belong to
the double coset [16], so 8 symmetric generators extend from the double coset [18] to
[16].
•Mt1t8t4,Mt1t8t5,Mt1t8t6,Mt1t8t11,Mt1t8t12,Mt1t8t14,Mt1t8t16,Mt1t8t18,Mt1t8t25,
Mt1t8t29,Mt1t8t31,Mt1t8t35 ∈ [18] , so 12 symmetric generators loop back into the
double coset [18].
•Mt1t8t3,Mt1t8t28,Mt1t8t33,Mt1t8t38 ∈ [1] , so 4 symmetric generators send from the
double coset [18] to the double coset [1].
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•Mt1t8t7,Mt1t8t10,Mt1t8t13,Mt1t8t24 ∈ [5], so 4 symmetric generators send from the
double coset [18] to the double coset [5].
•Mt1t8t9,Mt1t8t22,Mt1t8t23,Mt1t8t32 ∈ [118], so 4 symmetric generators send from the
double coset [18] to the double coset [118].
Circle[112]: The sixth double coset which labels by [112]. Mt1t12N = {n ∈ N |M(t1t12)n}.
Now, we will determine the coset stabilizer M (112), so the coset stabilizer of Mt1t12 is
given by:
M (112) = {n ∈ N |M(t1t12)n = Mt1t12} ≥ < e, (1, 11)(2, 28)(3, 33)(4, 18)(5, 15)(6, 32)
(7, 37)(8, 22)(9, 19)(10, 36)(12, 26)(13, 23)(14, 40)(16, 30)(17, 27)(20, 34)(21, 31)(24, 38)
(25, 35)(29, 39) >.
• The number of single cosets in the double coset [112] is |N ||M (112)|=
20
2
=10 a single coset
in [112].
We can see that the orbits ofM (112) on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40} are
{1, 11}, {2, 28}, {3, 33}, {4, 18}, {5, 15},
{6, 32}, {7, 37}, {8, 22}, {9, 19}, {10, 36},
{12, 26}, {13, 23}, {14, 40}, {16, 30}, {17, 27},
{20, 34}, {21, 31}, {24, 38}, {25, 35}, {29, 39}.
We now take the representative from each orbit and we see where it goes. Therefore,
we could know that.
•Mt1t12t1,Mt1t12t4,Mt1t12t12,Mt1t12t25 belong to the double coset [16].
So, the double coset [112] sends 8 elements to [16] since each orbit contains two elements.
•Mt1t12t2,Mt1t12t3,Mt1t12t7,Mt1t12t8,Mt1t12t14,Mt1t12t21,Mt1t12t24,Mt1t12t29 belong
to the double coset [18].
So, the double coset [112] sends 16 symmetric generators to [18] since each orbit contains
two elements.
•Mt1t12t5,Mt1t12t20 belong to the double coset [118].
So, the double coset [112] sends 4 symmetric generators to [118] since each orbit contains
two elements.
•Mt1t12t6,Mt1t12t9 belong to the double coset [1].
So, the double coset [112] sends 4 symmetric generators to [1] since each orbit
contains two elements.
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•Mt1t12t16,Mt1t12t17 belong to the double coset [5].
So, the double coset [112] sends 4 symmetric generators to [5] since each orbit contains
two elements.
•Mt1t12t10,Mt1t12t13 ∈ [112] So, 4 symmetric generators loop back into [112].
Circle[118]: The last double coset which labels by [118]. Mt1t18N = {n ∈ N |M(t1t18)n}.
Now, we will determine the coset stabilizer M (118), so the coset stabilizer of Mt1t18 is
given by:
M (118) = {n ∈ N |M(t1t18)n = Mt1t18} ≥ < e, (1, 34, 11, 20)(2, 19, 28, 9)(3, 12, 33, 26)
(4, 25, 18, 35)(5, 38, 15, 24)(6, 23, 32, 13)(7, 16, 37, 30)(8, 29, 22, 39)(10, 27, 36, 17)(14, 31,
40, 21) >.
• The number of single cosets in the double coset [118] is |N ||M (118)|=
20
4
=5 a single coset
in [118].
We can see that the orbits ofM (118) on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40} are
{1, 34, 11, 20}, {2, 19, 28, 9}, {3, 12, 33, 26}, {4, 25, 18, 35},
{5, 38, 15, 24}, {6, 23, 32, 13}, {7, 16, 37, 30}, {8, 29, 22, 39},
{10, 27, 36, 17}, {14, 31, 40, 21}.
We now take the representative from each orbit and we see where it goes. Therefore,
we could know that.
•Mt1t18t1,Mt1t18t2,Mt1t18t6,Mt1t18t10 belong to the double coset [18].
So, the double coset [118] sends 16 symmetric generators to [18] since each orbit contains
4 elements.
•Mt1t18t3 belong to the double coset [5].
So, the double coset [118] sends 4 symmetric generators to the double coset [5] since
each orbit contains 4 elements.
•Mt1t18t5 belong to the double coset [1].
So, the double coset [118] sends 4 symmetric generators to [1] since each orbit contains
4 elements.
•Mt1t18t8,Mt1t18t14 belong to the double coset [16].
So, the double coset [118] sends 8 symmetric generators to [16] since each orbit contains
4 elements.
•Mt1t18t4,Mt1t18t7 belong to the double coset [112].
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So, the double coset [118] sends 8 symmetric generators to [112] since each orbit contains
4 elements.
Finally, we could complete our Caylay diagram of M11 over Maximal Subgroup S5.











|G| ≤ (1 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 20 + 10 + 5)× 120










































Figure 9.1: Cayley Graph of M11 over Maximal Subgroup S5
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9.2 Double Coset Enumeration of U(3, 5) over Maximal
Subgroup A7
We will apply manual double coset enumeration of U(3, 5) over M ∼= A7.
Consider the group G = 5
∗6:mS5
(y∗x2∗t(y∗x2))4,(y∗x2∗t2)7 . A symmetric presentation of G is
G =< x, y, t|x5, y2, (x−1 ∗ y)4, (x ∗ y ∗ x−2 ∗ y ∗ x)2, t5, (t, y ∗ x−1 ∗ y), t(x∗y∗x−2) =
t4, (y∗x2∗t(y∗x2))4, (y∗x2∗t2)7 >. Where the order of the group |G| ∼= |U(3, 5)| = 126000
and |N ∼= S5|=120.
We now find a suitable maximal subgroup that contains N for performing the maximal




Conjugacy classes of subgroups
------------------------------
[1] Order 240 Length 525
Permutation group acting on a set of cardinality 1050
Order = 240 = 2ˆ4 * 3 * 5
[2] Order 1000 Length 126
Permutation group acting on a set of cardinality 1050
Order = 1000 = 2ˆ3 * 5ˆ3
[3] Order 720 Length 175
Permutation group acting on a set of cardinality 1050
Order = 720 = 2ˆ4 * 3ˆ2 * 5
[4] Order 720 Length 175
Permutation group acting on a set of cardinality 1050
Order = 720 = 2ˆ4 * 3ˆ2 * 5
[5] Order 720 Length 175
Permutation group acting on a set of cardinality 1050
Order = 720 = 2ˆ4 * 3ˆ2 * 5
[6] Order 2520 Length 50
Permutation group acting on a set of cardinality 1050
Order = 2520 = 2ˆ3 * 3ˆ2 * 5 * 7
[7] Order 2520 Length 50
Permutation group acting on a set of cardinality 1050
Order = 2520 = 2ˆ3 * 3ˆ2 * 5 * 7
[8] Order 2520 Length 50
Permutation group acting on a set of cardinality 1050
Order = 2520 = 2ˆ3 * 3ˆ2 * 5 * 7
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To find all maximal subgroup of G by
|M |
|N | . In order to determine which subgroup
contains N, we will use this following Magma code:
C:=Conjugates(G1,M[8]‘subgroup);
CC:=Setseq(C);
for i in [1..#CC] do if f(x) in CC[i] and f(y) in CC[i] then i;
end if; end for;
28
So, we will use this M[8]’subgroup. In appendix, we can see how we could find the
relation which will create M.
Thus, our M ∼= A7 and its order is 2520. Also, we have 5 double cosets and 50 single
cosets.












Now, we can begin our method to find the double coset enumeration of U(3, 5) over the
maximal subgroup A7 as our previous example.
The first double coset which is labeling by [*] in our Cayley diagram. We have that
our double coset definition is MwN = {n ∈ N |Mwn}.Thus, our first double coset we
have, MeN = {n ∈ N |Men} = {e ∈ N |Me} = {M}=[*].
The number of right cosets in [*] is equal to 1, where |G| = 126000, and |N | = 120.
Since N is transitive on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24}. So, N has one orbit which is
{1, 6, 3, 11, 5, 4, 12, 22, 2, 8, 17, 20, 7, 10, 18, 19, 16, 9, 14, 23, 24, 21, 13, 15}.
We now take element from the orbit, so we take the representative 1 of the orbit
{1, 6, 3, 11, 5, 4, 12, 22, 2, 8, 17, 20, 7, 10, 18, 19, 16, 9, 14, 23, 24, 21, 13, 15} Therefore, we will
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have one new double coset which is Mt1N .
The second double coset which is labeling by [1] in our Cayley diagram. We note
that Mt1N = {n ∈ N |Mtn1}. Now we consider the coset stabilizer M (1), which is equal
to the point stabilizer M1.
M (1) = {e, (2, 21, 6, 16, 23)(3, 12, 22, 5, 8)(4, 11, 14, 9, 18)(10, 17, 20, 15, 24),
(1, 6, 16)(2, 11, 9)(3, 20, 5)(4, 13, 18)(7, 12, 22)(8, 17, 15)(10, 19, 24)(14, 23, 21)}. Then, the





=2 a single coset in [1].
Now, we are looking at the generator M (1).
So, we can see the orbits on{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24} are {1, 6, 11, 4, 2, 18, 16, 9, 14, 23, 21, 13} and {3, 12, 20,
17, 22, 7, 19, 10, 24, 8, 5, 15}.
Next, we will take a representative from each orbit. We could determine that.
•Mt1t1 ∈ [11] is the new double coset.
So, the double coset [1] sends 12 symmetric generators to the new double coset [11].
•Mt1t3 ∈ [*].
So, the double coset [1] sends 12 symmetric generators to the double coset [*].
The third double coset which is labeling by [11] in our Cayley diagram. We want to
indicate that Mt1t1N = {n ∈ N |Mt1t1n} and the coset stabilizer M (11), which is equal
to the point stabilizer M11.
M (11) = {e, (2, 16, 21, 23, 6)(3, 5, 12, 8, 22)(4, 9, 11, 18, 14)(10, 15, 17, 24, 20)}, then the num-





=12 a single coset in [11].
Now, we can see the orbits on{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24} are {1, 13}, {7, 19}, {2, 6, 4, 14, 18, 9, 11, 23, 16, 21},and {3, 22, 24, 17, 15, 20,
10, 8, 5, 12}.
Next, we will take a representative from each orbit, so we will pick 13 from the orbit
{1, 13}, 7 from the orbit {7, 19}, 2 from the orbit{2, 6, 4, 14, 18, 9, 11, 23, 16, 21}, and 3
from {3, 22, 24, 17, 15, 20, 10, 8, 5, 12}. Then, we can determine that.
•Mt1t1t13 ∈ [11].
So, 2 symmetric generators loop back into the double coset [11]. We could figure this
out by the following Magma code:
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[13]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break;
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end if; end for; end for;
true
•Mt1t1t7 ∈ [11].
So, 2 symmetric generators go to the double coset [1].
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[7]
eq g*(ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break;
end if; end for; end for;
true
•Mt1t1t2 ∈ [112] this is a new double coset.
So, 10 symmetric generators send from the double coset [11] to the new double coset
[112].
•Mt1t1t3 ∈ [113] this is a new double coset.
So, 10 symmetric generators send from the double coset [11] to the new double coset
[113].
The forth double coset which is labeling by [112] in our Cayley diagram. We can
see that Mt1t1t2N = {n ∈ N |Mt1t1tn2} and the coset stabilizer M (112), which is equal
to the point stabilizer M112. M (112)={e, (1, 20)(2, 7)(3, 6)(4, 17)(5, 16)(8, 13)(9, 12)





=30 a single coset in [112].
Now, we can see the orbits on{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24} are {1, 20, 8, 13}, {2, 7, 19, 14}, {3, 6, 4, 17}, {5, 16, 18, 15}, {9, 12, 10, 23},
{11, 22, 24, 21}. We will pick a representative from each orbit, so we determine that.
•Mt1t1t2t1 ∈ [11].
So, 4 symmetric generators send from the double coset [112] to the double coset [11].
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[1]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[1])ˆh then "true";
break; end if; end for; end for;
true
•Mt1t1t2t2, Mt1t1t2t3, Mt1t1t2t5, Mt1t1t2t9, and Mt1t1t2t11 ∈ [112].
So, 20 symmetric generators loop back into the double coset [112].
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[2]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[2])ˆh then "true";
break; end if; end for; end for;
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for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[3]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[2])ˆh then "true";
true
The last double coset which is labeling by [113] in our Cayley diagram. We can see
that Mt1t1t3N = {n ∈ N |Mt1t1tn3} and the coset stabilizer M (113), which is equal to
the point stabilizer M113.
M (113) = {(1, 3)(2, 22)(4, 8)(5, 6)(7, 9)(10, 14)(11, 12)(13, 15)(16, 20)(17, 18)(19, 21)(23,
24), (1, 20)(2, 7)(3, 6)(4, 17)(5, 16)(8, 13)(9, 12)(10, 23)(11, 22)(14, 19)(15, 18)(21, 24)},





=5 a single coset in [113].
Now, the orbit on{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24}
is {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24}.
We will pick a representative from the orbit, so we determine that.
•Mt1t1t3t1 ∈ [11]. So, 24 symmetric generators send from the double coset [113] to the
double coset [11].
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break;
end if; end for; end for;
true
Finally, we conclude that our Caylay diagram of U(3, 5) over maximal subgroup A7.







|G| ≤ (1 + 2 + 12 + 30 + 5)× 2520












Figure 9.2: Cayley Graph of U(3, 5) over Maximal Subgroup A7
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Appendix A
MAGMA Code for Extension
Types
‘


















hˆ2,oˆ2,pˆ2,uˆ2,rˆ2,(w * x)ˆ2,(w * y)ˆ2,(x * y)ˆ2,(w * z)ˆ2,
(x * z)ˆ2,(y * z)ˆ2,(w * h)ˆ2,
(x * h)ˆ2,(y* h)ˆ2,(z * h)ˆ2,(w * o)ˆ2,(x* o)ˆ2,(y * o)ˆ2,
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(z * o)ˆ2,(h * o)ˆ2,(w * p)ˆ2,(x * p)ˆ2,
(y * p)ˆ2,(z* p)ˆ2,(h * p)ˆ2,(o * p)ˆ2,(w * u)ˆ2,(x * u)ˆ2,
(y * u)ˆ2, (z * u)ˆ2,(h * u)ˆ2,(o * u)ˆ2,(p * u)ˆ2,
(w * r)ˆ2,(x* r)ˆ2,(y * r)ˆ2,

















EE:=q!(1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 6)(7, 8);
FF:=q! (1, 2)(5, 7)(6, 8);























for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if AˆJ eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if AˆI eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if AˆM eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if BˆJ eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if BˆI eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if BˆM eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if CˆJ eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if CˆI eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if CˆM eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if DˆJ eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;




end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if DˆM eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if FˆJ eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if FˆI eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if FˆM eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if HˆJ eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if HˆI eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if HˆM eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if PˆJ eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if PˆI eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if PˆM eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;




end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if OˆI eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if OˆM eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if VˆJ eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if VˆI eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,jj,kk in [1..2] do if VˆM eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm*Hˆmm*Pˆii*Oˆjj*Vˆkk then i,j,k,l,m,mm,ii,
jj,kk;
end if; end for;
H<w,x,y,z,h,o,p,u,r,a,b,c>:=Group<w,x,y,z,h,o,p,u,r,a,b,c|
wˆ2,xˆ2,yˆ2,
zˆ2,hˆ2,oˆ2,pˆ2,uˆ2,rˆ2,(w * x)ˆ2,(w * y)ˆ2,(x * y)ˆ2,
(w * z)ˆ2,(x * z)ˆ2,(y * z)ˆ2,(w * h)ˆ2,(x * h)ˆ2,(y* h)ˆ2,
(z * h)ˆ2,
(w * o)ˆ2,(x* o)ˆ2,(y * o)ˆ2,(z * o)ˆ2,(h * o)ˆ2,(w * p)ˆ2,
(x * p)ˆ2,
(y * p)ˆ2,(z* p)ˆ2,(h * p)ˆ2,(o * p)ˆ2,(w * u)ˆ2,(x * u)ˆ2,
(y * u)ˆ2,
(z * u)ˆ2,
(h * u)ˆ2,(o * u)ˆ2,(p * u)ˆ2,(w * r)ˆ2,(x* r)ˆ2,(y * r)ˆ2,
(z * r)ˆ2,
(h * r)ˆ2,









































(e*h)ˆ2,(f * h)ˆ2,(g * h)ˆ2,(e* o)ˆ2,(g *o)ˆ2,
















EE:=q!(2, 4)(5, 6)(7, 11)(8, 10)(9, 12);
FF:=q!(1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 7)(6, 9)(8, 12)(10, 11);
GG:=q!(1, 3)(2, 4)(5, 6)(7, 9)(8, 10)(11, 12);
DD:=q!(1, 3)(2, 4)(5, 8)(6, 10)(7, 12)(9, 11);

















for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if AˆH eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,
j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if AˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,
j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if AˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,
j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if AˆM eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,
j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if AˆO eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,
j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if BˆH eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,
j,k,l;
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end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if BˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,
j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if BˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,
j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if BˆM eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,
j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if BˆO eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,
j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if CˆH eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,
j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if CˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,
j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if CˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,
j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if CˆM eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,
j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if CˆO eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,
j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if DˆH eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,
j,k,l; end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if DˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,
j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if DˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,
j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if DˆM eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,
j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..3] do if DˆO eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,
j,k,l;





(e*g)ˆ2,(f*g)ˆ2,(e*h)ˆ2,(f * h)ˆ2,(g * h)ˆ2,(e* o)ˆ2,(g *o)ˆ2,






































(f*g)ˆ2,(e*h)ˆ2,(f * h)ˆ2,(g * h)ˆ2,
(e * v)ˆ2,(h * v)ˆ2,e * f * e * f * h,









































for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if AˆJ eq
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Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if AˆI eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if AˆM eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
AˆM eq Aˆ4*Bˆ2*Cˆ3;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if AˆO eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
AˆO eq Aˆ4;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if AˆQ eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
AˆQ eq A*Bˆ3*Dˆ3;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if BˆJ eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
BˆJ eq B;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if BˆI eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
BˆI eq Aˆ4*B*Cˆ3;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if BˆM eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
BˆM eq B*D;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if BˆO eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
BˆO eq Bˆ4;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if BˆQ eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
BˆQ eq Dˆ4;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if CˆJ eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
CˆJ eq Cˆ4*Dˆ4;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if CˆI eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
CˆI eq Aˆ4*Cˆ4;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if CˆM eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
CˆM eq C*D;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if CˆO eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
CˆO eq Cˆ4;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if CˆQ eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
CˆQ eq A*Bˆ2*Cˆ4*D;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if DˆJ eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
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DˆJ eq D;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if DˆI eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
DˆI eq Aˆ2*Bˆ3*Cˆ2*Dˆ4;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if DˆM eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
DˆM eq Dˆ4;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if DˆO eq
Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
DˆO eq Dˆ4;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if DˆQ eq




(e*g)ˆ2,(f*g)ˆ2,(e*h)ˆ2,(f * h)ˆ2,(g * h)ˆ2,
(e * v)ˆ2,(h * v)ˆ2,e * f * e * f * h,





























H<a,b,c>:=Group<a,b,c|aˆ2,bˆ2,cˆ2,(a * b)ˆ2,(b *c)ˆ4,
b*a*c*b*a*c*b*a*c*a*b*c*a*b*c,
(a * c)ˆ8, c * a * c * b * c *a * c *b * c* b * a * c *





















for i in [1..2] do if AˆJ eq Aˆi then i; end if; end for;
for i in [1..2] do if AˆI eq Aˆi then i; end if; end for;
for i in [1..2] do if AˆM eq Aˆi then i; end if; end for;
H<a,b,c,e>:=Group<a,b,c,e|aˆ2,bˆ2,cˆ2,(a * b)ˆ2,(b *c)ˆ4,
b*a*c*b*a*c*b*a*c*a*b*c*a*b*c,(a * c)ˆ8, c * a * c * b *




































(e*g)ˆ2,(f*g)ˆ2,(e*h)ˆ2,(f * h)ˆ2, (g * h)ˆ2,(e* o)ˆ2
,(g *o)ˆ2,e * f* e * f * h,h * o * h * g * o * h * o,
































for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if AˆM eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if AˆO eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if BˆH eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if BˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if BˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if BˆM eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if BˆO eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if CˆH eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if CˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if CˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if CˆM eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if CˆO eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
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then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if DˆH eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if DˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if DˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l; end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if DˆM eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..5] do if DˆO eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl






(g * h)ˆ2,(e* o)ˆ2,(g *o)ˆ2,e * f* e * f * h,











A.6 G = 2∗8 : 24 : (S3 × C2)
S:=Sym(8);
ww:=S!(2, 5)(3, 7);
xx:=S!(1,2)(3, 6)(4, 5)(7, 8);
yy:=S!(1, 3, 4, 7)(2, 6, 5, 8);








































A:=G1!(2, 6)(3, 8)(4, 5)(7, 9);
B:=G1!(1, 11)(3, 7)(8, 9)(10, 12);
C:=G1!(2, 5)(3, 7)(4, 6)(8, 9);











A:=G1!(2, 6)(3, 8)(4, 5)(7, 9);
B:=G1!(1, 11)(3, 7)(8, 9)(10, 12);
C:=G1!(2, 5)(3, 7)(4, 6)(8, 9);
D:=G1!(1, 10)(3, 8)(7, 9)(11, 12);
H:=G1!(3, 7)(4, 6)(10, 12);
I:=G1!(2, 3)(4, 8)(5, 7)(6, 9)(10, 12);
J:=G1!(1, 2)(4, 10)(5, 11)(6, 12)(8, 9);
IsIsomorphic(nl[2],CyclicGroup(2));
T[2];
H:=G1!(3, 7)(4, 6)(10, 12);
T[3];
I:=G1!(2, 3)(4, 8)(5, 7)(6, 9)(10, 12);
T[4];
J:=G1!(1, 2)(4, 10)(5, 11)(6, 12)(8, 9);
Generators(q);
FPGroup(NL[4]);
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if AˆH eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if AˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if AˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if BˆH eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if BˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if BˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if CˆH eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if CˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
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for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if CˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if DˆH eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if DˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if DˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl
then i,j,k,l;









for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do
if (T[2]ˆ-1*T[3])ˆ2 eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do
if (T[2]ˆ-1*T[4])ˆ2 eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do
if (T[4]ˆ-1*T[3])ˆ3 eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do
if Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl eq G1!(1, 2, 3)(4, 9, 12)(5, 7, 11)
(6, 8, 10) then i,j,k,l;











A.7 G = 2∗16 : (25 : S4)
S:=Sym(16);
xx:=S!(2, 8)(3, 7)(4, 14)(6, 10)(9, 13)(11, 16);
yy:=S!(1, 2)(3, 9)(4, 8)(5, 10)(6, 14)(7, 11)(12, 16)(13, 15);
zz:=S!(1, 3)(2, 9)(4, 12)(5, 7)(6, 13)(8, 16)(10, 11)(14, 15);
ww:= S!(1, 4, 5, 14)(2, 6, 10, 8)(3, 12, 7, 15)(9, 13, 11, 16);

























































A:=G1!(1, 24)(2, 7)(3, 9)(4, 15)(5, 6)(8, 19)(10, 20)(11, 21)
(12, 13)(14, 18)(16, 22)(17, 23);
B:=G1!(1, 16)(2, 15)(3, 19)(4, 7)(5, 12)(6, 13)(8, 9)(10, 21)
(11, 20)(14, 23)(17, 18)(22, 24);
C:=G1!(1, 17)(2, 6)(4, 12)(5, 7)(13, 15)(14, 22)(16, 18)
(23, 24);
D:=G1! (2, 6)(3, 11)(4, 12)(5, 7)(8, 10)(9, 21)(13, 15)
(19, 20);
F:=G1! (2, 4)(3, 9)(5, 13)(6, 12)(7, 15)(8, 19)(10, 20)
(11, 21);
T[2]; T[3];T[4]; T[5];
J:=G1!(3, 8)(4, 12)(5, 7)(9, 20)(10, 11)(14, 22)(16, 18)
(19, 21);
I:=G1!(2, 3)(4, 9)(5, 8)(6, 11)(7, 10)(12, 21)(13, 19)(14, 24)
(15, 20)(22, 23);
M:=G1!(2, 5, 6, 7)(3, 10, 11, 8)(4, 13, 12, 15)(9, 20, 21, 19)
(14, 22)(23, 24);
O:=G1!(1, 2)(4, 14)(5, 16)(6, 17)(7, 18)(9, 20)(12, 22)
(13, 23)(15, 24)(19, 21);
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if AˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if AˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;
end if; end for;
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for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if AˆM eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if AˆO eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if BˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if BˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if BˆM eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if BˆO eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if CˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if CˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if CˆM eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if CˆO eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if DˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if DˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if DˆM eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if DˆO eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if FˆJ eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;
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end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if FˆI eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if FˆM eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;
end if; end for;
for i,j,k,l,m in [1..2] do if FˆO eq Aˆi*Bˆj*Cˆk*Dˆl*Fˆm
then i,j,k,l,m;












A.8 2∗8 : 24 : (S3 × C2)
S:=Sym(8);
ww:=S!(2, 5)(3, 7);
xx:=S!(1,2)(3, 6)(4, 5)(7, 8);
yy:=S!(1, 3, 4, 7)(2, 6, 5, 8);













ArrayP:=[Id(N): i in [1..16]];
for i in [2..16] do
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P:=[Id(N): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=ww; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1 then P[j]:=wwˆ-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P[j]:=xx; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -2 then P[j]:=xxˆ-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 3 then P[j]:=yy; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -3 then P[j]:=yyˆ-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 4 then P[j]:=zz; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -4 then P[j]:=zzˆ-1; end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(N);








prodim := function(pt, Q, I)
/*























cst:= [null : i in [1 .. 12]]
where null is[Integers() |];
for i := 1 to 8 do
cst[prodim(1, ts, [i])]:=[i];
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..12] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;





for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[7] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[2] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;











for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4]eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts
[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
for g in N do if 1ˆg eq 2 and 4ˆg eq 5 then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 1ˆg eq 3 and 4ˆg eq 7 then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 1ˆg eq 4 and 4ˆg eq 1 then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 1ˆg eq 5 and 4ˆg eq 2 then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 1ˆg eq 6 and 4ˆg eq 8 then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,g>;
end if; end for;
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for g in N do if 1ˆg eq 7 and 4ˆg eq 3 then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 1ˆg eq 8 and 4ˆg eq 6 then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,g>;





for i := 1 to #T do
ss := [1,4]ˆT[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..12] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
Orbits(N14s);
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4] eq n*ts[2]*ts[5] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4] eq n*ts[3]*ts[7] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4] eq n*ts[4]*ts[1] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4] eq n*ts[5]*ts[2] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4] eq n*ts[6]*ts[8] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4] eq n*ts[7]*ts[3] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4] eq n*ts[8]*ts[6] then n;






for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[7] eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
for g in N do if [1,7]ˆg eq [4,3] then N17s:=sub<N|N17s,
g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,7]ˆg eq [2,6] then N17s:=sub<N|N17s,
g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,7]ˆg eq [3,4] then N17s:=sub<N|N17s,
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g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,7]ˆg eq [5,8] then N17s:=sub<N|N17s,
g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,7]ˆg eq [6,2] then N17s:=sub<N|N17s,
g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,7]ˆg eq [7,1] then N17s:=sub<N|N17s,
g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,7]ˆg eq [8,5] then N17s:=sub<N|N17s,





for i := 1 to #T do
ss := [1,7]ˆT[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..12] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
Orbits(N17s);
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[7] eq n*ts[4]*ts[3] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[7] eq n*ts[2]*ts[6] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[7] eq n*ts[3]*ts[4] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[7] eq n*ts[5]*ts[8] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[7] eq n*ts[6]*ts[2] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[7] eq n*ts[7]*ts[1] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[7] eq n*ts[8]*ts[5] then n;
end if; end for;

































H<a,b,c>:=Group<a,b,c|aˆ2 ,bˆ3 ,cˆ2 ,(bˆ-1 * a)ˆ2 ,
(a * c)ˆ2 ,b * c * bˆ-1 * c * b * c * bˆ-1 * c * a *
bˆ-1 * c * b * c * bˆ-1 * c * b * c * bˆ-1 * c ,
(bˆ-1 * c)ˆ10 ,c * bˆ-1 * c * b * c * b * c * bˆ-1 *
c * bˆ-1 * c * b * c * bˆ-1 * c * bˆ-1 * c * bˆ-1 *
c * b * a * c * bˆ-1 * c * bˆ-1 * c * b * c * b * c *









for i in [1..3] do if AˆJ eq Aˆi then i; end if; end for;
for i in [1..3] do if AˆI eq Aˆi then i; end if; end for;
for i in [1..3] do if AˆM eq Aˆi then i; end if; end for;
for i in [1..3] do
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if T[2]ˆ2 eq Aˆi then i;end if; end for;
for i in [1..3] do
if T[3]ˆ3 eq Aˆi then i;end if; end for;
for i in [1..3] do
if T[4]ˆ2 eq Aˆi then i;end if; end for;
for i in [1..3] do
if (T[3]ˆ-1 * T[2])ˆ2 eq Aˆi then i;end if; end for;
for i in [1..3] do
if (T[2] * T[4])ˆ2 eq Aˆi then i;end if; end for;
for i in [1..3] do
if T[3] * T[4] * T[3]ˆ-1 * T[4] * T[3] * T[4]
* T[3]ˆ-1 * T[4] * T[2] * T[3]ˆ-1 * T[4] *
T[3] * T[4] * T[3]ˆ-1* T[4] * T[3]*T[4] *
T[3]ˆ-1 * T[4] eq Aˆi then i;end if; end for;
for i in [1..3] do
if ( T[3] ˆ-1 * T[4] )ˆ10 eq Aˆi then i;end if; end for;
for i in [1..3] do
if T[4] * T[3] ˆ-1 * T[4] * T[3] *T[4] *T[3]
* T[4] * T[3] ˆ-1 * T[4] * T[3] ˆ-1 * T[4] *
T[3] * T[4] * T[3] ˆ-1 * T[4] * T[3] ˆ-1 * T[4]
* T[3] ˆ-1 * T[4] * T[3] * T[2] * T[4] *
T[3] ˆ-1 * T[4] * T[3] ˆ-1 * T[4] * T[3] * T[4]
* T[3] * T[4]* T[3] * T[4] * T[3] ˆ-1 *
T[4] * T[3] * T[4] * T[3] * T[4] *T[3] ˆ-1 eq
Aˆi then i;end if; end for;
H<a,b,c,d>:=Group<d,a,b,c|aˆ2 ,bˆ3 ,cˆ2 ,(bˆ-1 * a)ˆ2 ,
(a * c)ˆ2 ,b * c * bˆ-1 * c * b * c * bˆ-1 * c
* a * bˆ-1 * c * b * c * bˆ-1 * c * b * c * bˆ-1 * c ,
(bˆ-1 * c)ˆ10 , c * bˆ-1 * c * b * c * b * c * bˆ-1 *
c * bˆ-1 * c * b * c * bˆ-1 * c * bˆ-1 * c * bˆ-1 * c
* b * a * c * bˆ-1 * c * bˆ-1 * c * b * c * b * c * b









MAGMA Code for DCE
B.1 24 : S3 × C2 over (2× 4 : 2)
S:=Sym(8);
ww:=S!(2, 5)(3, 7);
xx:=S!(1,2)(3, 6)(4, 5)(7, 8);
yy:=S!(1, 3, 4, 7)(2, 6, 5, 8);














ArrayP:=[Id(N): i in [1..16]];
for i in [2..16] do
P:=[Id(N): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=ww; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1 then P[j]:=wwˆ-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P[j]:=xx; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -2 then P[j]:=xxˆ-1; end if;
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if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 3 then P[j]:=yy; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -3 then P[j]:=yyˆ-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 4 then P[j]:=zz; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -4 then P[j]:=zzˆ-1; end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(N);








prodim := function(pt, Q, I)
/*












ts := [ Id(G1): i in [1 .. 8] ];





cst:= [null : i in [1 .. 12]]
where null is[Integers() |];
for i := 1 to 8 do
cst[prodim(1, ts, [i])]:=[i];
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..12] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;






for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[7] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[2] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;








for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4]eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*
ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
for g in N do if 1ˆg eq 2 and 4ˆg eq 5 then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,
g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 1ˆg eq 3 and 4ˆg eq 7 then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,
g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 1ˆg eq 4 and 4ˆg eq 1 then N14s:=sub<N|N14s
,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 1ˆg eq 5 and 4ˆg eq 2 then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,
g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 1ˆg eq 6 and 4ˆg eq 8 then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,
g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 1ˆg eq 7 and 4ˆg eq 3 then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,
g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 1ˆg eq 8 and 4ˆg eq 6 then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,





for i := 1 to #T do
ss := [1,4]ˆT[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..12] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;
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end if; end for;m;
Orbits(N14s);
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4] eq n*ts[2]*ts[5] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4] eq n*ts[3]*ts[7] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4] eq n*ts[4]*ts[1] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4] eq n*ts[5]*ts[2] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4] eq n*ts[6]*ts[8] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4] eq n*ts[7]*ts[3] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4] eq n*ts[8]*ts[6] then n;






for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[7] eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];end if; end for; end for;
for g in N do if [1,7]ˆg eq [4,3] then N17s:=sub<N|N17s,
g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,7]ˆg eq [2,6] then N17s:=sub<N|N17s,
g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,7]ˆg eq [3,4] then N17s:=sub<N|N17s,
g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,7]ˆg eq [5,8] then N17s:=sub<N|N17s,
g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,7]ˆg eq [6,2] then N17s:=sub<N|N17s,
g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,7]ˆg eq [7,1] then N17s:=sub<N|N17s,
g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,7]ˆg eq [8,5] then N17s:=sub<N|N17s,





for i := 1 to #T do
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ss := [1,7]ˆT[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..12] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
Orbits(N17s);
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[7] eq n*ts[4]*ts[3] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[7] eq n*ts[2]*ts[6] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[7] eq n*ts[3]*ts[4] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[7] eq n*ts[5]*ts[8] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[7] eq n*ts[6]*ts[2] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[7] eq n*ts[7]*ts[1] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[7] eq n*ts[8]*ts[5] then n;
end if; end for;
B.2 2∗16 : (25 : S4)over (2× 4 : C2 × C2)
S:=Sym(16);
xx:=S!(2, 8)(3, 7)(4, 14)(6, 10)(9, 13)(11, 16);
yy:=S!(1, 2)(3, 9)(4, 8)(5, 10)(6, 14)(7, 11)(12, 16)
(13, 15);
zz:=S!(1, 3)(2, 9)(4, 12)(5, 7)(6, 13)(8, 16)(10, 11)
(14, 15);
ww:= S!(1, 4, 5, 14)(2, 6, 10, 8)(3, 12, 7, 15)
(9, 13, 11, 16);






















ArrayP:=[Id(N): i in [1..32]];
for i in [2..32] do
P:=[Id(N): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=xx; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1 then P[j]:=xxˆ-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P[j]:=yy; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -2 then P[j]:=yyˆ-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 3 then P[j]:=zz; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -3 then P[j]:=zzˆ-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 4 then P[j]:=ww; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -4 then P[j]:=wwˆ-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 5 then P[j]:=hh; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -5 then P[j]:=hhˆ-1; end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(N);











prodim := function(pt, Q, I)
/*































cst:= [null : i in [1 .. 24]]
where null is[Integers() |];
for i := 1 to 16 do
cst[prodim(1, ts, [i])]:=[i];
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..24] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;
end if; end for; m;






for i in [1..#SSS] do
for n in IN do
if ts[1] eq n*ts[Rep(Seqq[i])[1]]then print Rep(Seqq[i]);
end if; end for; end for;
T1:=Transversal(N,N1s);
for i in [1..#T1] do
ss:=[1]ˆT1[i];
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cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..24] do if cst[i] ne []then m:=m+1;
end if; end for; m;
Orbits(N1s);
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[5] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[12] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[15] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[2] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[9] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;







m:=N!(1, 2)(3, 9)(4, 8)(5, 10)(14, 6)(7, 11)(12, 16)(15, 13);
n:=N!(2, 8)(3, 7)(4, 14)(9, 13)(6, 10)(16, 11);
[1]ˆn;
for i in [1 .. 32] do if ArrayP[i] eq m then Sch[i];
end if; end for;
ts[1]*ts[2] eq f(y)*ts[1];
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
m:=N!(1, 6)(2, 4)(3, 13)(5, 8)(14, 10)(9, 12)(7, 16)(15, 11);
n:=N!(2, 8)(3, 7)(4, 14)(9, 13)(6, 10)(16, 11);
[1]ˆn;
for i in [1 .. 32] do if ArrayP[i] eq m then Sch[i];
end if; end for;
ts[1]*ts[6] eq f(y*w)*ts[1];
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[9] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
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m:=N!(1, 16, 4, 9, 5, 13, 14, 11)(2, 3, 6, 12, 10, 7, 8, 15);
n:=N!(1, 14)(2, 10)(3, 12)(4, 5)(7, 15)(16, 13);
[1]ˆn;
for i in [1 .. 32] do if ArrayP[i] eq m then Sch[i];
end if; end for;
ts[1]*ts[9] eq f(y*x*z)*ts[14];
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[11] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
m:=N!(1, 13, 4, 11, 5, 16, 14, 9)(2, 7, 6, 15, 10, 3, 8, 12);
n:=N!(1, 14)(2, 10)(3, 12)(4, 5)(7, 15)(16, 13);
[1]ˆn;
for i in [1 .. 32] do if ArrayP[i] eq m then Sch[i];
end if; end for;
ts[1]*ts[11] eq f(y*z*x)*ts[14];
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[15] eq n*ts[1]*ts[12]then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[15] eq n*ts[1]*ts[3]then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3] eq n*ts[1]*ts[12]then n;






for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[5]eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
for g in N do if [1,5]ˆg eq [2,10] then N15s:=sub<N|N15s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,5]ˆg eq [3,7] then N15s:=sub<N|N15s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,5]ˆg eq [4,14] then N15s:=sub<N|N15s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,5]ˆg eq [14,4] then N15s:=sub<N|N15s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,5]ˆg eq [5,1] then N15s:=sub<N|N15s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,5]ˆg eq [8,6] then N15s:=sub<N|N15s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,5]ˆg eq [9,11] then N15s:=sub<N|N15s,g>;
end if; end for;
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for g in N do if [1,5]ˆg eq [11,9] then N15s:=sub<N|N15s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,5]ˆg eq [10,2] then N15s:=sub<N|N15s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,5]ˆg eq [16,13] then N15s:=sub<N|N15s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,5]ˆg eq [15,12] then N15s:=sub<N|N15s,g>;






for i := 1 to #T do
ss := [1,5]ˆT[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..24] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;












for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[12] eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
for g in N do if [1,12]ˆg eq [3,4] then N112s:=sub<N|N112s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,12]ˆg eq [5,15] then N112s:=sub<N|N112s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,12]ˆg eq [7,14] then N112s:=sub<N|N112s,g>;







for i := 1 to #T do
ss := [1,12]ˆT[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..24] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[12] eq n*ts[3]*ts[4] then n;
end if; end for;
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[12] eq n*ts[5]*ts[15] then n;
end if; end for;
Orbits(N112s);
for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[12] eq n*ts[7]*ts[14] then n;
end if; end for;
m:=N!(1, 5)(2, 10)(3, 7)(4, 14)(8, 6)(9, 11)(12, 15)(16, 13);
for i in [1 .. 32] do if ArrayP[i] eq m then Sch[i];









for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[4]eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
for i in [1..24] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;
end if; end for; m;
for g in N do if [1,4]ˆg eq [2,8] then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4]ˆg eq [3,12] then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4]ˆg eq [4,5] then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4]ˆg eq [5,14] then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4]ˆg eq [9,16] then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4]ˆg eq [6,2] then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,g>;
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end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4]ˆg eq [10,6] then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4]ˆg eq [12,7] then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4]ˆg eq [7,15] then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4]ˆg eq [8,10] then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4]ˆg eq [14,1] then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4]ˆg eq [13,9] then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4]ˆg eq [11,13] then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4]ˆg eq [16,11] then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4]ˆg eq [5,3] then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,g>;






for i := 1 to #T14 do
ss := [1,4]ˆT14[i];







for n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4] eq n*ts[2]*ts[8] then n;
end if; end for;
m:=N!(1, 4, 5, 14)(2, 6, 10, 8)(3, 12, 7, 15)(9, 13, 11, 16);
for i in [1 .. 32] do if ArrayP[i] eq m then Sch[i];


























ArrayP:=[Id(N): i in [1..4]];
for i in [2..4] do
P:=[Id(N): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=xx; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1 then P[j]:=xxˆ-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P[j]:=yy; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -2 then P[j]:=yyˆ-1; end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(N);








prodim := function(pt, Q, I)
/*



















cst:= [null : i in [1 .. 15]]
where null is[Integers() |];
for i := 1 to 4 do
cst[prodim(1, ts, [i])]:=[i];
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..15] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;
end if; end for; m;






for i in [1..#SSS] do
for n in IN do
if ts[1] eq n*ts[Rep(Seqq[i])[1]]then print Rep(Seqq[i]);
end if; end for; end for;
T1:=Transversal(N,N1s);
for i in [1..#T1] do
ss:=[1]ˆT1[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..15] do if cst[i] ne []then m:=m+1;
end if; end for; m;
Orbits(N1s);
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[2] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
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for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2]eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];






for i := 1 to #T do
ss := [1,2]ˆT[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..15] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;







for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[4]eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];






for i := 1 to #T do
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ss := [1,4]ˆT[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..15] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;







for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[3]eq
g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[3]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
for g in N do if [1,2,3]ˆg eq [2,1,4] then N123s:=
sub<N|N123s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,2,3]ˆg eq [3,4,1] then N123s:=
sub<N|N123s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,2,3]ˆg eq [4,3,2] then N123s:=
sub<N|N123s,g>;





for i := 1 to #T do
ss := [1,2,3]ˆT[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..15] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;







for i in [1..#SS] do




end if; end for; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4,3]ˆg eq [2,3,4] then
N143s:=sub<N|N143s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4,3]ˆg eq [3,2,1] then
N143s:=sub<N|N143s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4,3]ˆg eq [4,1,2] then





for i := 1 to #T do
ss := [1,4,3]ˆT[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..15] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
Orbits(N143s);
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[4] eq
m*(ts[1]*ts[4])ˆn then m,n;end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[3] eq
m*(ts[1]*ts[4])ˆn then m,n;end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[1] eq
m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4]*ts[2] eq
m*(ts[1]*ts[2])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4]*ts[3] eq
m*(ts[1]*ts[2])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4]*ts[1] eq
m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;end if;end for;
B.4 S6 over (2× 4) : 2
% from here we will factor S6 by NL[4]=32 to decrease
the number of DCE %
S:=Sym(16);
xx:=S!(2, 8)(3, 7)(4, 14)(6, 10)(9, 13)(11, 16);
yy:=S!(1, 2)(3, 9)(4, 8)(5, 10)(6, 14)(7, 11)(12, 16)(13, 15);
zz:=S!(1, 3)(2, 9)(4, 12)(5, 7)(6, 13)(8, 16)(10, 11)(14, 15);
ww:= S!(1, 4, 5, 14)(2, 6, 10, 8)(3, 12, 7, 15)(9, 13, 11, 16);
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ArrayP:=[Id(N): i in [1..#G]];
for i in [2..#G] do
P:=[Id(N): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=f(x); end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P[j]:=f(y); end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 3 then P[j]:=f(z); end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 4 then P[j]:=f(w); end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -4 then P[j]:=f(w)ˆ-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 5 then P[j]:=f(h); end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 6 then P[j]:=f(t); end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(N);






for i in [1..#NL]do if IsAbelian(NL[i]) then i;
end if;end for;
#Generators(NL[4]);
for j in [1..6] do
for i in [1..#Sch] do if ArrayP[i] eq NL[4].j then Sch[i];




(z*x*t)ˆ0,(y*x*t)ˆ6,(y*x*z*t)ˆ5,h,t * h * t,
x * t * wˆ-1 * t * wˆ-1 * t * wˆ-1,(z * t)ˆ4,

































yy:=S!(1, 2)(3, 6)(4, 5)(7, 8);
zz:=S!(1, 3)(2, 6)(4, 7)(5, 8);







ArrayP:=[Id(N): i in [1..16]];
for i in [2..16] do
P:=[Id(N): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
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if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=xx; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1 then P[j]:=xxˆ-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P[j]:=yy; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -2 then P[j]:=yyˆ-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 3 then P[j]:=zz; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -3 then P[j]:=zzˆ-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 4 then P[j]:=ww; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -4 then P[j]:=wwˆ-1; end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(N);








* wˆ-1 * t * wˆ-1 * t * wˆ-1,
(z * t)ˆ4>;
f,G1,k:=CosetAction(G,sub<G|x,y,z,w>);
prodim := function(pt, Q, I)
/*



















cst:= [null : i in [1 .. 45]]
where null is[Integers() |];
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for i := 1 to 8 do
cst[prodim(1, ts, [i])]:=[i];
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..45] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;
end if; end for; m;






for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do
if ts[1] eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]then print SSS[i];






for i := 1 to #T1 do
ss := [1]ˆT1[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;for i in [1..45] do if cst[i] ne []




for i := 1 to #T1 do
ss := [1]ˆT1[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;for i in [1..45] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1; end if; end for; m;
Orbits(N1s);
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[2] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;










for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2]eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
#N12s;
N12s;
for g in N do if [1,2]ˆg eq [2,1] then N12s:=sub<N|N12s,g>;
end if; end for;
#N/#N12s;
T:=Transversal(N,N12s);
for i := 1 to #T do
ss := [1,2]ˆT[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..45] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
Orbits(N12s);
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[2] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn
then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[4] eq m*(ts[1]*ts[2])ˆn
then m,n;
end if;end for;




for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[3] eq m*(ts[1]*ts[2])ˆn
then m,n;







for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3]ˆg eq [3,1] then N13s:=sub<N|N13s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3]ˆg eq [4,7] then N13s:=sub<N|N13s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3]ˆg eq [7,4] then N13s:=sub<N|N13s,g>;





for i := 1 to #T do
ss := [1,3]ˆT[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..45] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
Orbits(N13s);
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1] eq
m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;end if; end for;m;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[2] eq
m*(ts[1]*ts[2])ˆn then m,n;







for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[6]eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];





for i := 1 to #T do
ss := [1,6]ˆT[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..45] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
Orbits(N16s);
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[6] eq
m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[1] eq
m*(ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[2])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[2] eq
m*(ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[3])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[3] eq
m*(ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[2])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[4] eq
m*(ts[1]*ts[6])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[5] eq
m*(ts[1]*ts[2])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[7] eq
m*(ts[1]*ts[6])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[8] eq
m*(ts[1]*ts[6])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
for i in [1 .. 16] do if ArrayP[i] eq







for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[3]eq
g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]*
ts[Rep(SSS[i])[3]]then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
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for g in N do if [1,2,3]ˆg eq [2,1,6] then
N123s:=sub<N|N123s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,2,3]ˆg eq [7,8,4] then
N123s:=sub<N|N123s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,2,3]ˆg eq [8,7,5] then





for i := 1 to #T do
ss := [1,2,3]ˆT[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..45] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
Orbits(N123s);
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[3]*ts[1] eq
m*(ts[1]*ts[6])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;









for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[2]eq
g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[3]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,2]ˆg eq [3,1,6] then
N132s:=sub<N|N132s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,2]ˆg eq [4,7,2] then
N132s:=sub<N|N132s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,2]ˆg eq [7,4,6] then





for i := 1 to #T do
ss := [1,3,2]ˆT[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..45] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
Orbits(N132s);
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[2]*ts[2] eq
m*(ts[1]*ts[3])ˆn then m,n;end if;end for;
ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[2]*ts[2] eq ts[1]*ts[3];
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[2]*ts[5] eq
m*(ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[2])ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;








for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[1]eq
g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[3]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
for g in N do if [1,6,1]ˆg eq [2,3,2] then
N161s:=sub<N|N161s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,6,1]ˆg eq [3,2,3] then
N161s:=sub<N|N161s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,6,1]ˆg eq [4,8,4] then
N161s:=sub<N|N161s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,6,1]ˆg eq [6,1,6] then
N161s:=sub<N|N161s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,6,1]ˆg eq [5,7,5] then
N161s:=sub<N|N161s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,6,1]ˆg eq [7,5,7] then
N161s:=sub<N|N161s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,6,1]ˆg eq [8,4,8] then






for i := 1 to #T do
ss := [1,6,1]ˆT[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..45] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
Orbits(N161s);
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[1]*ts[1] eq m*(ts[1]*ts[6])
ˆn then m,n;
end if;end for;
B.5 24 : S3 × S3 over S3 × S3
G<x,y,z,w,t>:=Group<x,y,z,w,t|xˆ3,yˆ2,zˆ2,wˆ3,xˆ-1*y*x*y,
(xˆ-1*z)ˆ2,(y*z)ˆ2,(x,w),(y*wˆ-1)ˆ2,z*wˆ-1*z*w,tˆ2,
(t,y),(t,x * z),((x * w)*t)ˆ4,((z * w)*t)ˆ6,((x * y)*t)ˆ4,






xx:=S! (1, 2, 9)(3, 4, 5)(6, 7, 8);
yy:=S!(3, 6)(4, 7)(5, 8);
zz:=S! (1, 2)(4, 5)(7, 8);







ArrayP:=[Id(N): i in [1..36]];
for i in [2..36] do
P:=[Id(N): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=xx; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1 then P[j]:=xxˆ-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P[j]:=yy; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 3 then P[j]:=zz; end if;








for i in [1..#N] do 1ˆArrayP[i],Sch[i];end for;
f,G1,k:=CosetAction(G,sub<G|x,y,z,w>);
prodim := function(pt, Q, I)
/*












ts := [ Id(G1): i in [1 .. 9] ];
ts[1]:=f(t);
ts[2]:=f(tˆz);
ts[3]:=f(tˆ( w * xˆ-1));
ts[4]:=f(tˆ( y * w));




ts[9]:=f(tˆ( y * xˆ-1));
#G/#N;
cst:= [null : i in [1 .. 32]]
where null is[Integers() |];
for i := 1 to 9 do
cst[prodim(1, ts, [i])]:=[i];
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..32] do if cst[i] ne [] then
m:=m+1; end if; end for; m;







for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do
if ts[1] eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]then print SSS[i];






for i := 1 to #T1 do
ss := [1]ˆT1[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;for i in [1..32] do if cst[i] ne []




for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[2] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn
then m,n; end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn
then m,n; end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn







for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3]ˆg eq [5,7] then
N13s:=sub<N|N13s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3]ˆg eq [1,8] then
N13s:=sub<N|N13s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3]ˆg eq [5,7] then
N13s:=sub<N|N13s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3]ˆg eq [5,9] then
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N13s:=sub<N|N13s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3]ˆg eq [6,2] then
N13s:=sub<N|N13s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3]ˆg eq [6,4] then





for i := 1 to #T do
ss := [1,3]ˆT[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..32] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
Orbits(N13s);
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1] eq
m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;end if; end for;m;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[2] eq
m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;end if; end for;m;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[2] eq
m*(ts[1]*ts[4])ˆn then m,n;end if; end for;m;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[2] eq






for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[4]eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4]ˆg eq [1,7] then




for i := 1 to #T do
ss := [1,4]ˆT[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..32] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;
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end if; end for;m;
Orbits(N14s);
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4]*ts[2] eq
m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n; end if; end for;m;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4]*ts[4] eq
m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n; end if; end for;m;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4]*ts[3] eq






for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4]*ts[1]eq
g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[3]]then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4,1]ˆg eq [2,5,2] then
N141s:=sub<N|N141s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4,1]ˆg eq [1,7,1] then
N141s:=sub<N|N141s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4,1]ˆg eq [4,7,4] then
N141s:=sub<N|N141s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4,1]ˆg eq [9,3,9] then
N141s:=sub<N|N141s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4,1]ˆg eq [2,8,2] then
N141s:=sub<N|N141s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4,1]ˆg eq [5,8,5] then
N141s:=sub<N|N141s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4,1]ˆg eq [4,1,4] then
N141s:=sub<N|N141s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4,1]ˆg eq [7,4,7] then
N141s:=sub<N|N141s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4,1]ˆg eq [7,1,7] then
N141s:=sub<N|N141s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4,1]ˆg eq [9,6,9] then
N141s:=sub<N|N141s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4,1]ˆg eq [3,6,3] then
N141s:=sub<N|N141s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4,1]ˆg eq [5,2,5] then
N141s:=sub<N|N141s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4,1]ˆg eq [8,5,8] then
N141s:=sub<N|N141s,g>;end if; end for;
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for g in N do if [1,4,1]ˆg eq [8,2,8] then
N141s:=sub<N|N141s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4,1]ˆg eq [3,9,3] then
N141s:=sub<N|N141s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4,1]ˆg eq [6,3,6] then
N141s:=sub<N|N141s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,4,1]ˆg eq [6,9,6] then




for i := 1 to #T do
ss := [1,4,1]ˆT[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..32] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
Orbits(N141s);
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4]*ts[1]*ts[1] eq






for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]eq
g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[3]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,1]ˆg eq [3,8,3] then
N131s:=sub<N|N131s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,1]ˆg eq [1,8,1] then
N131s:=sub<N|N131s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,1]ˆg eq [8,1,8] then
N131s:=sub<N|N131s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,1]ˆg eq [8,3,8] then
N131s:=sub<N|N131s,g>;end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,1]ˆg eq [3,1,3] then






for i := 1 to #T do
ss := [1,3,1]ˆT[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..32] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
Orbits(N131s);
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]*ts[1] eq
m*(ts[1]*ts[3])ˆn then m,n;end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]*ts[2] eq
m*(ts[1]*ts[4])ˆn then m,n; end if;end for;
B.6 33 : S4 × 2 over S3 × S3
S:=Sym(9);
xx:=S! (1, 2, 9)(3, 4, 5)(6, 7, 8);
yy:=S!(3, 6)(4, 7)(5, 8);
zz:=S! (1, 2)(4, 5)(7, 8);





z*wˆ-1*z*w,tˆ2,(t,y),(t,x * z),(w*t)ˆ3,((x * w)*t)ˆ0,








ArrayP:=[Id(N): i in [1..36]];
for i in [2..36] do
P:=[Id(N): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=xx; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1 then P[j]:=xxˆ-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P[j]:=yy; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 3 then P[j]:=zz; end if;












((x * w)*t)ˆ0,((z * w)*t)ˆ0,((x * y)*t)ˆ6,
((x * y * wˆ-1)*t)ˆ4>;
f,G1,k:=CosetAction(G,sub<G|x,y,z,w>);
prodim := function(pt, Q, I)
/*












ts := [ Id(G1): i in [1 .. 9] ];
ts[1]:=f(t);
ts[2]:=f(tˆz);
ts[3]:=f(tˆ( w * xˆ-1));
ts[4]:=f(tˆ( y * w));




ts[9]:=f(tˆ( y * xˆ-1));
#G/#N;
cst:= [null : i in [1 .. 36]]
where null is[Integers() |];
for i := 1 to 9 do
cst[prodim(1, ts, [i])]:=[i];
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..36] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;
end if; end for; m;
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for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do
if ts[1] eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]then print SSS[i];





for i := 1 to #T1 do
ss := [1]ˆT1[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;for i in [1..36] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1; end if; end for; m;
Orbits(N1s);
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[2] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn
then m,n; end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn
then m,n; end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3] eq m*(ts[1])ˆn
then m,n; end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3] eq m*(ts[1]*ts[2])ˆn







for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3]ˆg eq [4,2] then






for i := 1 to #T do
ss := [1,3]ˆT[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..36] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
Orbits(N13s);
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[2] eq
m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;end if; end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1] eq
m*(ts[1]*ts[3])ˆn then m,n;end if; end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[7] eq
m*(ts[1]*ts[2])ˆn then m,n;end if; end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5] eq
m*(ts[1]*ts[3])ˆn then m,n;end if; end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[6] eq






for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2]eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];end if; end for; end for;
for g in N do if [1,2]ˆg eq [2,9] then
N12s:=sub<N|N12s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,2]ˆg eq [9,1] then





for i := 1 to #T do
ss := [1,2]ˆT[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0; for i in [1..36] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
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Orbits(N12s);
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[2] eq
m*(ts[1])ˆn then m,n;end if;end for;
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[3] eq






for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[7]eq
g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[3]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,7]ˆg eq [ 2, 4, 8 ]
then N137s:=sub<N|N137s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,7]ˆg eq [ 4, 6, 1 ]
then N137s:=sub<N|N137s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,7]ˆg eq [ 9, 5, 6 ]
then N137s:=sub<N|N137s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,7]ˆg eq [ 5, 7, 2 ]
then N137s:=sub<N|N137s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,7]ˆg eq [ 2, 6, 5 ]
then N137s:=sub<N|N137s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,7]ˆg eq [ 7, 9, 4 ]
then N137s:=sub<N|N137s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,7]ˆg eq [ 3, 8, 9 ]
then N137s:=sub<N|N137s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,7]ˆg eq [ 1, 8, 4 ]
then N137s:=sub<N|N137s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,7]ˆg eq [ 8, 1, 5 ]
then N137s:=sub<N|N137s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,7]ˆg eq [ 9, 7, 3 ]
then N137s:=sub<N|N137s,g>;
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end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,7]ˆg eq [ 5, 9, 8 ]
then N137s:=sub<N|N137s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,7]ˆg eq [ 8, 3, 2 ]
then N137s:=sub<N|N137s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,7]ˆg eq [ 6, 2, 3 ]
then N137s:=sub<N|N137s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,7]ˆg eq [ 4, 2, 7 ]
then N137s:=sub<N|N137s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,7]ˆg eq [ 7, 5, 1 ]
then N137s:=sub<N|N137s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,7]ˆg eq [ 3, 1, 6 ]
then N137s:=sub<N|N137s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,3,7]ˆg eq [ 6, 4, 9 ]
then N137s:=sub<N|N137s,g>;





for i := 1 to #T do
ss := [1,3,7]ˆT[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for; m:=0; for i in [1..36] do if cst[i]
ne [] then m:=m+1;end if; end for;m;
Orbits(N137s);
for m,n in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[7]*ts[7] eq
m*(ts[1]*ts[3])ˆn then m,n;end if; end for;
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Appendix C
MAGMA Code for Maximal DCE
C.1 M11 over Maximal Subgroup S5
S:=Sym(40);
xx:=S!(1, 9, 17, 25, 33)(2, 26, 10, 34, 18)
(3, 35, 27, 19, 11)(4, 20, 36, 12, 28)(5,13, 21, 29, 37)
(6, 30, 14, 38, 22)
(7, 39, 31, 23, 15)(8, 24, 40, 16, 32);
yy:=S!(1, 4, 3, 2)(5, 8, 7, 6)(9, 12, 11, 10)
(13, 16, 15, 14)(17, 20, 19, 18)(21, 24,23, 22)
(25, 28, 27, 26)(29, 32, 31, 30)(33, 36, 35, 34)










M:=sub<G|x,y,t * x * yˆ2 * tˆ-1>;
DoubleCosets(G,M,HH2);
#DoubleCosets(G,M,HH2);




ArrayP:=[Id(N): i in [1..20]];
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for i in [2..20] do
P:=[Id(N): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=xx; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1 then P[j]:=xxˆ-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P[j]:=yy; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -2 then P[j]:=yyˆ-1; end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(N);














































prodim := function(pt, Q, I)
v := pt;





cst := [null : i in









for i in [1..#SSS] do
for n in IM do
if ts[1]eq n*ts[Rep(Seqq[i])[1]] then print Rep(Seqq[i]);
end if; end for; end for;
N1s:=N1;
for n in N do if 1ˆn eq 19 then N1s:=sub<N|N1s,n>;
end if; end for;
N1; #N1;
T1:=Transversal(N,N1s);




m:=0; for i in [1..66] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1; end if; end for; m;
for i in [1..40] do for n in IM do if ts[1]
eq n*ts[i] then i; end if; end for; end for;
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Orbits(N1s);
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[5] eq
g*(ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[9] eq
g*(ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[11] eq
g*(ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[13] eq
g*(ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
N1s;
#N1s;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3] eq
g*(ts[5])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[4] eq
g*(ts[5])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[7] eq
g*(ts[5])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[15] eq
g*(ts[5])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[17] eq
g*(ts[5])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6] eq
g*(ts[1]*ts[10])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8] eq
g*(ts[1]*ts[14])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8] eq
g*(ts[1]*ts[26])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8] eq
g*(ts[1]*ts[30])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[12] eq
g*(ts[1]*ts[22])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
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for i in [1..#SSS] do
for n in IM do
if ts[5]eq n*ts[Rep(Seqq[i])[1]]then print Rep(Seqq[i]);
end if; end for; end for;
N5s:=N5;
for n in N do if 5ˆn eq 31 then N5s:=sub<N|N5s,n>;
end if; end for;
N5; #N5;
T5:=Transversal(N,N5s);




m:=0; for i in [1..66] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1; end if; end for; m;
for i in [1..40] do for n in IM do if ts[5] eq
n*ts[i] then i;






for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[5]*ts[3]
eq g*(ts[5])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[5]*ts[9]
eq g*(ts[5])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[5]*ts[13]
eq g*(ts[5])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[5]*ts[23]
eq g*(ts[5])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[5]*ts[1]
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eq g*(ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[5]*ts[7]
eq g*(ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[5]*ts[8]
eq g*(ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[5]*ts[15]
eq g*(ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[5]*ts[19]
eq g*(ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[5]*ts[2]
eq g*(ts[5]*ts[16])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[5]*ts[4]
eq g*(ts[5]*ts[12])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[5]*ts[4]
eq g*(ts[5]*ts[28])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[5]*ts[4]
eq g*(ts[5]*ts[32])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[5]*ts[20]
eq g*(ts[5]*ts[24])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]
eq g*(ts[5]*ts[2])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]
eq g*(ts[5]*ts[32])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]
eq g*(ts[5]*ts[4])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]
eq g*(ts[5]*ts[12])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]
eq g*(ts[5]*ts[28])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
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for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[12]
eq g*(ts[5]*ts[20])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[21]
eq g*(ts[5]*ts[11])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[18]
eq g*(ts[5]*ts[6])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[18]
eq g*(ts[5]*ts[6])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;








for i in [1..#SSS] do
for n in IM do
if ts[1] *ts[6]eq n*ts[Rep(Seqq[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(Seqq[i])[2]]
then print Rep(Seqq[i]);
end if; end for; end for;
N16s:=N16;
for n in N do if 1ˆn eq 19 and 6ˆn eq 16 then
N16s:=sub<N|N16s,n>;
end if; end for;
N16; #N16;
T16:=Transversal(N,N16s);




m:=0; for i in [1..66] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1; end if; end for; m;
[1,6]ˆN16s;
for n in IM do if ts[1]*ts[6] eq n*ts[19]*ts[16] then n;
end if; end for;
for i in [1..#T16] do ([1,6]ˆN16s)ˆT16[i]; end for;
Orbits(N16s);
#N/#N16s;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[5]
eq g*(ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
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end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[26]
eq g*(ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[2]
eq g*(ts[5])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[15]
eq g*(ts[5])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[1]
eq g*(ts[5]*ts[2])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[1]
eq g*(ts[5]*ts[16])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[1]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[10])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[3]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[3]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[14])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[4]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[18])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[6]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[6])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[7]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[12])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[8]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[9]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[10]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[11]
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eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[13]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[12])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[14]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[12])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[17]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[18])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[18]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[21]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[22]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[12])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[26]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[5])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[26]
eq g*(ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[30]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[6]*ts[1]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[6])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[12]*ts[1]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[6])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[12]*ts[2]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[12]*ts[3]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[12]*ts[4]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[6])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
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for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[12]*ts[5]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[18])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;








for i in [1..#SSS] do
for n in IM do
if ts[1] *ts[8]eq n*ts[Rep(Seqq[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(Seqq[i])[2]]
then print Rep(Seqq[i]);








m:=0; for i in [1..66] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1; end if; end for; m;
Orbits(N18s);
[1,8]ˆN18s;





for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[1]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[12])ˆh then "true"; break;
end if; end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[2]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[6])ˆh then "true"; break;
end if; end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[3]
eq g*(ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[4]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[5]
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eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[6]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[7]
eq g*(ts[5])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[8]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[12])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[9]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[18])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[10]
eq g*(ts[5])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[11]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[12]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[13]
eq g*(ts[5])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[14]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[15]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[12])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[16]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[17]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[12])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[18]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[19]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[12])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
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for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[20]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[12])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[21]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[6])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[22]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[18])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[23]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[18])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[24]
eq g*(ts[5])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[25]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[26]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[12])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[27]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[6])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[28]
eq g*(ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[29]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[30]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[6])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[31]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[32]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[18])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[33]
eq g*(ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[34]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[12])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
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end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[35]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[36]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[6])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[37]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[6])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[38]
eq g*(ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break; end if; end for;
end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[39]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[6])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[8]*ts[40]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[6])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;








for i in [1..#SSS] do
for n in IM do
if ts[1] *ts[18]eq n*ts[Rep(Seqq[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(Seqq[i])[2]]
then print Rep(Seqq[i]);
end if; end for; end for;
N118s:=N118;
for n in IM do if 1ˆn eq 20 and 18ˆn eq 25 then
N118s:=sub<N|N118s,n>;end if; end for;
for n in IM do if 1ˆn eq 20 and 18ˆn eq 25 then
N118s:=sub<N|N118s,n>; end if; end for;
for n in IM do if 1ˆn eq 11 and 18ˆn eq 4 then
N118s:=sub<N|N118s,n>; end if; end for;
for n in IM do if 1ˆn eq 34 and 18ˆn eq 35 then
N118s:=sub<N|N118s,n>;end if; end for;
for n in N do if 1ˆn eq 34 and 18ˆn eq 35 then
N118s:=sub<N|N118s,n>;










m:=0; for i in [1..66] do if cst[i] ne []




for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[18]*ts[1]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[18]*ts[2]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[18]*ts[3]
eq g*(ts[5])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[18]*ts[4]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[12])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[18]*ts[5]
eq g*(ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[18]*ts[6]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[18]*ts[7]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[12])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[18]*ts[10]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[8])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[18]*ts[14]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[6])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
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for i in [1..8] do #M[i]‘subgroup/120; end for;
for i in [1..8] do if f(x) in M[i]‘subgroup and




for i in [1..#CC] do if f(x) in CC[i] and f(y) in CC[i]




for i in [1..#CC] do f(x) in CC[i] and f(y) in
CC[i] then i; end if; end for;
for i in [1..#CC] do if f(x) in CC[i] and f(y) in
CC[i] then i; end if; end for;
C:=Conjugates(G1,M[5]‘subgroup);
CC:=Setseq(C);
for i in [1..#CC] do if f(x) in CC[i] and f(y) in
CC[i] then i; end if; end for;
C:=Conjugates(G1,M[6]‘subgroup);
CC:=Setseq(C);
for i in [1..#CC] do if f(x) in CC[i] and f(y) in
CC[i] then i;end if; end for;
C:=Conjugates(G1,M[7]‘subgroup);
CC:=Setseq(C);
for i in [1..#CC] do if f(x) in CC[i] and f(y) in
CC[i] then i;
end if; end for;
C:=Conjugates(G1,M[8]‘subgroup);
CC:=Setseq(C);
for i in [1..#CC] do if f(x) in CC[i] and f(y) in
CC[i] then i;









for g in G1 do if sub<G1|f(x),f(y),g> eq M8 then
A:=g; break;














t * x * tˆ-1
M:=sub<G|x,y,t * x * tˆ-1>;
#M;
#DoubleCosets(G,M,sub<G|x,y>);




xx:=S!(1, 6, 11, 4, 2)(5, 22, 20, 19, 24)
(7, 12, 17, 10, 8)(13, 18, 23, 16, 14);
yy:=S!(1, 3)(2, 22)(4, 8)(5, 6)(7, 9)(10, 14)(11, 12)












M:=sub<G|x,y,t * x * tˆ-1>;
DoubleCosets(G,M,HH2);
#DoubleCosets(G,M,HH2);
IM:=sub<G1|f(x),f(y),f(t * x * tˆ-1)>;
IN:=sub<G1|f(x),f(y)>;





ts[5]:=f(tˆ( x * y));
ts[6]:=f(tˆ((y * x)ˆ2));
ts[7]:=f(tˆ(xˆ2 * y * xˆ-1));
ts[8]:=f(tˆ(xˆ2 * y * xˆ-2));
ts[9]:=f(tˆ(xˆ2 * y * xˆ-1 * y));
ts[10]:=f(tˆ(xˆ-2 * y * xˆ-1));
ts[11]:=f(tˆ(xˆ2));
ts[12]:=f(tˆ(xˆ2 * y));
ts[13]:=f(tˆ((xˆ2 * y * xˆ-1)ˆ2));
ts[14]:=f(tˆ((xˆ2 * y)ˆ2));
ts[15]:=f(tˆ(xˆ-1 * y * x * y * xˆ2 * y));
ts[16]:=f(tˆ(xˆ-1 * y * x * y));
ts[17]:=f(tˆ(xˆ2 * y * x));
ts[18]:=f(tˆ(xˆ2 * y * x * y));
ts[19]:=f(tˆ(x * y * xˆ-2));
ts[20]:=f(tˆ(yˆx));
ts[21]:=f(tˆ(xˆ-1 * y * xˆ2 * y * x));
ts[22]:=f(tˆ(xˆ-1 * y));
ts[23]:=f(tˆ(x * y * xˆ-1 * y));
ts[24]:=f(tˆ(x * y * xˆ-1));
prodim := function(pt, Q, I)
v := pt;





cst := [null : i in [1 .. Index(G,sub<G|x,y,t * x * tˆ-1>)]]








for i in [1..#SSS] do
for n in IM do
if ts[1]eq n*ts[Rep(Seqq[i])[1]] then print Rep(Seqq[i]);






for i in [1..#SSS] do
for n in IM do
if ts[1]eq n*ts[Rep(Seqq[i])[1]] then print
Rep(Seqq[i]);end if; end for; end for;
N1s:=N1;
for n in N do if 1ˆn eq 6 then
N1s:=sub<N|N1s,n>; end if; end for;
for n in N do if 1ˆn eq 11 then
N1s:=sub<N|N1s,n>;end if; end for;
for n in N do if 1ˆn eq 4 then
N1s:=sub<N|N1s,n>;end if; end for;
for n in N do if 1ˆn eq 2 then
N1s:=sub<N|N1s,n>; end if; end for;
for n in N do if 1ˆn eq 18 then
N1s:=sub<N|N1s,n>; end if; end for;
for n in N do if 1ˆn eq 16 then
N1s:=sub<N|N1s,n>;end if; end for;
for n in N do if 1ˆn eq 9 then
N1s:=sub<N|N1s,n>;end if; end for;
for n in N do if 1ˆn eq 14 then
N1s:=sub<N|N1s,n>;end if; end for;
for n in N do if 1ˆn eq 23 then
N1s:=sub<N|N1s,n>;end if; end for;
for n in N do if 1ˆn eq 21 then
N1s:=sub<N|N1s,n>;
end if; end for;
for n in N do if 1ˆn eq 13 then
N1s:=sub<N|N1s,n>;









m:=0; for i in [1..50] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1;










for i in [1..#SSS] do
for n in IM do
if ts[1] *ts[1]eq n*ts[Rep(Seqq[i])[1]]*ts
[Rep(Seqq[i])[2]]then print Rep(Seqq[i]);
end if; end for; end for;
N11s:=N11;
N11; #N11;
for n in N do if 1ˆn eq 13 and 1ˆn eq 13 then
N11s:=sub<N|N11s,n>;
end if; end for;
T11:=Transversal(N,N11s);




m:=0; for i in [1..50] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1; end if; end for; m;
Orbits(N11s);
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[13]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[1])ˆh then "true";
break; end if; end for; end for;
#N/#N11s;
N11s;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[7]
eq g*(ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break;







for i in [1..#SSS] do for n in IM do
if ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[2] eq n*ts
[Rep(Seqq[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(Seqq[i])[2]]
*ts[Rep(Seqq[i])[3]]then print Rep(Seqq[i]);
end if; end for; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,2]ˆg eq [20,20,7] then
N112:=sub<N|N112,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,2]ˆg eq [8,8,19]
then N112:=sub<N|N112,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,2]ˆg eq [13,13,19] then
N112:=sub<N|N112,g>;










m:=0; for i in [1..50] do if cst[i] ne []




for g in IM do for h in IN do if
ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[1]
eq g*(ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[1]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break; end if;
end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[2]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break;
end if; end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[2]
eq g*(ts[1])ˆh then "true"; break;
end if; end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[2]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[2])ˆh then "true";
break; end if; end for; end for;
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for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[3]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[2])ˆh then "true";
break; end if; end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[5]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[2])ˆh then "true";
break; end if; end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[9]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[2])ˆh then "true";
break; end if; end for; end for;
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[11]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[2])ˆh then "true";





for i in [1..#SSS] do for n in IM do




end if; end for; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,3]ˆg eq [3,3,1]
then N113:=sub<N|N113,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,3]ˆg eq [10,10,11] then
N113:=sub<N|N113,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,3]ˆg eq [20,20,6] then
N113:=sub<N|N113,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,3]ˆg eq [14,14,12] then
N113:=sub<N|N113,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,3]ˆg eq [23,23,22] then
N113:=sub<N|N113,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,3]ˆg eq [24,24,2] then
N113:=sub<N|N113,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,3]ˆg eq [6,6,20] then
N113:=sub<N|N113,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,3]ˆg eq [11,11,10] then
N113:=sub<N|N113,g>;
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end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,3]ˆg eq [16,16,5] then
N113:=sub<N|N113,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,3]ˆg eq [17,17,4] then
N113:=sub<N|N113,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,3]ˆg eq [21,21,7] then
N113:=sub<N|N113,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,3]ˆg eq [5,5,16]
then N113:=sub<N|N113,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,3]ˆg eq [12,12,14] then
N113:=sub<N|N113,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,3]ˆg eq [22,22,23] then
N113:=sub<N|N113,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,3]ˆg eq [2,2,24]
then N113:=sub<N|N113,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,3]ˆg eq [18,18,8] then
N113:=sub<N|N113,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,3]ˆg eq [4,4,17]
then N113:=sub<N|N113,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,3]ˆg eq [19,19,9] then
N113:=sub<N|N113,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,3]ˆg eq [7,7,21]
then N113:=sub<N|N113,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,3]ˆg eq [8,8,18]
then N113:=sub<N|N113,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,3]ˆg eq [9,9,19]
then N113:=sub<N|N113,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,3]ˆg eq [15,15,13] then
N113:=sub<N|N113,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if [1,1,3]ˆg eq [13,13,15] then
N113:=sub<N|N113,g>;










m:=0; for i in [1..50] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1; end if; end for; m;
Orbits(N113s);
for g in IM do for h in IN do if ts[1]*ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]
eq g*(ts[1]*ts[1])ˆh then "true";break; end if;
end for; end for;
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Appendix D










for i in [1..#S] do if Index(G,S[i]‘subgroup) eq






for i in [2..37] do for j in [3..20] do if
Induction(CH[i],G) eq CG[j] then i,j;






A:=[[C.1,0] : i in [1..2]];
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for i,j in [1..2] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
A[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1);




B:=[[C.1,0] : i in [1..2]];
for i ,j in [1..2] do B[i,j]:=0; end for;
for i,j in [1..2] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
B[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1);




for i,j in [1..k] do if T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ 18 then D[i,j]:=37; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ19 then D[i,j]:=145; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1; end if;


















A:=[[C.1,0] : i in [1..2]]; for i ,j in [1..2] do A[i,j]:=0;
end for;
for i,j in [1..2] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
A[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1);
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end if; end for;
B:=[[C.1,0] : i in [1..2]]; for i ,j in [1..2]
do B[i,j]:=0;
end for; for i,j in [1..2] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1 in H
then B[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
perm:= function(n, p, mat)








for i in [1..n] do j:=0;
done:=0;






until done eq 1 or j eq p;
end for;
for i in [1..(p-1)] do for a in [1..n] do






















for i in [1..#S] do if Index(G,S[i]‘subgroup) eq 3





for i in [2..37] do for j in [4..15] do if
Induction(CH[i],G) eq CG[j] then i,j;






A:=[[C.1,0,0] : i in [1..3]];




for i,j in [1..3] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
A[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1);




B:=[[C.1,0,0] : i in [1..3]];
for i ,j in [1..3] do B[i,j]:=0; end for;
for i,j in [1..3] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
B[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1);




for i,j in [1..k] do if T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ3 then D[i,j]:=73; end if;
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if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ30 then D[i,j]:=29; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ4 then D[i,j]:=125; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1;end if;


















A:=[[C.1,0,0] : i in [1..3]]; for i ,j in [1..3] do
A[i,j]:=0;
end for;
for i,j in [1..3] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
A[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
B:=[[C.1,0,0] : i in [1..3]]; for i ,j in [1..3] do
B[i,j]:=0; end for; for i,j in [1..3] do if T[i]*yy*T
[j]ˆ-1 in H then B[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
perm:= function(n, p, mat)








for i in [1..n] do j:=0;
done:=0;







until done eq 1 or j eq p;
end for;
for i in [1..(p-1)] do for a in [1..n] do





















for i in [1..#S] do if Index(G,S[i]‘subgroup) eq 4






for i in [2..37] do for j in [5..13] do if
Induction(CH[i],G) eq CG[j] then i,j;







A:=[[C.1,0,0,0] : i in [1..4]];




for i,j in [1..4] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
A[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1);




B:=[[C.1,0,0,0] : i in [1..4]];
for i ,j in [1..4] do B[i,j]:=0; end for;
for i,j in [1..4] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
B[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1);




for i,j in [1..k] do if T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ21 then D[i,j]:=19; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ15 then D[i,j]:=25;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ16 then D[i,j]:=102;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ22 then D[i,j]:=6;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1;end if;



















A:=[[C.1,0,0,0] : i in [1..4]]; for i ,j in [1..4] do
A[i,j]:=0;
end for;
for i,j in [1..4] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
A[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
B:=[[C.1,0,0,0] : i in [1..4]]; for i ,j in [1..4] do
B[i,j]:=0;
end for; for i,j in [1..4] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
B[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
perm:= function(n, p, mat)








for i in [1..n] do j:=0;
done:=0;






until done eq 1 or j eq p;
end for;
for i in [1..(p-1)] do for a in [1..n] do
w[a+i*n]:=(Z!w[a]+i*n-1)






















for i in [1..#S] do if Index(G,S[i]‘subgroup) eq 6






for i in [2..37] do for j in [7..12] do if
Induction(CH[i],G) eq CG[j] then i,j;






A:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0,0] : i in [1..6]];




for i,j in [1..6] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
A[i,j]:=CH[7](T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1);




B:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0,0] : i in [1..6]];
for i ,j in [1..6] do B[i,j]:=0; end for;
for i,j in [1..6] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
B[i,j]:=CH[7](T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1);
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for i,j in [1..k] do if T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ 23 then D[i,j]:=96; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ31 then D[i,j]:=17;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ8 then D[i,j]:=129;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ 14 then D[i,j]:=104;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ 6 then D[i,j]:=114;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ 29then D[i,j]:=67;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1;end if;


















A:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0,0] : i in [1..6]]; for i ,j in
[1..6] do A[i,j]:=0;
end for;
for i,j in [1..6] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
A[i,j]:=CH[7](T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
B:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0,0] : i in [1..6]]; for i ,j in
[1..6] do B[i,j]:=0;
end for; for i,j in [1..6] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
B[i,j]:=CH[7](T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
perm:= function(n, p, mat)









for i in [1..n] do j:=0;
done:=0;






until done eq 1 or j eq p;
end for;
for i in [1..(p-1)] do for a in [1..n] do





















for i in [1..#S] do if Index(G,S[i]‘subgroup) eq 9







for i in [2..37] do for j in [10..13] do if
Induction(CH[i],G) eq CG[j] then i,j;






A:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] : i in [1..9]];




for i,j in [1..9] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
A[i,j]:=CH[12](T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1);




B:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] : i in [1..9]];
for i ,j in [1..9] do B[i,j]:=0; end for;
for i,j in [1..9] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
B[i,j]:=CH[12](T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1);




for i,j in [1..k] do if T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ 18 then D[i,j]:=37; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ15 then D[i,j]:=25;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ31 then D[i,j]:=17;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ 32 then D[i,j]:=123;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ2 then D[i,j]:=107;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ 14 then D[i,j]:=104;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ 24 then D[i,j]:=46;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ 20 then D[i,j]:=85;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ 29 then D[i,j]:=67;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1;end if;



















A:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] : i in [1..9]]; for i ,j
in [1..9] do A[i,j]:=0;
end for;
for i,j in [1..9] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
A[i,j]:=CH[12](T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
B:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] : i in [1..9]]; for i ,j
in [1..9] do B[i,j]:=0;
end for; for i,j in [1..9] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
B[i,j]:=CH[12](T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
perm:= function(n, p, mat)








for i in [1..n] do j:=0;
done:=0;







until done eq 1 or j eq p;
end for;
for i in [1..(p-1)] do for a in [1..n] do





















for i in [1..#S] do if Index(G,S[i]‘subgroup) eq 12






for i in [2..37] do for j in [13..15] do if
Induction(CH[i],G) eq CG[j] then i,j;






A:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] : i in [1..12]];
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for i,j in [1..12] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
A[i,j]:=CH[14](T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1);




B:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] : i in [1..12]];
for i ,j in [1..12] do B[i,j]:=0; end for;
for i,j in [1..12] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
B[i,j]:=CH[14](T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1);




for i,j in [1..k] do if T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ 23 then D[i,j]:=96; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ26 then D[i,j]:=5;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ31 then D[i,j]:=17;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ 27 then D[i,j]:=80;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ8 then D[i,j]:=129;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1 then D[i,j]:=16;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ 14 then D[i,j]:=104;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ 11 then D[i,j]:=30;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ 6 then D[i,j]:=114;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ 10 then D[i,j]:=95;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ 29 then D[i,j]:=67;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ36 then D[i,j]:= 28;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1;end if;



















A:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] : i in [1..12]];
for i ,j in [1..12] do A[i,j]:=0;
end for;
for i,j in [1..12] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
A[i,j]:=CH[14](T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
B:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] : i in [1..12]];
for i ,j in [1..12] do B[i,j]:=0;
end for; for i,j in [1..12] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
B[i,j]:=CH[14](T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
perm:= function(n, p, mat)








for i in [1..n] do j:=0;
done:=0;






until done eq 1 or j eq p;
end for;
for i in [1..(p-1)] do for a in [1..n] do






















for i in [1..#S] do if Index(G,S[i]‘subgroup) eq 18






for i in [2..37] do for j in [19..20] do if
Induction(CH[i],G) eq CG[j] then i,j;






A:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] : i in [1..18]];




for i,j in [1..18] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
A[i,j]:=CH[14](T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1);





B:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] : i in [1..18]];
for i ,j in [1..18] do B[i,j]:=0; end for;
for i,j in [1..18] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
B[i,j]:=CH[14](T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
GG!B;
mat := function(n,p,D,k)
for i,j in [1..k] do if T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ 29 then D[i,j]:=67;end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ35 then D[i,j]:=39; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ18 then D[i,j]:=37; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ23 then D[i,j]:=96; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ15 then D[i,j]:=25; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ13 then D[i,j]:=81; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ31 then D[i,j]:=17; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ17 then D[i,j]:=142; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ32 then D[i,j]:=123; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ8 then D[i,j]:=129; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ2 then D[i,j]:=107; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ19 then D[i,j]:=145; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ14 then D[i,j]:=104; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ22 then D[i,j]:=6; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ24 then D[i,j]:=46; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ6 then D[i,j]:=114; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ20 then D[i,j]:=85; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ5 then D[i,j]:=63; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1;end if;



















i in [1..18]]; for i ,j in [1..18] do A[i,j]:=0;
end for;
for i,j in [1..18] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
A[i,j]:=CH[20](T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
B:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] :
i in [1..18]]; for i ,j in [1..18] do B[i,j]:=0;
end for; for i,j in [1..18] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
B[i,j]:=CH[20](T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
perm:= function(n, p, mat)








for i in [1..n] do j:=0;
done:=0;






until done eq 1 or j eq p;
end for;
for i in [1..(p-1)] do for a in [1..n] do






















for i in [1..#S] do if Index(G,S[i]‘subgroup) eq 36










,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] : i in [1..36]];




for i,j in [1..36] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
A[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
GG!A;
B:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] : i in [1..36]];
for i ,j in [1..36] do B[i,j]:=0; end for;
for i,j in [1..36] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
B[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
GG!B;
mat := function(n,p,D,k)
for i,j in [1..k] do if T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1 then D[i,j]:=16; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ19 then D[i,j]:=145; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ28 then D[i,j]:=88; end if;
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if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ14 then D[i,j]:=104; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ7 then D[i,j]:=36; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ22 then D[i,j]:=6; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ11 then D[i,j]:=30; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ24 then D[i,j]:=46; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ12 then D[i,j]:=33; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ6 then D[i,j]:=114; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ3 then D[i,j]:=73; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ20 then D[i,j]:=85; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ10 then D[i,j]:=95; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ5 then D[i,j]:=63; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ21 then D[i,j]:=19; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ29 then D[i,j]:=67; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ33 then D[i,j]:=31; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ35 then D[i,j]:=39; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ36then D[i,j]:=28; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ18 then D[i,j]:=37; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ9 then D[i,j]:=127; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ23 then D[i,j]:=96; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ30 then D[i,j]:=29; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ15 then D[i,j]:=25; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ26 then D[i,j]:=5; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ13 then D[i,j]:=81; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ25 then D[i,j]:=140; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ31 then D[i,j]:=17; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ34 then D[i,j]:=49; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ17 then D[i,j]:=142; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ27 then D[i,j]:=80; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ32 then D[i,j]:=123; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ16 then D[i,j]:=102; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ8 then D[i,j]:=129; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ4 then D[i,j]:=125; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ2 then D[i,j]:=107; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ2 then D[i,j]:=107; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ36 then D[i,j]:=28; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ18 then D[i,j]:=37; end if;
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if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ9 then D[i,j]:=127; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ23 then D[i,j]:=96; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ30 then D[i,j]:=29; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ7 then D[i,j]:=36; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ30 then D[i,j]:=29; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ15 then D[i,j]:=25; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ26 then D[i,j]:=5; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ13 then D[i,j]:=81; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ20 then D[i,j]:=85; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ15 then D[i,j]:=25; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ13 then D[i,j]:=81; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ25 then D[i,j]:=140; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ31 then D[i,j]:=17; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ34 then D[i,j]:=49; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ17 then D[i,j]:=142; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ27 then D[i,j]:=80; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ27 then D[i,j]:=80; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1; end if;


















0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] : i in [1..36]]; for i ,j
in [1..36] do A[i,j]:=0;
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end for;
for i,j in [1..36] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
A[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
B:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] : i in [1..36]]; for i ,j
in [1..36] do B[i,j]:=0;
end for; for i,j in [1..36] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
B[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
perm:= function(n, p, mat)








for i in [1..n] do j:=0;
done:=0;






until done eq 1 or j eq p;
end for;
for i in [1..(p-1)] do for a in [1..n] do























for i in [1..#S] do if Index(G,S[i]‘subgroup) eq







for i in [2..5] do for j in [3..4] do if
Induction(CH[i],G) eq CG[j] then i,j;








A:=[[C.1,0] : i in [1..2]];




for i,j in [1..2] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
A[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1);




B:=[[C.1,0] : i in [1..2]];
for i ,j in [1..2] do B[i,j]:=0; end for;
for i,j in [1..2] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
B[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1);
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for i,j in [1..k] do if T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ2 then D[i,j]:=5; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ3 then D[i,j]:=9; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1; end if;


















A:=[[C.1,0] : i in [1..2]]; for i ,j in [1..2] do A[i,j]:=0;
end for;
for i,j in [1..2] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
A[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
B:=[[C.1,0] : i in [1..2]]; for i ,j in [1..2] do B[i,j]:=0;
for> end for;
for i,j in [1..2] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
B[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
perm:= function(n, p, mat)









for i in [1..n] do j:=0;
done:=0;
repeat if z[1,i]/uˆj in Z then if Z!(z[1,i]/uˆj)






until done eq 1 or j eq p;
end for;
for i in [1..(p-1)] do for a in [1..n] do




















for i in [1..#S] do if Index(G,S[i]‘subgroup) eq 4






for i in [2..5] do for j in [5] do if Induction
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(CH[i],G) eq CG[j] then i,j;








A:=[[C.1,0,0,0] : i in [1..4]];
for i ,j in [1..4] do A[i,j]:=0; end for;
GG:=GL(4,C);
for i,j in [1..4] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
A[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1);





for i,j in [1..k] do if T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1 then D[i,j]:=4;
end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ3 then D[i,j]:=9;
end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ2 then D[i,j]:=5;
end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ4 then D[i,j]:=3;
end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1;
end if;



















A:=[[C.1,0,0,0] : i in [1..4]]; for i ,j in [1..4]
do A[i,j]:=0;
end for;
for i,j in [1..4] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
A[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
B:=[[C.1,0,0,0] : i in [1..4]]; for i ,j in
[1..4] do B[i,j]:=0;
end for;
for i,j in [1..4] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
B[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
perm:= function(n, p, mat)









for i in [1..n] do j:=0;
done:=0;
repeat if z[1,i]/uˆj in Z then if Z!(z[1,i]/uˆj)





until done eq 1 or j eq p;
end for;
for i in [1..(p-1)] do for a in [1..n] do























for i in [1..#S] do if Index(G,S[i]‘subgroup) eq













A:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0] : i in [1..5]];
for i ,j in [1..5] do A[i,j]:=0; end for;
for i,j in [1..5] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
A[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1);





B:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0] : i in [1..5]];
for i ,j in [1..5] do B[i,j]:=0; end for;
for i,j in [1..5] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
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B[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1);





for i,j in [1..k] do if T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1 then D[i,j]:=4; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1ˆ2 then D[i,j]:=2; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq -1 then D[i,j]:=-1; end if;
end if; end for;
return D;
end function;








A:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0]: i in [1..5]];
for i,j in [1..5] do A[i,j]:=0; end for;
for i,j in [1..5] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
A[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
GG:=GL(5,C);
GG!A;
B:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0]: i in [1..5]];
for i,j in [1..5] do B[i,j]:=0; end for;
for i,j in [1..5] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
B[i,j]:=CH[2](T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
GG!B;
perm := function(n, p, mat)











for i in [1..n] do
j:=0; done:=0;
repeat
if z[1,i]/uˆj in Z then
if Z!(z[1,i]/uˆj) ge 0 then
w[i]:=n*j+Z!(z[1,i]/uˆj);
done:=1;
end if; end if;
j:=j+1;
until done eq 1 or j eq p;
end for;
for i in [1..(p-1)] do
for a in [1..n] do
w[a+i*n]:=(Z!w[a]+i*n-1) mod (p*n) + 1;


















for i in [1..#S] do if Index(G,S[i]‘subgroup) eq 6







for i in [2..5] do for j in [3..7] do if Induction(CH[i],G)
eq CG[j] then i,j;







A:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0,0] : i in [1..6]];
for i ,j in [1..6] do A[i,j]:=0; end for;
for i,j in [1..6] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
A[i,j]:=CH[3](T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1);





B:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0,0] : i in [1..6]];
for i ,j in [1..6] do B[i,j]:=0; end for;
for i,j in [1..6] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
B[i,j]:=CH[3](T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
GG!
mat := function(n,p,D,k)
for i,j in [1..k] do if T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq 1 then D[i,j]:=1; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq C.1 then D[i,j]:=2; end if;
if CH[n](T[i]*p*T[j]ˆ-1) eq -C.1 then D[i,j]:=3; end if;















A:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0,0] : i in [1..6]]; for i ,j
in [1..6] do A[i,j]:=0;end for;
for i,j in [1..6] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1 in H
then A[i,j]:=CH[3](T[i]*xx*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
B:=[[C.1,0,0,0,0,0] : i in [1..6]]; for i ,j
in [1..6] do B[i,j]:=0;
end for;
for i,j in [1..6] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1 in H then
B[i,j]:=CH[3](T[i]*yy*T[j]ˆ-1);
end if; end for;
perm:= function(n, p, mat)








for i in [1..n] do j:=0;
done:=0;
repeat if z[1,i]/uˆj in Z then if Z!(z[1,i]/uˆj)




j:=j+1; until done eq 1 or j eq p;
end for;
for i in [1..(p-1)] do for a in [1..n] do
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